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the surface of the ground is--
adapted to use electromagnetic D p l centers
radiation emitted from and Diol/
received by an antennat system
associated with the plant. 'The
plant has a transmitter and
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the electromiagnetic radiation
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antenna system mentioned
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electromagnetic radiation-
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cooperation with the antenna7
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plurality of individual antenna
elements having substantially
linear polarization, especially
dipole antennas, \'3ih ire positioned in relation in the geometri e center wi systetn %Ath the, *sariou centers of the antentia
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Radar plant and measurement technique for determination of the orientation and the

depth of buried objects.

The present invention generally relates to a technique for detection of objects in the ground

by means of ground radars. More specifically, the invention relates to a plant for generation

of information indicative of the depth and the orientation of an object positioned below the

surface of the ground which plant is adapted to use electromagnetic radiatio emitted from

and received by an antenna system associated with the plant and which plant has a

transmitter and a receiver for generation of the electromagnetic radiation in cooperation

with the antenna system mentioned and for reception of an electromagnetic radiation

reflected from the object in cooperation with the antenna system, respectively. Various

technical solutions and embodiments of such ground radar plants and various embodiments

of methods for generation of information about the depth and position of the object in

qur from a detection by means of ground radars are known. Examples of such technical

sol, tion' are described in the following publications: US-patents Nos. 5,339,080, 5,192,952,

5,499,029, 4,504,033, 5,325,095, 4,430,653, 4,698,634, 4,062,010, 4,839,654 and

5,130,711. These US patents are referred to and they are hereby incorporated in the present

specification by reference. Especially US-patent No. 4,728,897 describes a technique which

is relevant in the present context as this US patent discloses an antenna construction in

which a number of dipoles are positioned symmectically around a common centre and are

brought to pivot either mechanically or electrically for generation of and reception of

electromagnetic radiation. This technology enable, to a large extent achievement of relevant

information about the position and orientation of the object in question, but the technique is

still open to improvements and modifications rendering it possible to obtain an even

substantially improved generation of information and thus a safer and more reliable

identification of the depth and orientation of the object to be identified.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an ground radar plant, i.e. a plant of the

type described in the introduction, which plant provides an improved functionality regarding

identification of the object in question, compared to technical solutions of the prior art, and

consequently provides an improved measuring technique, compared to technical solutions of

the prior art.
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This object together with numerous other objects, advantages and special features of the

present invention which will be evident from the following detailed description is obtained

by means of a plant of the type mentioned in the introduction, which plant is characterized

by being adapted to use electromagnetic radiation emitted from and received by an antenna

system associated with the plant and having a transmitter and a receiver for generation uo

the electromagnetic radiation in cooperation with the antenna system mentioned, and for

reception of an electrormagnetic radiation reflected from the object in cooperation with the

antenna system, respectively, characterized in that the antenna system comprises a plurality

of individual dipole antennas, which are positioned in relation to the geometrical centres of

the antenna system with the centres of the various dipole antennas displaced in relation to

the geometrical centre of the antenna system and that the plant has means for rotation, either

mechanically or electrically, of the antenna system around or in relation to the geometric

centre of the antenna system. The embodiment of the antenna system characteristic of the

present invention with the various dipole antenna displaced in relation to the geometric

centre of the antenna system enables a substantially more complex radiation of

electromagnetic radiation and at the same time a more precise and subtie reception of

electromagnetic radiation which makes the obtaining of a substantial improvement of the

measuring technique possible.

The antenna system characteristic of the present invention may in accordance with two

alternative embodiments be produced in a manner so that the individual dipole antenna are

positioned radially from the geometric centre of the antenna system, still with the centres of

the various dipole antenna positioned displaced in relation to the geometric centre of the

antenna system and especially with the centres of the various dipole antennas positioned on

a circle or on several circles with different radii and with the geometric centre of the antenna

system coincident with the centres of the circles in question, or the various dipole antenna

may alternatively form a triangle structure positioned symmetrically around the geometric

centre of the antenna system, i.e. with dipoles positioned in a triangle and with the vertex of

a triangle positioned in the geometric centre of the antenna system or with composite

triangle structures forming a configuration positioned symmetrically around the geometric

centre of the antenna system. Alternatively these two dipole antenna embodiments may be

combined, similarly provision of another radiation pattern, other geometric contigurations
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than triangle structures may also be used, e.g. quadrangle or polygonal structures or

combinations of several different multiangle structures.

The individual antenna elements of the antenna system of the plant according to the present

invention, being characteristic of the present invention, forming parallel orientered sets of

transmitter and receiver, or alternatively the individual antenna elements forming

orthogonally oriented transmitter and receiver pairs. Furthermore. the individual antenna

elements of the antenna system may be co-polar or alternatively cross-polar. These special

features enable the use of a broad variety of embodiments.

The plant according to the present invention may comprise means for production of rotation

of the antenna system and thus produce a rotation, either mechanically or electrically of the

antenna system. Preferably, in the present invention electronic rotation is applied in order to

obtain a thorough control of the roation and a substantial reduction of the total weight of the

plant. The electronic rotation may be produced by shifting between the individual antenna

elements of the antenna system and thus providing polarization of the electromagnetic field

around the geometric centre in angular increments which typically may be in the order of

22.5", 30°, 36° or divisions or multiples of such angles.

The antenna system of the plant according to the present inveintion may in accordance with

one embodiment generate electromagnetic radiation and receive electromagnetic radiation at

several individual frequences, preferably in the range of 100MHz to IGIIz in steps of

The obtained advantage is the provision of a broad spectrum of reflections.

The plant according to the invention may comprise signal processing means for

measurement of a transferring function, e.g. a voltage transfer function. current transfer

function or combinations thereof or power transfer functions between signals between the

radiation emitted by the antenna system and the radiation received by the antenna sy stem. In

the present invention a voltage transfer function for connected values of the angular change

of the antenna system and the frequency of the signal emitted by the antenna system and the

signal received by the antenna system is preferably measured.
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The signal processing means of the plant according to the present invention may perform

the transformation from frequency to time by Fourier transformation or by application of a

mathematic exponential model with corresponding rational transfer function on the transfer

function associated with a specific angle, for generation of a continuous-in-time function for

each angle which is calculated at a predetermined number of discrete times with identical

calculation moments for each angle. Furthermore, the signal processing means may perform

a transformation from frequency to time by Fourier transformation or by use of a

mathematic exponential model with corresponding rational transfer function for each

angular harmonic a time dependent, in-time-continuous function at a predetermined number

of discrete times, with identical calculation moments for every angular harmonic, generating

a set of numbers corresponding to a mathematic function having the angular harmonic

discreted and the time discreted as independent variables. This enables a reliable

determination of the strength and time delays of substantial reflectors even though ideal

circumstances are not present.

The signal processing means of the plant according to the present invention may perform

signal analysis by Fourier transformation on the for each of the employed moments

associated with each angle, continuous in time, function having the time as a constant and

the angle as independent variable for generation of a representation in the angle domain.

Furthermore, the signal processing means may perform a signal analysis by Fourier

transformation for each frequency having the frequency as a constant and the angle as

independent variable for generation of a set of numbers having the angular harmonic and the

measuring frequency as independent variables. The purpose of applying Fourier

transformation is to emphasize the angular harmonic content of the signal at various time

delays (and depths).

In the plant according to the present invention, the signal processing means may perform

various operations on the processed signals. The signal processing means may preferably

perform a scanning of local and global maxima indicating angular periodic reflections of

objects, in representation in the angular domain, and where the peak value indicates the time

delay of associated reflections from an object. Moreover, the signal processing means may

perform calculations of angular position in relation to the antenna system for the angular
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periodic reflections and the signal processing means may furthermore perform a utilization

of collated measurements, made during horizontal movement, for damping of clutter.

The present invention furthermore relates to a method for generation of information

indicative of the depth and the orientation of an object positioned below the surface of the

ground which method is characterized by comprising the application of electromagnetic

radiation emitted from and received by an antenna system by means of a transmitter and a

receiver for the generation of the electromagnetic radiation in cooperation with the antenna

system, and for the reception of an electromagnetic radiation reflected from the object in

cooperation with the antenna system, respectively, characterized in that for transmission and

reception of the electromagnetic radiation a plurality of individual dipole antennas are

employed which are positioned in relation to the geometrical centre of the antenna system

with each of the centres of the antenna elements displaced in relation to the geometrical

centre of the antenna system and that the antenna system is rotated, either mechanically or

electrically, around or in relation to the geometric centre of the antenna system. The method

characteristic of the present invention has an embodiment of the antenna system with the

various dipole antennas displaced in relation to the geometric centre of the antenna system,

enabling a substantially more complex generation of electromagnetic radiation and at the

same time a more precise and subtle reception of electromagnetic radiation which makes

the obtaining of a substantial improvement of the measuring technique possible.

In the method according to the present invention, in accordance with two alternative

embodiments of the antenna system, embodiments of the antenna system may be applied so

that the individual dipole antennas are positioned radially from the geometric centre of the

antenna system, still with the centres of the various dipole antennas in a displaced position

in relation to the geometric centre of the antenna system and especially with the centres of

the various dipole antennas positioned on a circle or on serveral circles having different

radii and with the geometric centre of the antenna system coincident with the centres of the

circles in question, or the various dipole antennas may alternatively form triangle structure

positioned symmetrically around the geometric centre of the antenna system, i.e. with

dipoles positioned in triangle configuration and with the vertex ol'a triangular positioned in

the geometric centre of the antenna system or with composite triangle structures forming a

configuration symmetrically positioned around the geometric centre of the antenna system
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Alternatively, these two dipole antenna embodiments may be combined. Similarly, for

provision of another radiation pattern other geometrical configurations than triangle

structures may also be used, e g quadrangle or polygonal structures or combinations of

several different multiangle structures.

In the method according to the present invention, the individual antenna elements of the

antenna system, especially the dipole antennas forming orthogonally sets of transmitter and

receiver, alternatively oriented in parallel, may be used for transmission and reception of the

electromagnetic radiation. Furthermore, transmitter and receiver antennas which are co-

polar or alternatively cross-polar may be used for transmisstion and reception of the

electromagnetic radiation. These special features enable the use of a broad variety of

embodiments.

In the method according to the present invention, means for provision of rotation of the

antenna system may be used, thus providing a turning either mechanically or electrically of

the antenna system. Preferably, in the present invention electronic rotation is applied, in

order to obtain a thorough control of the rotation and a substantial reduction of the total

weight of the plant. The electronic rotation may be provided by shifting between the

individual antenna elements of the antenna system and thus providing polarization of the

electromagnetic field around the geometric centre in angular increments which typically

may be in the order of 22.50 30°, 360 or divisions or multiples of such angles.

In the method according to the present invention, an antenna system in accordance with the

above mentioned embodiment may be used for generation of electromagnetic radiation and

reception of electromagnetic radiation at several individual frequences, the typical order of

which may be within the area 100MIlz to 1 Ghz in steps of 5MIIZ. The advantage obtained

is a broad specter of reflections.

In the method according to the present invention, signal processing means may be used for

measuring a transfer function, e.g. a voltage transfer function, current transfer function or

combinations thereof or power transfer function between signals between the radiation

emitted by the antenna system and the radiation received by the antenna system. In the

present invention a voltage transfer function for connected values of the angular change of
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the antenna system and the frequency of the signal emitted by the antenna system and the

signal received by the antenna system is preferably measured.

In the method according to the present invention the signal processing means may be used

for transformation from frequency to time by Fourier transformation or by application of a

mathematic exponential model with corresponding rational transfer function on the transfer

function associated with the specific angle, for generation ofa function continuous in time

and time dependent for each angle which is calculated at a predetermined number of

discrete times with identical calculation moments for all the angles. Furthermore, the signal

processing means may be used for transformation from frequency to time by Fourier

transformation or by use of a mathemathical exponential model with corresponding rational

transfer function for each angular harmonic a time dependent function, continuous in time,

at a predetermined number of discrete times, with identical calculation moments for all

angular harmonic, generating a set of numbers corresponding to a mathematical function

having the angular harmonic in discrete form and the time in discrete form as independent

variables. This enables a reliable determination of the strength and time delays of important

reflectors even though ideal circumstances are not present.

In the method according to the present invention, the signal processing means may be used

for signal analysis by Fourier transformation for each of the used employed moments

associated with each angle, continuous in time function having the time as a constant and

the angle as independent variable for generation of a representation in the angle domain.

Furthermore, the signal processing means may perform a signal analysis by Fourier

transformation for each frequency having the frequency as a constant and the angle as

independent variable for generation of a set of numbers having the angular harmonic and the

measuring frequency as independent variables. The purpose of applying Fourier

transformnnation is to emphasize the angular harmonic content of the signal at various time

delays (and thus depths).

In the method according to the invention the signal processing means may be used for

several operations on the processed signals. The signal processing means may be used tor

search of local and global maxima indicating angular periodic reflections of obiects, in

representation in the angular domain, and where the peak value indicates the time delay ot
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associated reflections from an object. Moreover, the signal processing means may be used

for calculations of the angular position in relation to the antenna system, for the angular

periodic reflections, and the signal processing means may furthermore be used for a

utilization of collocated measurements made during horizontal movement, for damping of

clutter.

In the following, the invention will be described in further detail with reference to the

figures.

The figures 1 to 12 refer to the above description of prior art.

Fig. 1 illustrates how the antennas are moved along an arbitrary path along the surface of the

ground during rotation of the antennas or by rotation of the polarization by means of

constant electric shifting between the antenna elements.

Fig. 2 illustrates a possible configuration of two-terminal antennas symbolized by thin

electric dipoles having the centres displaced. By an electric shifting between the 8 antennas

a rotating polarization may be provided.

Fig. 3. Fig. 3a illustrates a single pair of co-linear two-terminal antennas one of which is

used as a transmitter and the other as a receiver and fig. 3b illustrates 4 such pairs. Fig. 3c

illustrates a single pair of parallel two-terminal antennas and fig. 3d illustrates 4 such pairs.

By electric shifting between the anteinni in figs. 3b and 3d, a polarization may be provided

rotating in increments of 

Fig. 4. Fig. 4a illustrates a single pair of two-terminal antennas having displaced ccntres and

orthogonal polarization one of which is used as a transmitter and the other as a receicer. Fig.

4b illustrates 8 such pairs. By electric shifting between the antennas in 4b, a polarization

may be provided rotating in increments of 45 during measuring having pairs as in fig. 4a.

Fig. 4c illustrates a single pair of two-terminal antennas having displaced centres and

orthogonal polarization and asymmetric mutual coupling one of which is used as a

transmitter and the other is used as a receiver. Fig. 4d illustrates 4 such pairs. B electric
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shifting between the antennas in fig, 4d, a polarization may be provided rotating in

increments of 450 during measuring having pairs as in fig. 4c.

Fig. 5. Fig. 5a illustrates a single dipole that may be used as a transmitter as well as a

receiver antenna corresponding to the measuring of the s-parameter SI representing a

measurement of reflection (contrary to a transmission measurement which is used in all

cases where transmitter and receiver antenna are separated). Fig. 5b illustrates 8 such

dipoles. By electric shifting between the antennas in fig. 5b, a polarization may be provided

rotating in increments of 450 during measuring having pairs in fig. Sa.

Fig. 6. Fig, 6a illustrates two orthogonal dipoles, one of which is used as a transmitter and

the other as a receiver. Fig. 6b illustrates two such pairs. A theoretical application of the

configuration in fig. 6b is measurement of reflection during application of only one

dipole at a time.

Fig. 7. Fig. 7a illustrates the angle of elongated objects in relation to a set of type-2

antennas. Fig. 7b illustrates the angle of elongated objects in relation to a set of type-1

antennas.

Fig. 8 illustrates a set of antennas in two positions in relation to an object. For clarity

purposes only 4 dipoles are included in the set. Fig. 8a illustrates a side-view of the set in

the two positions, fig. 8b is a corresponding top view.

Fig. 9 illustrates configurations of dipoles in which the sides are not parallel. Such

embodiment of a single dipole may be an advantage with regard to the frequency band

width of the dipole.

Fig. 10 is a schematic view of a possible construction of dipoles in wlich splittcd metal

sheets I are applied being electrically connected by means of resistive coupling elements a.

Fig. Ila illustrates the half of such a dipole. The number of1elements may be 'aned. Fig

illustrates two such halfs with feeding balun 2.
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Fig. 11 is a schematic view of a possible construction of dipoles in which splitted metal

sheets 1..5 are applied being electrically connected by means of resistive coupling elements

a. The sides are not parallel and the width of the dipole increases at increasing distance from

the centre. Fig. I la corresponds to the half of such dipole. The number of elements may be

varied. Fig. lb illustrates two such halif with feeding balun 2.

Fig. 12 illustrates the fundamental construction of the antenna in its entirety in a cross

section along a line corresponding to a diameter in fig. 9a or 9b. The antenna elements e

lies on a supporting plate d of a suitable dielectric material. The entire construction is

carried by an uppermost plate a which may be of any material in regard to electricity. Below

the supporting plate a a shielding foil or metal plate b is situated preventing inward and

outward radiation upwardly. c is a suppressing materialc, for instance of the types

$$ECCOSORB ls$$ or Is$S of the brand Emerson Cuming or combinations thereof Below

the active elements a plate of a dielectric material exists. The antenna elements e consist of

plane metal parts connected by resistive coupling elements as indicated in fig. 10 or in fig.

11. f is a dielectric materiale which protects the active elements mechanically as well as

provides electric adjustment. The relative permittivity of such material w ill typically be

between 3 and 

The figures 13 to 19 relate to measurements made by the pretfrred embodiment.

Fig. 13 illustrates the result of procedure No. 1 up to and including step 1.6. Fig. 13a

illustrates signal strength as a munction of angle index n and time ns in the lorm ofa 3D-plot

Fig. 13b illustrates signal strength as a function of angle index n and time in sas contour

plot. Figs. 13e and 13d illustrate the result of the described procedure No I up to step 1.

inclusive. Fig. 13c illustrates measured signal strength as function of angle index n and

frequency in (ilk in a 31D)plot. Fig. I d illustrates measured signal strength as tunmtion ot

angle index n and requency in GHiz in a contour plot. Htgs. I e and 13f illustrate the result

of the described procedure No 2 up to step 22 inclusie Fig 13e illustrates caklulated

signal strength as funetion of angular harmonic index k and time i ns in a contour plot

Figs. 13g and 13h illustrate detection curves as the result of procedure No e up toI tep 

inclusive. Fig. 13g illustrates 1) in absolute values. 13h illustrates I) in dB Fits 1 t and I 
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illustrate detection curves as the result of procedure No. 2 tip to stcp 2.3 inclusive. Fig. 131i

illustrates D in absolute values, Fig. 1.1i illustrates D in db.

Fig. 14 illustrates the result of the described procedure No, I tip to step 1.6 inclusive. Fig.

i 14a illustrates a signal strength as function of angle index n and time ns in the form of a 31)-

plot. Fig. I 4Ib illustrates signal strength as function of angle index n and time in ns as a

contour plot. Figs. 14c and 14d illustrate the result ot described procedure No. 1 up to step

inclusive. Fig. 1 4c illustrates measured signal strength as function of angle index n and

frequency in illI. in a ID-plot. Fig. 14d illustrates measured signal strength as a f1unction of

the angle index n and frequency in GIL'. in a contour plot, Figs, W4e and 14f illustrate the

result of the described procedure No. 2 uip to step 2.2. inclusiwc. Fig. He illustrates

calculated signal strength ats a function (it angular harmonic index k and time in us in at Id-

plot. Fig. 141' illustrates calculated signal strength as a f'unction of angular harmonic index k

and timec in ns in a contour plot. Fig. 14g and 14hi illustrate detection curves as the result of

procedure No. 6 uip to stop 6.3 inclusive. Fig. 1 4g illustrate D) in absoute values. 14hi

illustrates IJ in dB3. Figs. I14i and I14j illustrate detection curves as the result of procedure

No. 2 uip to step 2.3 inclusive, Fig. 1 4i illustrate in absolute values. 1 41 illustrates 1) in dl

Fig. I15 illustrates the result of the described procedure No. I tip to step I .i inelusixe linq

I5a illustrates signal strength as a function of, angle little\ 11 and time 11, 1 the ftl o 'D

plot. hg, 1511 illustrates signal strength a funcwtion o1 angle index *n aud tom: tin ii' all It

contour plot. Figs. 15ec and 15Sd illustrate the result ol described procedure No. I up to %tep

inclust a. Fig. 13ce illustrates signal strength ats a fuinction of angle inde\ n and

firequene\ in 01Ilt in a 31) plot. Fig. I 4d illustrate,, measuired signal streng~th a tutiction ot

indc\ n and frequency in 01i Le in a contour pllot. Fir> I 5e and 15t illus,,trate th- re',ult

ot'descrihed procedure No. 2" up to step ~2inelusiv e 1,i I ;e illustrates calkulawe nl

itets fu~nction tit angular harmionic intiex k and time ns in it plot. hg~ I1;f

illustrates calculated signal strength it,. a tinction tit angular hartnon iu& kd'.l and tune in

ris in 3: plot. F-ig. ISg and I -5h illustrate detection vurves as tho result tit procedurec N, tip

lo1 to step 0-1, inclusi~e. I-ig' P illustrate,. 1)in aslt lt?i IAh th rac in till

1Vig. I141 through I So illustrate detection turves r esult of procedure No up to tep 2

inclus;we.Hg.. 15Si ilutae1) in ablut nwalues. fig 13i illn trate in dl. ig I and

151 illustrate calculation results cmprv.sed the described proieedure I
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Pig. 16 illustrates the result of the described procedure No. 1 up to step 1.6 inclusive. Fig.

16a illustrates signal strength as a function of angle index n and time ns in the formi of a 31)

plot, Pig, 16b illustrates signal strength as a function of angle index n and time ns in a

contour plot. Pigs. l6e and 16d illustrate the result of the described procedure No. I up to

step 1. inclusive. Pig. 1~c illustrates measured signal strength as a function of angle index n

and frequency in GlIz in a 31) plot. Pig. 16d illustrates measured signal strength as a

function of angle index n and frequency (ilz in a contour plot. Figs. l6e and 16f illustrate

the result o1 the described procedure No. 2 up to step 2.2 inclusive. Fig. I (w illustrates

calculated signal strength as a function of angular harmonic index k and time ns in a 3D-

plot. Fig. 16f illustrates calculated signal strength as function ol angular harmonic index k

and timne in ns in a contour plot. F~igs I 6g and I (ill illustrate detection curves as the result of

procedure No. 6 uip to step 6.3 inclusive. Fig. I 6g illustrate 1) in absolute values, fig. 1611

illustrates 1) in dl3- Figs. I oi and 16j illustrate detection curves as the result of procedure

No. 2 up to step 23inclusive. Pig. 1 6i illustrates 1) in absolute values, fig. I oi illustrates 1)

indfM.

Figs. I 1 a and I~ 1i ilustrate the result oWthe described procedure No. I tip to step 

inclusik c. Fig. I Ia illustrates signal strcn -:th as a function of angle index n and time in us as

acontour plot. Figs. I "e and 1 7J illustrate the result of described procedure No I up to step

inclusive. Fig. 17 c illtistrates. measure~d signal strength a tinetion of angle index n and

frcqucne in Ollz in a 3D-plot. Fig. I 79d illustrate:1 measured signal strength as it function o1

angle indc% n and irequeney in Ulii Iit it 3D) plot, Fig, Il"Id illustrates measured signal

strength as a function of angle index n and frequenc% inl Glil in at co~ntour plot. [xg, 17c ol!

IS I 'f illustrate thle result of, described pro wedute No .uli to sltel L. inclu i lg.

illustrates calculated signal streng'th as it Itunction ol anjgular hro indey L and time it

harmlonli idex k mid timle In 11s In ax contour llt I~adIi ilsrt eeto

curves as the result %it'lprocedure No (v to step (0i melusite. fig l~rillustrate..1)in

absolute values, fig 171 illustrates 1) in li 11 hr. I 1' i %I I 'I illusuate dcteAun 'iiev.a

the re,,.ult of procedure No, tip tw step. 3 nclutsr e. I Ig 1~ 74llutrate,- 1) In al'~oluic

values e-Ij illustrates 1) in di).
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Fig. 18 illustrates a collection of detection curves each being taken from the prototype anid

thercafter positioned in the figure it is seen how the detection curve alters when passing

above an object, The object indicated in the figures 18, 19a and 1%b is known anid is a tube

made of a plastics PVC material and being filled with water and having a diarnter of 110

nim and being burnied in a depth of approx. 140 cin.

In fig. 18, time delay is converted to estimated depth under the assumption of an estimated

average value for the propagation velocity of the radio waves in the earth.

Fig. I 9a illustrates a typical detection curve from the display of the proto type. A clear

indication is seen in a depth corresponding to the timie delay approx. 31 11s.

Fig. 1 9b illustrates a detection curve indicating no cable or tube.

1$ The figures 20-44 illustrate the present embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 20 illustrates the entire plant comprising transmitter and receiver antennas mounted on

a circular disc, battery case. t, insmitter and receiver electronics and data processing plant.

including monitor.

Vig, 2i illustrates a s~stcni diagrami 6)r the hardware of the protot~ pe. The systemn consists

of three main parts: Antenna array, RIVA (Real Time Vector Atialy,-cri electronic.and a

PC provided with a signal processing module.

P ig. 22illustrates anm action chart of the WIVA electronic part.

Fig. 21 illustrates an action chart of the receiver electronic part (Receiver),

Fig, 24 illustrate,, a ircuit di~t 'ram of receiver 2 (Receiver.- Board W)

11g. 24 illustrates a circuit diagram of rtewcr 31 Receiv er. Board 11' v

F4g illustrates a circuit diagram ot rerver 4 tltecei~er Board 
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Fig. 27 illustrates a circuit dira'a ol ceivr 5 (Receiver: Board 

Fig. 28 illustrates a circuit diagram of a transmitter.

Fig. 29 illustrates a circuit diagram of a synthesis unit.

Fig. 30 illustrages a circuit diagrun of the supply unit of the synthesis unit.

Fig. 31 illustrates a circuit diagram of a permanent (quick) synthesis unit.

Fig. 32 illustrates a circuit diagram of a variable synthesis unit.

Fig. 33 illustrates a circuit diagram of a reference unit for the synthesis unit,

Fig. 34 illustrate a circuit diagram ofa tch unit for the synthesis unit.

Fig. 35 illustrates a circuit diagram of a detection circuit consisting of logic digital

inlet/outlet lines for control of the synthesis unit, antenna unit and supporting units.

Fig. 36 illustrates a circuit diagram of a detection circuit consisting of analog-to-digital

converters.

Fig. 37 illustrates a circuit diagram of an antenna switch board,

Fig. 38 illustrates a circuit diagram of an antenna switch decodelevel switch.

Fig. 39 illustrates a circuit diagram of a dipol antenna.

Fig. 40 is an illustration of the top part of a two-sided printed circuit board layout of a dipole

antenna circuit.
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Fig. 41 is an illustration of the lower part of a two-sided printed circuit board layout of a

dipole antenna circuit,

Fig, 42 illustrates a serial cable interface.

Fig. 43 illustrates a serial interface (SEARC).

Fig. 44 illustrates a serial interface (EZLITE).

Figs. 45-47 illustrate alternative configurations of the antenna elements.

Fig. 45 illustrates an arrangement comprising four pairs of antennas, all the dipole centres

are displaced from the geometric center. The elements are of the butterfly type which

construction almost corresponds to the one shown in fig. 11 and the total arrangement

corresponds to the configuration shown in fig. 12.

Fig, 46 illustrates an arrangement including five pairs of antennas, all the dipole centres are

displaced from the geometric center, The elements are of the butterfly type which

construction almost corresponds to the one shown in fig. 11 and the total arrangement

corresponds to the configuration shown in fig. 12.

Fig. 47 illustrates an arrangement including five pairs of antennas, all the dipole centres are

displaced from the geometric center. The elements are of the butterfly type the construction

of which almost corresponds to the one shown in fig. 11 and the total arrangement

corresponds to the configuration shown in fig. 12.

For a more detailed explanation of the invention, the following tables are presented.

The tables 1-8 contain information about the present embodiment of the invention.

Table 1 contains terminal indications and list of components for the receiver electronics.

Table 2 contains terminal indications and list of components for the transmitter electronics,

Table 3 contains terminal indications and list of components for the synthesis unit.
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Table 4 contains terminal indications and list of components for the detection unit.

Table 5 contains terminal indications and list of components for the antenna switch unit.

Table 6 contains terminal indications and list of components for the antenna switch

decode/level switch.

Table 7 contains list of components for serial interfaces for figs. 42-44.

Table 8 contains list of components for dipole antenna element.

The tables 9-11 contain information about possible embodiments of the invention.

Table 9 contains a summary of a number of possible antenna configurations.

Table 10 contains examples of number of rotations of the antenna system.

A0 is the angle of rotation between each measurement, N is number of measurements.

Table 11 contains examples of k-indexes corresponding to two periods per rotation, K-

values indicated in pairs (k2 A is the angle of rotation between each measurement, N is

number of measurements,

Table 12 contains measuring information from a present embodiment of the invention.

Table 12 contains a summary of objects illustrated in the examples 1 to 

Referring to fig. 20 a preferred embodiment 10 of the invention is illustrated. The

embodiment 10 consists of a body for mobilization comprising a set of wheels 32, a support

26 and a U-shaped handle 30 to which the support 26 is fixed to the open end of the U. and

the wheels 32 are fixed to a shaft carried by a number of projections from the handle 30 in

the open end of the U. A house 12 is mounted on the platform 26 containing the individual

antenna elements designed as described in the following. The individual antenna elements

are fixed to the top side of the house 12 by retainers 18 comprising a frame connection.

Metal screws 24 provide further fixation of the individual antenna elements. Bolts 22 of a

plastics material keep the topplate and the bottom plate of the house 12 together.

Transmitted signals are applied and received signals are received as described in the

following, to and from the individual antenna elements through conduits 20 to switch cases

16 comprising, in combination with an electronic logic unit 14. the control of the switching

between the transmitting and receiving function of the individual antenna elements. The

electronic logic unit 14 is positioned beneath the switch boxes 16. The communication
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between the individual antenna elements and the electronics 34 of the plant, comprising

synthesis electronics, frequency measuring electronics and transmitter-receiver electronics

as described in the following is maintained through a set of conduits 28. The signal

processing means comprises a computer 38 coupled to a monitor 42 and a keyboard 40. For

current supply of the computer 38, the monitor 42, the keyboard 40 and to the electronics 34

of the plant a power supply 36 is positioned on the opposite side of the handle 30 in relation

to the computer 38.

A further description of the invention will follow.

1.Background of the invention

The present invention relates to methods and apparatuses for detection of objects in the

ground by means of a ground radar. Ground radars or raders "looking" into the ground or

into other materials have been known and used for centuries and are also known as

georadars, ground penetrating radars and subsurface radars. For a long time it has been

attempted to use ground radars to find buried objects in the ground, such as cables, tubes

and optical fibres. However, prior art embodiments of ground radars are not especially

useful for this purpose which may be considered the reason why no commercial break-

through for radar based cable and pile detectors has taken place in spite of a recognized

requirement and many experiments. Under favorable conditions, commercially available

ground radar systems enables detection of cables and pipes, but only in case the radar

antenna is carried forward in one or more straight lines transversely to the objects to be

found and only by interpretation of the registered measurements which require a high

level of qualification of the interpreter. Radio waves have a polarization connected to the

spatial orientation of the associated electromagnetic fields. Utilization of the polarization

adds a further dimension to ground radars and thus to the manner in which objects may be

distinguished from the surroundings in addition to the traditional time resolution.

Use of polarization as a means for discriminating objects, especially elongated objects, has

not led to easily operated radar equipment for detection of cables and pipes. In fact, previous

patents and publications used polarization not least the early work by Young et al. from

Ohio State University, vide example [81. Others have followed in these fbotsteps, including
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the group comprising Gunton et al. In Great Britain, vide example and 

Furthermore, at number of tests have been made to transfer the methods known as synthetic

aperture or synthetic array and used as air and satelite borne radar systems to ground radars.

The application of polarization is also known from these systems often designated

polarimetry. It is common features of the polarimetry and the synthetic aperture methods

that they require a fairly homegeneous medium, that the illuminated objects are positioned

in the far field of the antenna and that the mutual phase of the radar signals is not

substantially influenced by contingencies in the propagation medium.

When an antenna is positioned close to the ground or by wave propagation in soil

altogether, a strong influence of the phase and amplitude of the waves from contingenties in

the form of stones, metal objects, uneven surface, moisture and such, will almost always be

present. The influence of such contingencies may result in significant variations when

moving the antenna just a few centimeters. Methods for utilization of polarization as

described in and fail in relation to the inevitable contingencies in the signals

mentioned above. The periodicity applying to radar signals from thin, elongated objects in

the ground under ideal circumstances as described in og is in practice (most) often

hidden behind incidental variations of substantial strength. The noise introduced as a result

of the contingencies makes it too unsafe in practice to base detection on simple algebraic

combinations of measured radar signals. Rotation of polarization is a useful and powerful

means for improving the characteristics of ground radars. In the following mathematic

model for the dependency of the polarization angle for long thin objects Gunton et al

indicates:

F(t) A(t B(t)sin(X) C(t)cos(X) +D(t)sin(2X) +E(t)cos(2X)

Where X is the angle of rotation of the antenna system. It is not totally clear how the phases

of A(t E(t) are associated in this equation. In any case it may be concluded that

mathematical equations as this one which may be considered as a first part in a Fourier

series cannot in practice be used to describe the signals measured in an ground radar with

any usable approximation. We find that proper Fourier analysis of the angular dependencyr

together with other matematical operations is a very useful tool for detectionf f objects.
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Regarding the othogonal two-terminal antennas with coincident electrical centers which are

used in the patents og we have observed that these are not the most suitable for

detection of objects such as cables and pipes. The argument for using co-located two-

terminal antennas which are mutually perpendicular (eg crossed dipoles) is according to the

patent specifications mentioned that the mutual electromagnetic coupling between these are

theoretically zero and that thus no direct signal coupling takes place from transmitter to

receiver (called "breakthrough"). We find that antennas with displaced centers are preferred

in most cases. The reason for this is that the symmctry which is necessary in a construction

with crossed dipoles is in practice disturbed by the surroundings, especially by roughness in

the surface of the ground. As the near fields of co-located antennas to a great extent are

coincident, small deviations from the symmetry are destroying and result in substantial

mutual coupling. Therefore separation of the centres of the antennas is better. Our preferred

antenna configuation is co-linear or parallel dipoles with displaced centres contrary to the

patent speficiations and[8] where antennas as well as detection methods are based on

orthogonality. But it has to be emphasized that our detection method, including signal

processing, is extremely useful together with orthogonal artennas. Our preferred signal form

corresponds to the so-called "stepped-frequency CW radar" in which sinusodial wave

signals are emitted having the frequency altered stepwise. CW means "continuous wave"

and indicates that the sinusodial wave is emitted for as long as during each measurement

transient phenomenons may be considered to have disappeared. In an ground radar

presented by the inventors, frequencies in the interval 100 MIIz to 1,000 MH-Iz with

frequency increments of 5 Ml Iz are emitted (but the methods of the invention may be used

in any frequency range). This signal form requirft a method foe transformation into the

time domain.

We have observed that the electromagnetic attenuation in the ground is substantially an

exponential function of the frequency in the relevant frequency range. Based thereon we

have constructed an exponential signal model to be used as basis for estimating the time

delays of the radar signal. The method has certain similarities to the methods called Prony

methods, vide e.g. Methods derived from the original Prony method are already known

in analysis of radar signals. A new feature in the present method is that in a mathematically

coherent manner it takes the dispersive characteristics of earth materials into account. In

principle, it is possible by means of this method to determine the strength ot a reflector
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regardless of the reflector being buried in strongly attenuating material. Furthermore it

provides a better time resolution than the Fourier transformation which is often performed

by means of FFT algorithmrr-. The classical relation between band width and time resolution

saying that the smallest tim difference detectable is inversely proportional to the band

width of the signal does apply, as known, when Fourier-based method are used. Under

certain circumstances a better resolution is obtained by the Prony method.

We have observed that it is a completely necessary condition for satisfactory detection of

objects that the polarization determined angular dependencyr is investigated separately at

different time delays or in other words: reflectors appearing in different distances from the

antennas with respect to time are investigated for polarization separately. Consequently a

two-dimensional signal analysis is necessary in which the two dimensions correspond to the

angle and time domain.

Moreover we have observed that a translational movement of the antennas during rotation

has the useful effect of destroying the periodicity in the angular dependencyr of the very

close object, whereas the periodic dependency of more distant (and possibly larger) objects

is maintained. Therefore, Fourier analysis in the angle of rotation of a signal measured

under such circumstances will show that signals from objects near the surface will have the

energy distributed over a broad bpectrum of harmonics whereas for instance cables and

pipes will result in a considerably more concentrated spectrum around the harmonics

corresponding to 2 periods per rotation. Thus a damping of the undesired reflections from

objects and roughness in the surface is obtained. This suits perfectly to the practical use of

an ground radar for scanning which is carried forward manually or mounted on a vehicle or

a machine during mechanical or electrical rotation of the polarization.

Ihe analysis of the signals and thus the detection method as described in (1 and [21 are

based on comparison with reference measurements in in the form of 'matched filters'.

which is equivalent to the correlation with known curves. The problem \with use of reference

measurements is that two objects with associated surroundings and giv ing the same

reflection do not exist. Therefore, a method based on reference measurements is difficult to

use in practice.
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This invention seeks to solve these problems by means of existing methods and apparatuses.

As it is evident from some attached examples illustrating processed data from measurements

made under realistic circumstances, a signal/noise relation of 20 dB or more under general

conditions may be obtained by means of the methods as described here. For comparison, an

ground radar scan over a cable or pipe transversely hereto by means of a prior art apparatus

typically presents an echo of approximately the same strength as those from various objects

in the surroundings i.e. approximately a signal/noise relation of 0 dB under the same

circumstances.

Use of the Prony method for transformation from frequency to time together with the angle

Fourier analysis and polarization rotation gives a detection reliability which have not been

seen previously.

2.Introduction

The present invention is demonstrated in an embodiment which purpose it is to find and

determine the direction of elongated objects in earth which in practice comprise pipes of all

materials, cables containing metallic conductors and optical fibres.

However, the method described, including the mathematical parts and the application of

electromagnetic waves with rotating polarization may be used for other purposes. For

instance detection of anti-personnel mines. The method described for determination of

direction is however limited to elongated objects. When in the following earth and detection

of objects in earth are mentioned this is for the sake of convenience. The invention is also

suitable for detection of objects hidden in other materials, for instance in concrete, other

building materials or rocks which may all be considered earth materials with respect to

electromagnetism. Also objects in the air may advantageously be detected by means of the

methods described.

The invention is based on use of electromagnetic waves (in the following called EM-waves)

which are transmitted into the material into which one or more objects are hidden. Thus, the

invention is based on a RADAR-like principle. The electromagnetic waves may also

according to general language usage be called radio waves. The invention is based on
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emission of EM-waves by means of an antenna for this purpose and measurement,

registration and further processing of the electromagnetic responses or reflections which the

objects give rise to.

A radar as known from airports and from many other places is often situated at a rather large

distance to the reflecting objects, seen in relation to the wave length of the EM-waves used

and/or the duration of the pulses emitted.

In the immediate neighbourhood of the antenna of a radar of the presently relevant type

objects will often be present often the surface of the ground will be present in what

according to present language usage is called the near field of the antenna. The

electromagnetic influence of objects this close is often not construed as reflections because

so-called reactive fields are prevailing. In the following the designation "reflections" is used

without detailed differentiation about all the registered influences made by objects

outside the antenna close or distant.

The present invention is based on a utilization of a combination of a time resolution of

electromagnetic responses and on the polarization dependency thereof It is of no

importance whether time delays and polarization dependency originate from elements

designated transmission, reflection, near fields or far fields, inductive coupling, capacitive

coupling or "real" radar reflections. A preferred embodiment of the invention is arranged so

that the objects to be detectet are present outside the near field of the antenna, but it is a

substantial advantage of the invention that it is able to suppress near field phenomenons

even though they present a larger strength than "desired" reflections.

In a radar system in connection with the present invention one antenna is used for emitting

EM-waves and one antenna is used Ibr receiving the responses on the emissions, or a

multiple of such antennas are used. A possible embodiment may very well comprise one or

more antennas which are used for transmission and reception possibly on the same time

In the following the transfer function between transmitter and receiver is used regardless of

the construction of the antenna. T he important point is that in the system a distinction is

made between emitted and received signal and that these are compared. The comparison is
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made indirectly by the emitted signal or just the AC voltage is determined and known

and that the received signal is measured and registered.

In the following a signal means an electromagnetic response or a connection between the

emitted and the received signal. In the following objects may apart from well defined

objects such as pipes, cables etc also mean differences in material characteristics, i.e

inhomogenieties in the medium in which EM-waves are propagating. By rotation of

antennas, rotation of polarization derived by physical (mechanical) rotation as well as

entirely electrical means, including electrical shifting between a number of antenna

elements, is meant. Measurements mean manual as well as automatic determination of

physical sizes by means of suitable equipment. Registration and storing may likewise he

manual or automatic.

The invention utilizes analysis of electromagnetic response signals for the polarization

dependency and time delays (or one of them) of the electromagnetic response signals.

Analysis means calculations based on measured sizes. In practice. possible embodiments of

this invention are best realized by means of digital equipment and certain physical elements

such as the frequency of the emitted EM-wavcs are often altered at intervals.

Therefore, to a great extent set of numbers will in the following be utilized for

representation of physical elements which may by nature be considered continuou, In the

following are mentioned two-dimensioned set of numbers which are concentrations of

discrete values. These sets of numbers may also be construed elements in a matrix and each

of the rows or colums herein may be construed series of numbers. Synonymously herewith

equations such as curves or functions and linction values are used. Possible embodiments

demonstrated by the inventors are based on discrete frequencies, angles, angular harmonic

and times which is motivated by the use of digital store units and calculation units IEven

though the presented examples come forward as continuous images

The principles of the invention apply for continuous frequencies, angle rotations, angular

harmonic and times as well as tor discrete corresponding features The precise embodiment

of mathematical formulas gi~en in the thllowing is not the only one possible. lor instance.

formulas exist for continuous as well as discrete Fourier transformation. but according t,

well-reputable text-books, Fourier transtormations and f:ourier sequences ma% he .aiculated
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in various ways. The indicated formulas are used by the inventors to demonstrate possible

embodiments of the new principles of the invention in practice. The illustrated examples of

curves and calculations based on measured, physical elements are also only possible

illustrations of the principles of the invention.

Numbers of references (vide list) are indicated in square brackets: 

Numbers of equations in the document are indicated in common parentheses: 

3. Rotating polarization

If during propagation an electromagnetic wave hits an object the electrical characteristics of

which diverge from those of the surroundings some of the energy of the wave is deflected or

reflected when hitting the object. It is a well-known fact that under certain circumstances

this reflection (scattering) depends on the polarization of the wave in relation to the spatial

orientation of the object. By the polarization of the electromagnetic wave, the direction of

the electrical field vector is understood. This polarization may be varying. diffuse or it may

be approximately linear in a given direction, or it may he circular which means that it turns

around an axis.

A possible embodiment of the present in\ention which is demonstrated by the inventors.

utilizes linear polarization. Furthermore, other types of polarization, including circular and

elliptical, may be generated physically and may be analysed as linear combinations of linear

polarized parts therefore linear polarization is dealt \ith separately in the following

3.1 Linear polarization

By linear polarized waves, electromagnetic waves are understood hich arc intendcdl

made as linearly polarized in a (most often) horizontal direction as pr actically possible. It is

part of the method that the approximately linear, (often horizontal polarization of the

waves is rotated around an (most often perpendicular axis. A possible embodiment of the

method applies waves which are to as great an extent as possibly characterited by

Linear polarization in several directions which is parallel to a le, el parallel

with the longitudinal axis of the elongated objectis) to be detected and located
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Rotation of the linear polarization direction around an axis perpendicular to

the level mentioned (and perpendicular to thle longitudinal axis of the object). but not

necessarily crossing the longitudinal axis of the object.

Since detection and location of cables, optic fibres or pip"s hurried in the ground are

substaritial purposes of this invention, the designed linear polarization directions will often

he horizontal and be rotated around a vertical axis. When in this context such

electromagnetic waves are not describcd as circularly polarized waves it is due to the fact

that in this method it is not necessary that the linear polarization is in all possible angles or

that the rotation is continuous. A further reason Jbor this is that the invention is based on the

substantial realization that in practice it is very hard to obtain a weldefined circular or

elliptical polarization under propagation in earth dtie to the otten very important

inhonlogeiieous composition of the sodl medium.

The EN-waves mentioned here are produced by applying at high rtteteetia otg

to an antenna with an appropriate construction.

often electrical dipoles or two-clement antennas arc used for obtaining an TAM-%ive %%hich

is almost linearly polarized,'Thlen one or mnore dipoles are positoned for instance ahow. the

surf'ace of the ground with a horizontal orientation of its or their longitudinal aisVide H,,

23 and 4. In the f'ollowing descripltlon. m~o-eeent dipole anteninas are dealt w ilh b'r

votiveniene. hut other t.Npci of antentias may also lie usewd, lfor ititance called slot-

antennas.

the. purpose of detection ol cables and pipes tit the grotid. horwzntally oriented dipole

antennas are olten applied becausi cables and pipes nornially hec horitonlall inl the groundl

It is not a condition for the present mothod that thle obiect.tit! pr nciscl horttontall t in th

ground -and it is not ncccs' tr. either. that the antentoav applied are kept rrcei',ch
horizontally above the ground,

It is a w~ell-knowri 1act that aita elisngated obieet sucidi a a caeora ptpe6 tin ftl tron

it by all electromfawnetic tepd1iaio k1t im AtI 'u vnai.1 A, trn~

of the stinal reflected tont th object %%ill he a t riodit: tuinctionol lit atie!e t nth
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polarization direction of the wvave and the longitudinal direction of the obliect. This is

described in and in other textbooks and is also described in 

Finally, it is also a well-known facet that when a linear polarized antenna such as a dipole is

hit by a linear polarized E3M-Nvavo. the si/e of the voltage induced on the terminals oif the

antenna is proportionate to cosine of the angle between the polarization directions of the

antenna and the wav e, respectively.

The genwratlyj known facts mentioned here are utilizetd in tlhe present in venion t4o enable

1t) detection, location and direction determnination, of elongated objects in the earth w~ithiout

use of rqference niasureinents of the (vlpe described ini 

An embodiment of the present method applying linear polirization does not require the use

entirely linearly polarized jiM-waves or require that thle antennas used, when used fo~r the

emission of EM-waves. only emnit suich totally polarized waves or that the antennas when

they are used for reception of reflections only are sensitive to aves having a certain

polarization, Nor is it necessatry that the objects to be detected only reflect waves having a

certain polarization, It is sufficient for the application of the method that thesc c;onditions to

some c~tent are mect.

3.2. Other forms otp;olarizatioul

Circular and elhiptisk polarization may be produced physically and may ais a matter of lact

he considcrdx linear combinations of linear polarizations tor instance. circular polari/ation

may be obtained by, apply ing AC voltage to othlogonal. linearly polarized antenna,, tli a

2~mutual phase dis-placemlent or 

4.1 Antenna con figu rations for linear polarization

Linear rotating, polarization is appied inl anl embodiment of thet pre1zn 41101 caio 11h'.111,

demostraed b thein~etorsinl tile l,01o(ing somew possie otuaonoitena

lo) for linear polariztationi %ill bh-, deseribed schemtaticaly The antenna, detern- the

polarizations to lie used. Ithe aiigle bletween thlt polarization of the trawuitter auid re ,euiwr

antennas is important the following is based on m~o basic: eonfigurations, tor linear

polarization:
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TYPE 1 measurement: Co-polar: Same polarization of transmitter and receiver antenna

TYPE 2 measurement: Cross-polar: Thue polarization of transmitter and receiver

antennas are mutually perpendicular

Figs. 3 and fig 4 illustrate the Fundamental construction of some possible combinations of

antennas in the formi of outlines of combinations of dipole antennas of type I and type 2,

respectively.

Reference is made to S-parameters as they are well-defined. indicates a measurement of'

the type transmission measurement between two sets of terminals (even though reflections

in the transmission medium are the important factors) and S I indicates a reflection

measurement at a single connection. The use of S-parameters is symbolic. other definitions

may be used.

is
Iable 9) is an outline of somne possible antenna configurations.

All the combinations in figs. 3 and 4 constructed from dipole pairs: one dipole flor

transmission, one for reception. Fig. 5 illustrates a measurement with one single antenna

2(o which means that a circuitry based ineaqurenient of a reflcetion which maN be as the

emitted and received signal exist on the tame terminals.

The configuration in igs. Oa and 6h corresponds to the one used in [I I and Is] and in)

practice this configuration has turned out to be less useful for detection ol obets in the

amiong other things, because the direct electromagnetic coupling between transmitter

and receiver antenna w~ill have a large size compared to the EIwatves rdktL:d ftrm

obets in the ground.T'he electrical cetres of the antennas are coincident in figs oa and ob

In spite of' its practical limitations such t coniguration is stiltable for an approximate

theoretical analysis of the relations regardingV polarization-Ixised detection of obiects in the

ground.
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If, as illustrated in fig. 7a, two crossed dipoles are positioned so that their mutual center is

on the axis crossing perpendicularly between an elongated and thin object and the dipoles

lie in a plane which is parallel to the linear object the following mathematically relations for

the amplitude of the electrical AC voltage on the terminals of the receiver antenna apply,

Th angle between one of the dipoles and the object is 9.

We assume that a high frequent AC voltage is applied to the transmitter antenna with a

constant amplitude so that the applied voltage may be represented by the mathematical

equation:

Vtx(t) Atcos(2nft) (1)

where V, is the applied, time dependent voltage, t is the time, A, and fare the amplitude

and the frequency of the applied signal, respectively. Given this electrical signal on the

terminals of the transmitter antenna the following approximate equation for the voltage over

the terminals of the receiver antenna applies:

Vrl(t,0)= Asin(20)Acos(2nft (2)

Where Ai is a constant amplitude factor determined by the physical conditions and q(p is a

starting phase.

If two co-linea, dipoles are positioned as in fig. 7b and the length of the dipoles and the

distance between their centres are small enough in relation to the distance between the

dipoles and the object, the following relation applies:

Vr2(t,) A,(l*cos(20))A,,cos(27tft (3)

Where A, and cp, are constants.
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It should be noted that the voltage of the receiver antenna is dependent on both the time t

and on the angle of rotation 0 of the antenna in relation to the object and that the variation as

a result of 0 will normally happen much slower than the variation in time.

Similar mathematical equations apply to types of antennas other than electrical dipoles, if

these only have a linear polarization characteristic.

The two mathematic cohesions and are based on a number of assumptions:

that there are no reflection from the receiver antenna to the transmitter antenna.

that the antennas as well as the objects are very thin in relation to the length of the EM-

waves applied which is a condition for antennas as well as objects being considered linearly

polarized.

that the thicknesses of antennas and objects are small in relation to the distance between

antennas and object.

that all media surrounding antennas and object are homogenious in all directions which

also may be expressed as the medium in which the electromagnetic fields and waves

propagate is homogenious.

The present invention enables safe detection of cables and pipes in the ground by means

of polarization analysis without the fulfilment of the above ideal preconditions.

4.2. Equations for angular dependency at linear polarization

In the following we will focus on the voltage transfer function between transmitter and

receiver as it contains the important information rathe" than the voltage of the terminals of

the receiver antenna.

If we remove the time dependent parts from the equations and in order to emphasize

the importance of the angle rotation 0 we get the following equation for the angular

dependencyr of the voltage transfer function:
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for the angular dependencyr in a cross-plar antenna arrangement (type 2) and

for the angular dependencyr in a cross-polar antenna arrangement (type 2) and

1H2() A2(l+cos(20)) 

for the angular dependencyr in a co-polar arrangement (type 1).

However, the above mathematical equation with the preconditions mentioned never applies

precisely. In practice we will when measuring the relation between the AC voltage applied

on the transmitter antenna and the existing voltage on the receiver antenna get a more

complex context.

4.3. Equations for angular dependencyr at circular polarization

Circularly polarized waves may be obtained by means of a linear combination of two

linearly polarized waves. Antenna with circular polarization may be constructed by means

of combination of linearly polarized antennas. For example the schematic configurations

may be used each of the combinations shown may be doubled so that one is included in

the transmitter antenna and one in the receiver.

If the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna are both circularly polarized and if, as

mentioned. we assume that an object is thin and elongated and thus show linear polarization

sensitivity, the result is a voltage transfer function which does not vary in size.

Under ideal circumstances corresponding to the circumstances mentioned above, we get a

transfer function of the form:

11(0) A exp(j20) 

or:

A exp(-j20) (5a2)
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Under certain circumstances the response of two circularly polarized antennas on a linear

object will be constant, A

Herej is the imaginary operator in complex numbers, j2 A is an amplitude factor.

HI(0) is now complex and expresses (ideally) the rotation-angle dependent phase rotation in

the voltage transfer function.

As the polarization of the emitted wave at circular (or elliptical) polarization rotates

continuously during the propagation, 0 is not, similar to at linear polarization, equation

for a polarization condition which is maintained as long as the antenna system is in a

given consition or position. Instead 0 is in (Sal) and (5a2) equation for a starting

rotation of the polarization of the wave. Such a starting rotation may vary with

corresponding means like the above mentioned linear polarization.

An angular dependencyr as in (5al) or (5a2) may be obtained by combinations of

orthogonal antennas with 900 mutual phase rotation. It should be noted that it is not

necessary for such phase rotation network to exist physically or that electrical signals are

expressed to the orthogonal antennas at the same time. Linear combinations of linear

polarizations including circular may be formed by activating sets of for instance dipoles

in arbitrary order, store the measured signals and thereafter combine them algebraicly. The

phase rotation of signals is obtained by multiplication with suitable complex constants

before summation.

If circular or elliptical polarization is obtained by means of a combination of linearly

polarized antennas the starting rotation of the resulting (approximate) circular polarization

follow a mechanical or electrical (electronic) rotation of the applied linearly polarized

elements.

If emission of elliptical or circularly polarized waves is utilized then the measured signals

may be used for detection of objects during application of the methods stated in the present

patent for utilization of linear polarization.
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A practical utilization of circular or elliptical polarization may be based on splitting of the

measured, complex angular dependencyr in a real part and an imaginary part, corresponding

to what is often called quadrature splitting in an I and a Q part (In-phase Quadrature part,

respectively).

By way of example the equation in (5a2) may be written as: A exp(-j20) 

-jAcsin(20), where it will be seen that the imaginary part corresponds to the

equation for linear polarization 

5. Fourier analysis and rotation based measurements

The above expression IIl,() and fH,(0) for the angular dependencyr of the transfer function

(at linear polarization) are both characterized by running through two periods when the

antenna system is rotated one turn. If we place any combination of transmitter and receiver

antennas above the ground and rotate it around a vertical axis there will often be a

substantial variation in the transfer function during rotation, especially if the antenna is

positioned close to the ground, due to inhomogeneities in the ground such as stones, varying

types of soil and humitity, waste material etc. Also roughness in the surface of the ground

often has a substantial influence. Besides variations in the magnitude of the transfer function

variations of the phase in a much more complex manner than the shift of polarity sign

implied in the above expression for H(0) and 11,(0) will apply. The phase difference

between the AC voltage applied on the transmitter antenna and the voltage measured on the

receiver antenna is the phase of the transfer function. If we rotate the antennas precisely one

turn. i.e. 3600 we will measure exactly the same transfer funtion prior to and after the

rotation therefor it is obvious that a periodical angular dependencyr exits. But besides

functions experiencing two periods per rotation dependencies of 0 with higher periodicity

are often examined, and a dependency corresponding to one period per rotation.

As part of the present invention it has been discovered that the angular dependencyr of the

voltage transfer function between two entirely or partly linear polarized antennas emitting

and receiving electromagnetic fields or waves, respectively, propagating down into the

ground and entirely or partly reflected from objects in or on the ground may whit a good

approximation be described by means of a Fourier series, and that this may be used for
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substantially improved detection of elongated objects compared to other known methods.

Such a Fourier series may be expressed mathematically as follows:

NI2

H(O) exp(jnlm)
N12 (6)

where: n 0, ±N/2

which is a Fourier series with N+l elements. CO represents a mean value which is constant

during rotation.

Thle Fourier constants C in the equation are complex and may be calculated in the formn

of integrals by means of the following equation

C, H(0) exp(-jnfiO'dO2 n 

where: n= 0, ±N/2

0 is the rotation of the antenna system based on an arbitrary starting position

d2 is a variable designated the angular harmonic variahel

f j is the imaginary operator in complex numbers

describes the variation of the voltage transfer function during rotation of the antenna

system as a function of the rotation angle 0.

The variable n2 now introduced is analogous to the frequency variable w, which is often

used for representing (angle)frequency by Fourier transformation of time harmonic

functions. Please note that in a final number of elements exists practice has revealed

that only a smal number of harmonics are necessary for a useful representation of 11(0.

H(O) is complex and contains amplitude as well as phase information about the transfer

function. The mathematical way of writing of complex numbers employed in this

connection is in accordance with the way of writing employed by electrical engineers and

others for representation of periodical alternating quantity and is described in many

textbooks such as og 
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Comments concerning Fourier constants:

Co in the above equation describes a mean value which typically originates from

reflections in the ground which are independent of the polarization rotation.

C2 and C2 are two constants corresponding to two periods of a rotation of the antenna

system.

By linear polarized antennas C, and are under ideal conditions conjugated in a mutually

complex manner, i.e.:

C C2 means complex conjugation)

By circular polarized antennas either C, or is under ideal conditions zero.

11(0) is in its nature a continous function of the angle and has so far been regarded as

such, but it will often be of great practical value to measure H(0) only at a smaller number

of finite values of0. for instance 8 or 16 values during one rotation corresponding to a

rotation of the antenna system of 450 or 22.50, respectively, between each measurement.

If is measured as described at some discrete values of 0. exclusively, the angle may be

written mathematically as:

O nAO, where n O..N-l and A0 is the smallest angle rotation, olr instance 45" or 22,5'.

Based on such measurements of complex Fourier components may be calculated by

means of the formula:

C I(nA)exp(j(2r'; N)nk)

C, is periodical in k. CK constitutes a discrete function the independent variable of which
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may be considered a quantified copy of the above mentioned angular harmonic variable 2,

but for practical use by detection of objects it is useful to consider it a function in the index

k.

Therefore we define:
N-I

V, HJ/(nA)exp(j(2/ N)nk) ,k 0,1..AN 
n=O (8)

N may for instance be 8, 16, 32 or 64. The number of measurements in is equal to the

number of calculation points for the function Thus the equation may effectively be

calculated by means of a Fast Fourier Transformation method, know as FFT, vide for

instance 

V(k) as defined in the equation is in the present invention called an angular harmonic

function as it appears in a Fourier transformation of the angle dependent transfer function

and thus a solution of the angular dependencyr in harmonic components. V, is marked f, as

1H in is a frequency dependent variable. In a step-frequency radar, where H(n.0) is

measured at MI frequencies for each n, V, becomes a two-dimensional function with MxN

points, i.e. O..N-I and m=O..M-l.

k is used as indexfor the angular harmonic variable in discrete form

If the radar system measures signals as a function of time as in an impulse radar which is

the most common in commercial ground radar systems the angle-Fourier-transformation

of the data measured will result in a function which is dependent of the angular harmonic

and time. The calculation is conducted according to but often the measured result ill

not be complex, but real. Corresponding to we can define:

N-I

l,(nAO)exp j(2r X N)nk} k 0.1 I
a (8a)
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where h1 is a measured time function, most often an impulse response again at different

angles nrA. If the measurements takes place at N angles and It points in time, Vt becomes a

function with IxN points, i.e. i=1..I t

It has turned out that such a solution on the basis of equation (Sa) or the like with

subsequent selection of suitable harmonic components is extremely effective in emphasizing

electromagnetic reflections from objects as cables and pipes in the ground when these

appear together with other reflections from soil etc.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses discrete rotation angles of the

polarization (the antenna system), and the preferred values ofN in and (8a) is suitable

for FFT calculation. Reference is made to table 10 indicating number of rotations of the

antenna system at different N and at two generally existing values of 0.

\0 is the angle distance between each measurement.

The discrete index k for the angular harmonic, as or V(k) is calculated according to

(8a) or equivalent is dependent of the applied angle increments AO and the number of

measurements N, which is included in a calculation (and thus the number of physical

rotations of the polarizationithe antennas). There are no negative index values in and

The two k-values corresponding to the above mentioned C, and corresponding to

two periods per rotation, is for some typical values illustrated in table 1. Examples of k-

indexes corresponding to two periods per rotation. K-values stated in pairs %0 is the

rotation angle between each measurement, N is the number of measurements.

6.Rotating and translational movement.

The present invention takes advantage of the tact that electromagnetic \wave s are emitted

into the ground during rotation of the polarization of the v\aves If an area of the soil is to

be investigated for e.g. cables and pipes it is necessary that the antenna system is moved

forwardly above the ground. Prior art georadar methods requires the antenna s stem to be

moved according to a predetermined pattern, for instance in straight. parallel paths
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The present invention allows the antenna system to be brought forward in an arbitrary

path above the ground and the method described here ensures an increased reliability for

correct detection and locating of elongated objects in the ground due to the movement.

If, as illustrated in figs. 8 and 9, we perform two rotations of the polarization plane of the

antenna system, both around centers lying near but not necessarily exactly above a

burried, elongated object and if we measure the voltage transfer function during rotation in

the two cases we often see that certain similarities between the two sets of measurements

exist, and that certain differences exist. The differences may be caused by variations in the

composition of the upper parts of the soil and by an uneven surface. Variations in the

composition of the soil, humidity, occurence of stones, garbage, metal parts and the like

may exist often resulting in considerable variations in a movement of just a few

centimeters. The similarities are often results of reflections from the burried object. The

minor movement of the antenna possibly alters a bit in these reflections and in their angular

dependencyr. but the periodicity is mainly maintained.

As a whole the periodic sequence of the angle dependent reflections from elongated objects

will approximately be maintained during a minor movement whereas the corresponding

sequence of inhomogenieties positioned above the object results in considerable changes. If

a calculation of Fourier components according to the equation is pertbrmed on the basis

or repeated measurements during a combination of rotation and suitable movement. Vik)

corresponding to these values ofk will be emphasized in relation to others. Those which are

emphasized will originate from elongated objects whereas those which are damped will

originate from the above mentioned other reasons for reflections. This condition being

favourable for detection of for instance cables and pipes arises from the fact that calculation

of Fourier components in accordance with hasically consists of a summation of products

which implies determination of mean of sizes measured. The mean determination is also

important in connection with objects in the ground causing angle independent reflections

For instance horizontal soil layers will equally reflect the electromagnetie waves regardless

of the horizontal polarization direction such reflections will during calculation of (8 be

summed up in the Fourier component VI(0). which is conceptually analogous to the direct-

current component or the DC value or the mean value b. lourier solution of an AC' current
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It should be noted that variations in the measured signal caused by tile ncar field of thle

antennas and which according to common language usage (10 not originate from real radar

reflections may also be damped or emphasized, respectively, by means o1f rotation.

conveying and Fourier solution. This is a result of the fact that the near fields of the antenna

will often have a well-defined orientation.

The method described here for emphasizing elongated objects by, means of rotation of the

polarization of electromagnetic waves may also be applied for improving location of for

instance cables by means of inductive methods employing low frequency magnetic Fields

generated by coils and currents.

Contrary to other methods for detection of cables and pipes in the ground as tor instance

described in [I I) the present method does not require the antenna system to be moved

crosswise in relation to these objects -a movement along such an object will lead to an

1 5 increased emphasis of the reflections from this object. I lowever, the method may in facet be

used during movement along an arbitrary path -if only distance and aiile in relation to the

detection object is not altered too much between eachi measurement.

In a possible embodiment of the present invention presented by the inventors, thle

polarization is rotated so fast that a full rotation of the antennas is achieved 10r ev ery 66&w

centimetres of movement. For each fourth rotation -corresponding to N-32 and 45' 

the 32 Fourier components are calculated. Under these circumstances, undesired reflectors

and roughncesses positioned between tlie antenna and the elongated olject are smoothed out

to such an ex\tent that a good detection is obtained.

215

7. Mecasurement in the frequency doninin, step-frekvetis OW RAD)AR

The present invention also relates ito a method enabling the use t'clcetroniaignette field', and

waves which are sinusodial shaped and which do, not per se contain into'rniation about

transient wave propagations or transient reflections firom objets in the ground. I hie method

allows for application of the so-called step-frequency radar miethod in %Oluch %'inusoidal-

shaped jor almost sinusoidat-hlapedi waves are generated and emtitted. generatig siationarq

waves which strength and phase are measured by a receiver antenina \O ich na her thle samte

as the one used for transmitting. 'I hie step-Crequency radar method conipwise, transtnt'~.ion tit
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,I number of waves having different frequences. often with equally sized increments in the

firquency between each transmission. The frequencies employ ed in a step-f1requency radar

may mathcmnatically be expressed by:

S f(mn) Af II 11=. 

where ftm) is the applied f'requency. Af is the frequency interval, i.e. the smallest difference

in frequency. m is an integer, and f~ is the smallest frequerie".

For ordlinary, practical1 purposes e.g. the following numneric values may be

used: Af~z 5 Mflz, MI 20 1, f. 100 NO which meanis that 201 differen~t frequecieis in

the interval 1 00 Mi Iz to 1100 Mu,,z both inclusive. are used. I he order in "hich the

frequenecs in is emitted is of no imiportance.

1 All the frequencies are applied to the tralnsmitting antennia until the transient period

coexisting with the sinusoidal-shaped variation in time of the electromagnetic ields may be

considered as Insignificant compared to the total. time dependent field strength. In practice.

this may take 10 microseconds or less.

M easurements wvith such sinusoidal-shal,'d fields or v a~ es lim ing tratnsient 'U riatiOnt"

damped result in a frequency dependent measuring (it the voltage transiler function between

transmitting and receiving antenina. Such a measurement in the frequeney dornain dotes not

per se provide information about timec dcdays oif refections. I hie ability to distinguish

between different time delays is (if crucial importance in a radari stem for location tit

objeet,, in the ground since this differcrnttation is a substantial means tor sortine. out for

instance uilecting obiects oin or imedwtel> belowi the surtace of thc ground

InI ease the radar system is desi !ned as, a,%tepdrequency OW s~strnt nbecoie'. it,

provide a measure fiir the timne delays tit the radar signal based on themaurd u di

3oi shaped oscillations. the traditional meth~od Ilir obtainin ,uch ineasurctnent, il 1ourier

transfo rmation, often designed as a so-callcd lkist tourier'4 ranstbOrnation vr 111 algorithin
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By rmeans hiereof tile measured elements of the frequency domain may he transformed into a

calculated estimate of the corresponding time delays.

However, the application or Fourier methods for' Irequency-time transformation is subject to

a significant uncertainty l'undamecnally because all radar measurements only can be

performed in a limited frequency interval according to physics. Radar waves in the ground

are in practice frequency limited downiwardly since thle antennas for low frequencies will

become too bulky in order to obtain sufficient sensitivity when receiving and sufficient

emission when transmitting.

t0

Applicable frequencies of electromiagnetic waves it) soil are ffirthermore inl practice himited

upwardly since these waves are danipered during propagation. The dampering is often in

practice increasing at a high rate with freqjuency at freqtuencies which according to a total

estimation are practically applicable. Therefore, radar wavcs in soil may often be chosen by

consideration of conflicting demands concerning limited sii'c of antennas onl the one hand

and a failing penetrating powecr of emnission on the other hand.

Frequzencies in thea interval 100 MI z to 1.0 (fIz arc often used (or practical reasons. TIhe

damping of propagation of radio wvaves betweenl 100 NIi z and Oil/. is Substantially

210 inceasinug with thea frequency ,This is e ident partly from measurements on Inch the

present invention is based, and inorco~er from ,everal sourecsamiong others- fo. Ileskra

ntfl.]. lurer]. 10. IPreundholler at al. I. In addition, the frequency dependcyw of the

damping at practically applicable firequencies are approimately ot exponential torin If the

damping is illustrated in logarithmic sc~ale in DBI per meter and is illustrated its a tuntion of

lte tie'luaeney in I1 then thea resutlt is, vite'lth a Lvod approximnation it linear lundion

'Ihle damlping tieasured it) dB l is thus fairly linearly dependent onl ilha requeney hich

mecans that the damping may h: exrres -M natheniaticalhl alla C\tI~nctitiai lunction of the

frequency This empirical relation is u~eIin tile preenit, im ention to' o)btainl lesolusion

W~ich has not pre-toulk lvin reli hcluao ~tn Llavys in, st.'p !cut~y

signals.
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8. Mallieniaitic mnodel for electromagnectic r-efections fironz objects in the noround and1

other- suppressing mnaterials.

When the response of the receiver antenna during transmission of UM waves having

sinusoidal-shaped variation in time is measured by means of electronic equipment a value

for relative amplitude and phase of the received signal are obtained tbr each emitted

frequency.

For every frequency applied a sinusoidal-shaped response is measured which may

mathematically he described as follows:

hil 11icos(Mii 

where is the sinusoidal-shiaped voltaige with the amplitude Am' the angle frequency 0rn

2d1 andi the initial phase t is timie. Each measurement results in a complex number

MA11exptp)

'the receiver antenna is influenced by an incoming EM-wave which may with a good

approximation be construed as a total of waves which are all a time delayed and dampened

response to the emitted wvave. In a step-Irequeney C\V radar those responses have of'couirse

the samev frequency, as the AC voltage of the transmitter antennia. The time delayed parts

originate firom a number of rellectori. Consequenti>. mathematically the received response

may be expressed as follows.

Act 0 1)

here the measured is 11 ifl the amplitude A~ andi the phase ip,, expressed as a total tit I

each with the amiplitude ax IM mid a phase khich is proportional to the

measuremnent frequncy and a time delay applying the lu single re flector, flue to the

exponential frequency dependency of the damnping, a, may be expressed ar ow~

C~ 7, ,i l

.and therelbre we obtain:
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1.

H. Am c, exp{(-r~ kjT )2ntf,}
k=I (13)

c k are complex factors representing the frequency independent damping as well as a phase

rotation which may among others originate from the effective reflection coefficient for the

single reflector. In (13) we have removed index m as in the mathematical model we

suppose that c and rk, Tk are independent of the frequency. If we measure at a number of

frequencies which are equidistantly positioned in an interval as expressed in it is

advantageous to rewrite (13) into:

H A, exp(jp,) .C exp{( j k )2rt(/o 0n)}
A.1 (14)

or:

in (15) c c exp[(rk *fj-) 2 tnf], and now we have obtained an equation in which the

complex exponents are proportional with m since Af is constant.

Based on these equations and as a result of a frequency characteristic of the transfer function

measured at a number of discrete frequencies as stated in a set of equations of the

following form are listed:

exp(jP.) 

So(1a)

or:

1m Cl (Pl) C (P I1" m=l..M (16b)
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i.e.:

H, C,P, C'P2 CP

IH= C,(PI) 2 C(P2 C (P)2

(16c)

S= CI(PI)M C2(P,2)M C (P.M

This set consists of M equations with 2L unknown complex components. Normally we will

provide more measurements than unknown components, i.e. M 21, and thus the equation

system becomes in excess solable Such an in excess solvable equation system is to be

solved by means of a method of least squares. The equation system in (16) based on M

measurements may advantageously be solved by means of a modified so-called Prony-

method employing either Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and/or so-called QR-

decomposition. Good results are obtained by means of a modified Prony method and by

means of Shanks method in combination with QR cller SVD,

The solution of the above mentioned equation system by a least squares method leads to 2L

complex numbers:

Ck Bkexp(jo9) og Pk=xp{(-rk +jkf}, (17)

where:

Bk is the amplitude

bk  is the phase

1r is the damping factor

k  is time delay

for the k' reflector. Af is the applied sampling interval in the frequency domain.
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The mathematic model described here for the measured radar signals is formulated

according to the fact that the damping of the soil shows (approximate) exponential

frequency dependency. The model enables an improved solution of time delays compared to

a Fourier method having identical physical conditions.

To solve the equations comprised in the model practically different approximations and re-

writings may be applied some of which are evident from the possible embodiments,

including attached computer programs. A practical problem in solving the form of (17) is

that the time delay of the reflectors will be different at different rotation angles which is a

result of electrical noise and the above mentioned inevitable variations in the soil etc. This is

a practical problem because we want to be able to perform angle Fourier anaysis at some

time delays chosen by us. For this reason and for other calculation reasons an alternative

mathematical formulation of the equations (15) to (17) may be used.

i (16) and (17) may be construed as the roots in a so-called characteristic polynomial

oiigin.' ng from a homogenous difference equation describing the context between the

values of II, for different m.

Equation (16) may be formulated as a so-called rational polynomial model of the form:

be t B(c)
H(z) l+ allz A(z) (18)

II(Z) is a rational function with the nominator polynomial B(z) and the denominator

polynomial A(z) in the variable z representing a frequency shift operator with the frequency

shift a, It should be noted that 1I, as expressed in (16) may be considered a series

development above the roots in the polymonial A(z).

The form in (18) is also called an ARMA function or Auto Regressiv-Moving Average

function. The co-efficients in (18) and thus indirectly the coefficients in (16) may be

approximated by means of a number of methods.
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A possible embodiment of the invention applies a so-called Prony method in modified form

for determination of the denominator polynominal and Shanks method for determination of

the nominator polynominal these are realized in the attached computer programs and are

used for calculation of curves enclosed in this description.

The enclosed computer programmes illustrate possible embodiments of algorithms which

have turned out to give good results and additionally are possible to perform by means of

generally available electronic integrated circuits performing calculation functions and

even having such a small time consumption that it is possible to use the present invention in

an apparatus which is moved in a fairly high speed across the ground.

When H(z) described by (18) is determined in the form of the co-efficients b0 bq og a1 an,

and thus a functional equation for an approximation to the frequency dependent transfer

funtion (one per angle at which the measuring is made) is obtained an associated time

function may easily be calculated. The associated time function is calculated by substituting

z in (18) by:

Z= exp(j2ntf), 0 t 5 l1(2Af) (19)

and therefore:

H[exp(j2nt0f)] ,0 t 1/(2sf) 

It must be emphasized that the time function here is not identical to the time function in the

equations and The time dependent function obtained from (19) and (20) is

claimed not to exist physically, but it has turned out to be useful for detection of objects in

the ground. h(t) is continuous (and periodical in but is often in practice calculated for a

number of discrete values in the time t.

The mathematical model presented here is based on a number of assumptions about the

measured frequency data and thus about the physical realities concerning the surroundings,

including:
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that the damping of the electromagnetic waves during propagation has an exponential

fie.quency dependency.

that time delays are frequency independent.

that the number of reflectors is final, here determined as L.

In reality none of these preconditions are fully present.

It is a substantial advantage of the present invention that it enables a safe determination

of the strength and time delay of substantial reflectors even though the ideal

circumstances mentioned are not present.

Please notice: The discussed IIM modelled here is constructed as the measured frequency

response in a step frequency CW radar and is therefore normally complex with both a

phase and an amplitude value, Alternatively Hm may be represented by a real and an

imaginary part. Apart from noise and other inaccuracies the real part as well as the

imaginary part of Hm contain the same information, and both are sufficient to perform a

calculation of the coefficients in (18) or in (16).

The above mentioned model may very well be used to model of real sequences. (16a) may

therefore be modified into:

I I

or

The Pk 's in the above will in order for the summation to be real exist in complex

conjugated pairs. The corresponding relations apply for the roots in A(z) in (18).

There may be certain practical advantages by only using the real or imaginary part of 1 In

an embodiment of the method presented by the inventors Re(Hm) is used. The advantage is

mainly to be found in connection with measuring of H. which in the embodiment presented

takes place in a system using both analogous and digital technique.
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9. Signal analysis in two dimensions

When CW radar signals are used the above described Fourier solution of the dependency of

the measured matter of the rotation angle of the antenna system based on an arbitrary

angular position will often not per se be sufficient to obtain a reliable detection of elongated

objects in the ground. In many cases the total measured signal will be dominated by

reflections undesir.d in this connection and originating from the surface of the ground and

from inhomogenieties in the ground. Therefore, the CW signal will often only to a small

extent demonstrate an angular periodicity even though it contains the reflection from e.g. a

cable in the ground. In order to obtain best possible emphasis of the angular dependencyr in

the polarization conditioned reflections ofobjects it is useful to resolve the measured signal

into both angle and time. If the signal is measured in time and is a result of an impulse or

another transient electrical voltage applied to the transmitter antenna then it will be

sufficient to perform the angle-Fourier solution for different parts of the signal

corresponding to different time delays. But if the signal is a stepped frequency CW signal a

combination of the above mentioned two described analysis methods may advantageously

be used for angle Fourier resolution and time analysis based on exponential modelling,

respectively.

The function 11(0) introduced in chapter 3 and 4 representing the complex transfer function

is measured at different angles of rotation 0 and at different frequences and may therefre

be considered a function of two variables: the angle 0 and the frequency f H(0,f).

Since the measuring is performed at discrete angles and at discrete frequencies in practice

and if we use:

f(m) Afm 4 f. m=0.1..M-l and 0 AOn, n- 0,1 N-1

then we get IH in the form:

H(AOn,Af m) or just n: 0,1 N-1 (21)

The latter compact form in (21) is appli when AO and Af have been determined. Hin.m) is a

set of numbers with NxM complex elements.
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If a transformation of the frequency variable into time is performed, for instance during

application of the method described in chapter 8. for each of the 0-values, i.e. for each n, we

get N time dependent functions in total to be considered a discrete function in two

dimensions: 0 and the time t: In practice also h(0,t) will be calculated in discrete

points and take the form:

h(AOn,Ati) or just i=0, I..I n= 0.1 (22)

Vrk) as defined in equation in chapter 4 is the Fourier transformed of H and does

consequently not give direct information about the time dependency of the measured matter.

Therefore, it is in practice a great advantage to Fourier transform h(0,t) or h(n,i) in

the angle or in n, respectively, in order to emphasize the angular harmonic content of

the signal at different time delays (and thus depths). Consequently, a very useful

alternative to is used in practice:

v-i

Zh(ni)exp(j(2n N)nk), k O..N -1
nO 

(23)

where i is the constant during summation in (23) and represent a fixed value of the time

delay. If (23) is calculated for a number of values of i then a two-dimensional set of

numbers in k,i is obtained, where k corresponds to the angular harmonic and i corresponds

to the time delay quantified, i.e.:

I,(ki) h(n,i)exp(i(2n Nink),. k i i,
fl* (24)

The number of points in time: 1, i. -i 1. The time index runs from i1 to both included,

corresponding to an appropriate time interval.

Vt(k,i) is produced by Fourier transform I functions with each N points. Real two-

dimensional functions are not involved. but rather combinations of functions i series ot

numbers) being in one dimension. In (24) a frequency to time transformation has been
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performed having h(n,i) as result before calculation of the angular harmonic. An alternative

method for calculation of a function corresponding to Vt(k,i) is: firstly Fourier

transformation of the measured frequency data in the angle, thereafter frequency to time

transformation. No functional equation for the Prony based method described in chapter 8

for frequency-time transformation is given. For the sake of convenience the following

notation is used here: x(t) =Prony[X(f)] for the total procedure. Hereafter the alternative

calculation of may be written in a short form:

Prony[Vf(k,m)] where:

N-!

H( n, m) exp(j(2x N)nk), k 0..N-1
"o

m= 0,1..M-l 

Please notice: m, n, k and i are indexes for frequency, angle, angular harmonic and

time, respectively.

Detection curves

The angular dependencyr in different depths in the ground corresponding to different time

based distances will most often vary similarly this applies to the surroundings of the

antennas as a whole. For instance, an elongated reflecting object will demonstrate a

periodicity approximately similar to the ones described in the equations and whereas

the material above the object will often demonstrate another, possibly minor degree of

periodicity. By calculating the strength of the angular harmonic corresponding to two

periods per rotation at different time delays a useful detection curve is obtained \which has a

function of the time (depth) and which concentrates the result of the measurements and the

associated calculations in a clear way.

Detection curves are calculated by summing the relevant harmonic in V,(k.il: Examples ot

formulas for detection curves are:

D 10) W (kvi)i t A, (k t t (0(1)
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where k, and k correspond to a selected angular harmonic, for instance the one

corresponding to two periods per rotation.

A value of D, is calculated for each selected value of i corresponding to each time delay to

be investigated.

PLEASE NOTE: Two values of k are employed because the calculation of the Fourier

coefficient in accordance with the formulas (24) or (25) results in calculation of what

corresponds to a positive and a negative frequency for each of the harmonic which is a

mathematically based consequence of the applied definition of the Fourier coefficients and

the fundamental sizes. If the Fourier-resolved sequence fulfills certain requirements one of

the two associated coefficients may be disregarded, but generally this is not the case. Under

ideal conditions an angular dependency corresponding to the equations in (Sal) or (5a2)

will be obtained by use of a circular polarization. These angular dependencies only give rise

to a certain value ofk when resolving the angular harmonics by Fourier.

Other examples of detection curves that may be used are:

tV-(k,i) V (ki)t, i it i (27)

where means complex conjugation

and:

D3(i) V(k.i) V, i (28)

Generally these detection curves are expressed by:

where \W represents a suitable lintion of the selected harmonic Examples are given in

t27) and (28).
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A is a set containing the selected harmonics.

Example.: We want to detect elongated obJects that are supposed to have a relatively large

content of harmonics corresponding to two periods per rotation of the antennas which are

linearly polarized, i.e. of Type-I. The measuring is performcd at angular separations 22.5"

and we consider 4 rotations at a time, AO 27C/16 (radian) and N=64, In this case thle

relevant k-values are: k,=8 and 56. With reference to the equations (24) and 

Since local inhomnogenieties near the antennas give rise to propagation of thle energy of thle

.signal over a larger number of angular harmonics it makes good sense to weigh the equation

in (29) against the energy in the harmonics falling outside thle set A which may be

implemented as follows:

Is Ike 1-O

WVhich is a measurement for the relative strength or thle selected harmonics at a timle delay

given.

Detection curves tnwy generally be produtcedlirom jnctions ofT Ic',iJ ns'bich is Ilit

polarization angutlar harmonic thne reyponse from objects. I Ittriatioll3 of the 1mwe related

location of an object in the neasured signals may, be countered by average dleterinining

detection ctirves over a mnor (Inte interval correspionding to more values of indle- i.

Detection curves concentrate an (often) large number of ineassurentents into one' single

curve expressing a measurenteit of wlu'thLr objects having a given pe'riodic or con staia

angular denncrexist in the angle scanned areas o!f (oIften) the ground.

In the calculations of Dli) only two harmonies, (2 k-\,alucs) are typically itiduded, which

means that the necessary frequency to time transformantion by use ol the step trequecyl CV\

radar method need only to he perfornied for thle too relevant harmonics it tile Yourier

resolution in angular hannonics is performed before the trequeney..tini transtormation I is

cOrresponds to use of the equation s nibolizing a procedure comprising a Pron% 
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method. Prony methods are rather demanding with respect to calculation. Therefore, the

method starting by Fourier resolving in angular harmonics followed by Prony calculation of

typically two selected harmonics and finally calculation of a detection curve is the most

effective method.

Such a method is demonstrated by the inventors by way of the enclosed examples.

In the above description elongated objects are emphasized, but similar detection curves may

also be produced for other types of objects. Rotation symmetrical (with respect to the line of

direction from the antennas) objects for example demonstrate a relatively large content of

the mean value in the Fourier series corresponding to k=0 in the formulas (24) and 

Therefore A in (29) might in this case be limited to: A 

11. Determination of the direction of elongated objects

The present invention enables determination of the direction of elongated objects without

using reference measurements. The direction determination is performed in relation to the

known, physical embodiment and orientation of the antennas. The determination of

direction takes place by considering the set of curves representing the strength of the

reflections measured at associated values of rotation angles and time delays, for example

obtained by means of the methods described above in the present specification. The

mathematical notation introduced above is employed, but coherent values of angle and time

delays obtained by other methods than described here additionally may be employed as a

starting point for the determination of the direction. The set of numbers symbolized by

ht(n,i) in equation (24) or (25) when containing reflections from an elongated object will

show an angular periodicity in a certain time interval where the obiect is positioned relative

to the time vide for example figure Eks. A showing at about 31 us a periodic sequence is

seen along a perpendicular cross-section and similarly for figure Iks.3A at about 22. tns

Index i in htn,i) corresponds to the time, and iflihni)i is plotted as function of n along a

fixed value of i=1 close to the time related position of the object a partly periodic sequence

is obtained in n, corresponding to the angle. The plotted funetion may he symbolized

mathematically by:
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Alternatively the following may be used:

During the radar measurements the antenna system has been rotated in relation to ilha

elongated object in the ground starting with an unknown starting angle 001 If (lhe applied

ancenna system is copolar or parallel (type 1) local maxima Av'01Jl) will exist for k-values

corresponding to ctc. If the antenna system is crosspolar (type 21 a maxima in

the angiles 90"J1 5'..cte will exist. Please note that the frequency of A,0(fly ill thr

angle is doubled for the type-2 antenna compared to the corresponding type. 1. The curves in

ig, EkslIA.,Eks I E correspond to a type- I antenna system.

In practice the angular dependencyr of litni,) in (30) will not correspond to simple

equations as in the equations (it) and Consequently angular determination is not

performed based on directly, but based on the Fourier transformation of Aflnn)-

The scanned maxima for Am(nid are coincident wvith maxima in the sinusodial-formied

curve corresponding to a definite harmonic in the Fourier series of A%(n.iA.I lie relevant

harmonic is the one corresponding to two maxima per rotation at type I antennias and 4

maxima per rotation at type'-2 antenna. The term rotation is defined as rotation of the

polarization, possibly by rotating the antenna system. The phase of the relevant complex.'

Fourier component is directly proportional Mit the displacement of the maximanmentioned

in relation to a position in which thea first maximium falls in it 0. Therefore. thea Nalue of

index n corresponding to thea displacement is calculated fromt tie phase 16r the relevant

S~ harmonic.

Harmonic index k, corrsponding to two mima p.er rotation i% obtained h%:

k,=N0I 80(AO in degrees)

(31 a)

and atirresponding to 4 imaximta pev rotation
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IC4 2NAO/ 80O (AO in degrees)

(3 1b)

The relevant Fourier composaint, is calculated by:

X,(ild Z'A, f(2rt 1N)nk 3 c

when kr-k and correspondingly when k

XV(i) is a complex number from the phase% of which the starting angle of the antenna in

~0 ~1tionto the elongated ot~ject is easily determined by-

Type-I anleniws:

Thei displacement of tile relevant maxima in relation to a (0 is obtained by:

(paqmO) (all angles in dlegrees) A.X0,) phase of hannonics. (32a)

nis not anl integer. Consequently, the angle of the olict in relation to the linear

polarizaition ot the type-l antenna system type- is:

0 (P (all anle inl deres Xt u the phase of' harmonies

It should lie noted that thle starting anide of (le antenna ,,stern in relation to thle olliect

Calculatedwast)~ in i 2' may lie pro~ ded \wth a better resolution than corresponding~ to thle

angle incremnent it) Neen every mticasurernent The ability of the Fourier renoution to

interpole is utilized and QC mak in ptinciple be determined with arhttrar res olution. only

limited by noise. inatcetracies of the nieasurement etc, The rnaning of' fit, is seen ini relation

to Fig 7b.
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Type-2 antenntias:

I lerc the number of periods in per rotation are doubled in relation to type -1 antennas.

Thc nmcaning of 00 is seen in relation to Fig. 7a as it is to be noted that 45" must be added in

relation to this figure.

Other types of antennas

Circularly or elliptically polarized antennas may be considered linear combinations of type-

2 antennas and the orientation of objects may be determined by a procedure corresponding

to the one described here.

12. Possible methods for locating/detecting cables and pipes in soil.

Trhe above described mathematical methods for analysis of a signal in the angular angular

harmonic and frequency/time domains, respectively, may advantageously he combined in

various ways. In the following somec combinations wvhich have been shown to be applicable

in practice will be described-

In the I1ollowing two-dimensional sets of numbers arc described with Since most often

discrete values are relevant. These sets of numbers may also be construed as elements in) a

matrix and each of the rows, or columns in it may he construed series. Curves or functions

2( and function values are synornyrnously described. The preferred embodiments presented b

the inventors are based on discrete freqjukncies. angulars. angular harmonics and timecs

which are motivated by the application ofdigital storing aid calculating units -even though

the demonstrated examples appear as continuous functions.

lhe principles of the invention also applies for continuous frequences. antgle rotation.

angular harmonics and times,

ProcedureNoj.

Comprises thle following steps:

1.1 An antenna arrangement tit typea I or 2 described in chapter 35 and 41 is

positioned on or above the gr-ound v ith .arbittary. but dlppro\iniate horizontal. tit itatioll
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1.2 The voltage transfer function between the transmitter and receiver antenna is

measured at a number of frequencies. The measured values are stored.

1.3 The antenna arrangement is rotated mechanically or electrically an integer

multiple of an angle .10 Typical values of A9 may be 22.50 or 45 coiresponding to 1/16 or

1/8 rotation. Simultaneously to rotating the antenna may be moved a bit translatorily which

will be the case if the antenna is moved during rotation above the ground.

1.4 The voltage transfer function between transmitter and receiver antennas is

measured at a number of frequencies. The measured values are stored.

Step 1.3 and 1.4 are repeated until an appropriate number of measurements are

performed at a corresponding amount of angular positions. The amount depends on the

circumstances. Practical amounts of useful angles may for example be: 8, 16, 32 or 64. The

result is a set of complex numbers representing measured values of the voltage transfer

function for coherent values of angular rotation and frequency. The result may be reduced

into a real set of numbers corresponding to the real part of the complex set of numbers just

mentioned.

1.6 The measuring results from the latter item are transformed from frequency to

time. For this purpose the exponential based mathematical method described in item 8 or

the like is applied. The result is a number of estimated reflections, their strength, phase and

time delay. Frequency-to-time transformation is performed one by one on the frequency

dependent transfer functions (series) associated with each angle. Thus for each angle a time

dependent, continuous-in-time and periodic funcion is obtained which is calculated at a

suitable number of discrete times. The same calculation time is used for all the angles. The

result so far is a set of complex numbers in two dimensions. The series corresponds to a

mathematic function having a discretizied rotation angle and the time discretisized as

independent variable.

Comment: Examples of the result of the procedure 1.1 to 1.6 are illustrated in Figs. eks.la.

eks.2a. eks.3a, eks.4a and eksSa. In many cases angle periodic objects may be identified by
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inspection. Eks.la illustrates at the time delay of about 31 ns an object known as a 160 mm

pipe made of a plastics material and containing water in a depth of 135 cm in soil.

Procedure No. 2

Consists of No. I or followed by additional calculations

2.1 Step 1.1 to 1.6 as in procedure No.1 or correspondingly

2.2 For each of the points in time used in step 2.1 a Fourier transformation is

performed with the angle as independent variable. The result so far is a set of complex

numbers in two dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a mathematical function

having the angular harmonic and the time as independent variables.

2.3 Based on the two-dimensional set of numbers which is the result af step 2.2 a

one-dimensional function in time is calculated, called D(t) by means of one of the methods

described above in chapter 10 or correspondingly.

2.4 The discrete time function produced in step 2.3 is scanned for local and

globale maxima that demonstrate a significant strength compared to the mean value. Such

maxima represent angle periodic reflections from elongated objects. The value oftime

corresponding to the individual maximum states the time delay of the reflections from the

corresponding object. Scanning for maxima may be performed mechanically or by

inspection of the curve.

Comment: The time delays thus calculated may together with a knowledge of the speed of

propagation of the radar waves in the ground be used for calculating the depth of objects.

Examples of the result of procedure 2 step 2.1 to 2.2 are illustrated in figs. eks.lC, eks.2C,

eks.3C, eks.4C and eks.SC.

Examples of the result of pocedure 2 step 2.1 to 2.3 are illustrated in figs. eks. 1 E, eks.2E,

eks.3E, eks.4E and eks.SE, where the detection curve is calculated in accordance with (28).
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Procedure No. 3

Consists of procedure No. 1 or corresponding chapters followed by additional calculations.

3.1 Step 1.1 to 1.6 as procedure No. I or correspondingly

3.2 Based on the result of step 3.1 the angular position in relation to the antenna

system is calculated by means of the method described above in item 11. The angular

position is calculated for one or more angle periodic objects that may be detected ol time

determined by visual inspection of the result of step 1.1 to 1.6 under procedure 1 or by use

of detection curves as described in procedure 2 above.

Comment: If the antenna system comprises mechanical rotation the angular position in the

starting position in relation to the elongated object(s) is hereby determined. If rotation is

produced by shifting between the antenna elements with fixed angular position the angular

position is determined by the polarization direction corresponding to the first measuring

position and thus the angular position of the total antenna arrangement in relation to the

elongated object(s).

Examples of result of this procedure are illustrated in Fig. Eks.3F.

Procedure No. 4

comprises the following steps:

4.1 An antenna of the type 1 or 2 as described in chapter 3 and 4 is positioned on

or above the ground v'ith arbitrary, however approximately horizontal orientation,

4.2 The voltage transfer function between transmitter and receiver antenna is

measured at a number of frequencies. The measured values are stored.

4.3 The antenna arrangement is mechanically or electrically rotated an integer

multiple of an angle 0. Typical values of AO may be 22.5 or 45 corresponding to 1'16 or

118 rotation. Simultaneously to rotating the antenna may be moved a bit translatorily which

will be the case if the mitenna is moved during rotation above the ground.
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4.4 The voltage transfer function between transmitter and receiver antennas is

measured at a number of frequencies. The measured values arc stored,

4.5 Step 4.3 and 4.4 are repeated until an appropriate number of measurements are

performed at a corresponding amount of angular positions. The amount depends on the

circumstances. Practical amounts of useful angles may for exam~ple be: 8, 16, 32 or 64. The

result is a set of complex numbers representing measured values of the voltage transfer

function for coherent values of the angular rotation and frequency. The result may be

reduced into a real set of numbers corresponding to the real part of the complex set of

numbers just mentioned.

4.6 The measuring result from step 4.5 is subject to ,Fourier transformation in the

angle, For each of the frequencies used in step 4.5 a Fourier transformation is performed

with the angle as independent variable. The result is a set of complex numbers in two

dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a mathematical function having the angular

harmonic and the measuring frequency as independent variable.

Comment: The set of numbers thus obtained is in two dimensions which may also be

construed as a number of frequency dependent curves, one for each angular harmonic or as

a number of functions of the harmonic, one for each, measuring frequency.

Procedure No. 

Comprises the steps in procedure No. 4 or corresponding steps and additional calculations.

5.1 The steps 4.1 to 4.6 in procedure No. 4 or corresponding steps.

5.2 The set of numbers obtained in step 5.1 are transformed from frequency to

time, The series corresponding to each of the angular harmonics are transformed by means

of the exponential based mathemnatic method or a corresponding method described in

chapter 8. The result is a number of estimated reflections, their strength, phase and time

delay, Thus for each angular harmonic a time dependent, continuous-in-time and periodical

function is obtained which is calculated at a suitable number of discrete times. The identical
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calculation points in time are used for every angular harmonics. The result is a set of

complex numbers in two dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a matematical

function having the angular harmonic discretisized and the time discretisized as independent

variable,

Comment: Sets of figures in two dimensions are hereby obtained which may also be

construed as a number of time dependent curves, one for each angular harmonic, or as s

number of curves or functions of the harmonic, one for each point in time. This set of

numbers may be illustrated and by inspection objects may be found by identifying global or

local maxima for selected harmonics, typically the two harmonics corresponding to two

periods per rotation of the polarization.

Procedure No. 6

Comprises the steps in procedure No. 4 or corresponding steps and additional calculations.

6.1 The steps 4.1 to 4.6 in procedure No. 4 or corresponding steps.

6.2 Parts of the set of numbers obtained in step 6.1 are transformed from

frequency to time. The series corresponding to selected angular harmonics are transformed

by means of the exponential based mathematic method or a corresponding method described

in chapter 8. The result is a number of estimated reflections, their strength, phase and time

delay. Thus a time dependent, continuous-in-time and periodical function is obtained for

each angular harmonic which is calculated at a suitable number of discrete times. The same

calculation points in time are used for all angular harmonics. The result is a set of complex

numbers in two dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a mathematic function

having the angular harnomic discretisized and the time discretisized as independent

variable, but only for selected angular harmonics.

6.3 Based on the two-dimensional set of numbers which is the result of step 6.2 a

one-dimensional function in time is calculated, called by means of the methods

described above in chapter 
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6.4 The discrete time function produced in step 6.3 is scanned for local and global

maxima that demonstrates a significant strength compared to the mean value. Such maxima

represent angular periodic reflections from elongated objects. The value of time

corresponding to the individual maximum states the time delay of the reflections from the

corresponding object. Scanning for maxima may be performed mechanically or by

inspection of the curve.

Comment: As described in chapter 10, two of the angular harmonics are often selected

corresponding to 2 periods per rotation. If the antenna is of the Type-1 described above the

two harmonics are often used which correspond to the positive or negative, respectively,

frequency corresponding to two periods per rotation. Since only time sequences need

calculation for example of two harmonics and thus only two Prony transformations are

applied then procedure is effective for calculation. The time delays calculated in this

manner may together with a knowledge of the speed of propagation of the radar waves in

the ground be used for calculating the depth of objects. Examples of the result of procedure

6 step 6.1 to 6.3 are seen in the figures eks.lD, eks.2D, eks.3D, eks.4D and eks.5D in which

the detection curve is calculated in accordance with equation (28).

Procedure No. 7

Comprises the following steps:

7.1 An antenna arrangement of type I or 2 as described in chapter 3 is positioned

on or above the ground with arbitrary, however approximately horizontal, orientation.

7.2 A voltage pulse which should be a short-period pulse is applied to the

transmitter antenna. The voltage of the transmitter antenna is then measured at a number of

time delays.

7.3 The antenna arrangement is rotated mechanically or electrically an integer

multiple of an angle A0. Typical values of 0 may be 22.50 or 45', corresponding to 1 '16 or

1/8 rotation. Simultaneously to rotating the antenna may be moved a bit translatorily which

will be the case if the antenna is moved during rotation above the ground.
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7.4 A voltage pulse which should be a short-period pulse is applied to the

transmitter antenna. The voltage of the receiver antenna is then measured at a number of

time delays.

7.5 Chapter 7.3 and 7.4 are repeated until a suitable number of measurements have

been performed at a corresponding amount of angular positions. The amount depends of the

circumstances. Practical amount of usable angles may for example be: 8, 16, 32 or 64. The

result is a set of numbers representing measured values of the voltage transfer function for

coherent values of angle rotation and frequency.

The set of numbers will often be real. If the antenna arrangement is arranged so as to

measure two time functions physically which are mutually orthogonal often called 1(t)

and Q(t) the set of numbers is considered complex.

If the measured set of numbers is real a complex corresponding set may be produced in

the form of a so-called Hlilbert transformation either by means of electric filtering or by

means of calculations performed on the measured, discrete values.

Procedure No. 8

Consists of procedure No. 7 or corresponding procedure followed by additional

calculations.

8.1 Step 7.1 to 7.5 as under procedure No.7 or corresponding chapters

8.2 For each of the points in time used in item 8.1 time delays) a Fourier

transformation with the angle as independent variable is performed. The result so l hr is a set

of complex numbers in two dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a mnathematic

function having the angular harmonic and the time as independent variable.

8.3 Based on the two-dimensional set of numbers which is the result of step 

one-dimensional function in time is calculated, called D(t) by means of the methods

described above in chapter 10 or corresponding methods.
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8.4 The discrete time function produced in step 8.3 is scanned for local and global

maxima that demonstrates a significant strength compared to the mean value. Such maxima

represent angle periodical reflections from elongated objects. The value corresponding to

the individual maximum states the time delay of the reflections from the corresponding

object. Scanning for maxima may be performed mechanically or by inspection of the curve.

Comment: The time delays thus calculated may together with a knowledge of the

propagation speed of the radar waves in the ground be used for calculating the depth of

objects.

Procedure nr. 9

Consists of procedure No, 7 or corresponding procedure followed by additional calculations.

9.1 step 7,1 to 7,5 as under procedure No.7 or corresponding chapters..

9.2 Based on the result of step 9.1 the angular position is calculated in relation to

the antenna system by means of the method described above in chapter 1.1. The angular

position is calculated for one or more angle periodic objects which may be detected and

time determined by visual inspection of the result of step 9.1 or by use of detection curves

as described under procedure 8 above.

Comment: If the antenna system comprises mechanical rotation the angular position in the

starting position is hereby determined in relation to the elongated object(s). If rotation takes

place by shifting between antenna elements with fixed angular position the angular position

is determined by the polarization direction corresponding to the first measuring position

and thus the angular position of the total antenna arrangement in relation to the elongated

object(s).

Procedre No., 

Consists of procedure No. 7 or corresponding procedure followed by further calculations.

Step 7.1 to 7.5 as under procedure No.7 or corresponding procedure.
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10.2 For each of the points in time used in step 10. 1 (=time delays) a Fourier

transformation is performed with the angle as independent variable. The result so far is a set

of complex numbers in two dimensions. The set of numbers corresponds to a mathematic

function having the angular harmonic and the time as independent variable.

Comment: The result of Fourier transformation of measured radar signals in the polarization

angle may by means of visual inspection give valuable information about objects in the

ground.

Procedures for use of circular or elliptical polarization

The present invention also comprises use of a circular or elliptical polarization. The

procedures described here, i.e. procedures Nos. 1 and 4, use antennas with linear

polarization rotated mechanically or electrically for example by electronic shifting between

elements. If circular or elliptical polarization is applied the procedures are used in a

corresponding manner, Circular or elliptical polarized waves and the associated signals of

the antennas may be split into components corresponding to linear polarization.

If the circular or elliptical polarization is obtained by means of linearly polarized antenna

elements and their terminals are accessable the methods described here may be applied

directly on the individual linear parts with or without subsequent combination. This

applies irrespective of linearly polarized parts being activated at the same time or

individually and irrespective of EM-waves with circular or elliptical polarization existing

physically during the measurement, or the corresponding signals are produced in the form of

linear combinations of measuring results.

The present invention also comprises the circular or elliptical polarization being obtained by

means of one or more antennas per se radiating circular or elliptical polarized EM-waves

for instance spiral antennas the electrical signals of the terminals of such antennas being

divided into orthogonal parts and these parts being processed by means of the method

described here. Orthogonal signal parts are often designated quadrature components or I and

Q, where I and Q in total constitute a complex representation of a signal. Irrespectiv e of the

splitting of a signal in orthogonal parts being obtained by means of electrical networks or b\

means of algebraic manipulation in a (most ofteni digital computer the processing of the
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signals produced is comprised of the present invention by means of thle methods described

here.

U~se of Fourier methods for transformation from -freqiuency to time.

In the procedures Nos. 1, 5 and 6 described here the exponcnti Al based method tbr

determination of timc dclays in the radar signal described in chapter 8Sis included. The

present invention also comprises procedures corresponding to the ones de'ribed where

Fourier trans formiati on is used for frequency to time transformation -including use of

Fourier solution in the angle as described above in combination with Fourier transformation

of the frequency dependent measuring data.

In procedure No. 1, step 1.6. procedure No. 5, step 5.2 and in proiedure No. o. step 6.2 the

exponential-based method here described nmy be replaced by a Fourier method including

FFT or Fast Fourier Transform.

Use of oila rsignal orms than Stftk-yens QW radar

The present invention also comprises use of the methods described in connection with other

signal forms than Step-l'rckvens C\V' radar, which is the preferred one, and impulse radar

which is comprised of the procedures 7 to 

The methods described here in combination with rotating polariz~ation ith or v% ihout

movement above the ground or the like may advantageously be applied irrespective of the

signal form used.

2$ Someq possible signal forms are:

frequency-sweep or "chirp- or I l-CWV. in N Aiicih the frequene of the signal is

altered continuously during an interval.

correlation radar in which constructed or arbitrary time firequencies are

employed and in which timne delays of reflections are! calculated by means ot'correlation.

1)_tectionj)of several ohiects

Dt~eection aind determination ol direction aire described here tbr indi-,idual objcts. 11 sc% eral

objects exist in the same set oif radar measurements the methods described here enable
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individual processing or them if their associated time delays are different. Objects in

different depths, including crossing cables and pipes, miay he determined individually, by

means of the methods described. The modificd Prony-methods will often he a help for

separation of closely positioned objects.

Examples with performied calculations:

The examples stated are all based on mecasuremntts made under ordinary circumstances in

lDenmark. Thus, the examples are thus fully realistic and correspond to ordinary existing

conditions. I owever, they have not to he considered calculation examples whichl are

II0 arranged with the aimi of emphasizing theoretical or principal aspects of the methods of the

invention.

Table 12 illustrates a scheme of objects illustrated in the examples I to 

The figures I 3a)-13b), 14a)-141)), 150)-l Sb), 16a)-l Ob) and I 7a)-l 7b) are the result of

calculations of the type mentioned in chapter 1) and illustrate calculated signal strength as a

function of thle angle index n and the time in ns. Are tile result of above described

procedures No. I through step Lo~ 1-3.0-17a) in the torni of 31)-plot, 13b)-i 7b) Samle in

contour plot.

The figures 1c3d,14c)-14d), l5ec-l~d) Vco-lod) and l7c i-h7d) measured signal

strength as function of the angle index n and the frequency in (11 Are thle result (it the

above described procedure No. I through step 1L$. I M-17c) in the form of 31).plot. I 'e)

I 7c) same in contour plot.

The figures Il3e)- 3 6. ie- l4f),I 151), 1~ le-l Ol) and I 'eCOt "1 re thle reclult ol

calculations of the type mentioned in chapter and illustrate calculated signial Strength -v,

thunetion of angular harnomic index k and thle time in ns. Are the result ofay he 

procedure No. 2 through chapter'-22-. IIe)-l 7e in the formn olfplot. I sanw in

1) contour plot.
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The figures 1 g)-l 3h), 14g)- I4h). I 16g)-1 6h) and I 7g-l 7hi) are the result of'

calculations of the type mnentionedl in chapter 10 and illustrate detection curces. Are a result

of the above described procedure N.6 through step 

The figures 13i0-l13j), 14i)-14jj), IShI ij). I 0i)-l6j) and t170)17j) are the result of

calculations of the type mentioned in chapter 10 and illustrate detection curves. Are the

result of above described procedure No. 2 through step 2.3.

[he figure 15k) through 1 5o) illustrate ant example of determination ot'direction ll en

of calculations as mentioned in paragraph I I and illustrate calculation result included In the

above described procedure No. 3.

C Omfliflls to the examlesM

Pkosc notic: All the examples illustrated are measured by means ot an antenna stem In
which tile interior time delay and the timie for dlirect coupling front transmitter to receiver in)

total constitutc approx. i i its. rhis inehi led delay is not deducted in the illustrated curves.

Pi'cnoier)~:'he illustrated curves in the examples are produced by connecting discrete

values N~ith straight lines and are. accordingly, not to he construed continuous tunction, ort

curves

LxnpeNo, I illustrates In thle ligtures I !it and I 3bi a cdear angeular Iatuotn, about I I w'.
appearing in the lim if clear lo,:al talania in the fI gures I and I t, and gi% Ii the
detection curve in fig. 131 a, global maximum lying more than approx. 17 dl .ibow thle
*.noisv floor"'. C'onsequently. clear detection of a pipe is seeni Which \kould liy-m, ita

grounJ radar \Nithout polariz*ation rotationl and analy sis only hate V1 il at signtil onl the 1311w
level is many, others4 %N ithout cliariwterstc aur%!s, Ini the, figure,, I 1c) anJ 1'1 tOw
example shows that substatital petodi, it% e.xistq around I 5-2n1 it, and that the aw .ortvd

out 1h% the total procedure. '11e angular harnoic orsodn to tile order Ia a

mleanl value distawmue mamium around approx 1isit sa it~

Lanipke No. Zw is measured dunn l ii normal. bat Adwlita eotis ekiu~talwce! Hele a s'alk

detetion isobtained by tnvatvv tit' ltvt a ".Ill~l rotationa %%it lI Htu n rl unler
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of rotations is halved corresponding results are obtained. It is seen that thle raw Irequency

mecasurements in thle figs. l4c) and 14d) demonstrate a significant degree of periodicity.

Etxample No. 3 illustrates a measurement with substantial "clutter" in a depth corresponding

to approx. 14 ns. It is seen how this clutter in the final detection curve in fig. 151b) is

dampened by 2.0 dB3 compared to thle global maxinimn positioned in approx. 22 vis.

The I igs. 15k) to I So) demonstrate an examinple of determination of direction. 15mxn is thle

amplitude of tile function corresponding to the function htkm in (lhe figures I 5a) and 

I0 r 1 .S ns. Vhiehl is thle position of thle global maximum of thle detection curve Jigs. IS og

and 1 Sb). The periodicity is clearly seen. Angle index vi is used as horizontal unit.

InI the middle 15Sn) thle absolute value of the 14FT calculation is illustrated above the before

mentioned cturve with number of points Nc,4.

Is

The lower part of fig. 1501 illustrates the phase or thle two angular harmonic c;orresponding,

to two periods per rotation (t~pc-l antennal. corresponding to k-8and L" 

rotation (if the antennas. ili tigtire 1 44 is the calevlated angular position Qak ulated in

utibe ofanula sepsm ccodacex~xh he boc mntone hrnilat3 H Fom the

2o pems uv madwen~ni~m h iue a adI5' ti enta h

calculated position of the obijec:t as beingr almlost coincident 11ith the position oft thlt first

measurement In ri-) is correct

1-,ainple No. 5 illustrates ho\ in spite olf a very poor degree! of, peridiciq II int thequecncy

lllctasureincllt, fIles I eI and 17J)) and InI spite, hacnierbecuter axrotnd appi ro ir

(I gN, I l~a) and 1711m a usefuil detction tit thle fitv I 'I and I I s olataied III %khich 1thC

rlobal iamanuin I appro\ I '-iv may. 1 relecled if*' e vot at- Cpt an ohw ~t 111111whatel,

below the sur~aec likewise In flu: figuzr "ii and l"aj

14. Possiblouzppicatlois

The presenlt III\etirion will antongt olh -g 1lin-:. appliacable for
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manually borne detector for locating of cables, pipes and optical fibres. Such a

detector will be able to give thle operator an inmediate indication of presence, position and

orientation of such ohiects. The detector m~av be moved above (lie ground in an arbitrary

pattern and enable a hurried object to be followed.

S corresponding detector mounted on vehicles.

automtatic detector mounted on excavators or other machinery for movement

of soil Nwith the aim of avoiding damage of objects.

mapping or cables, pipes and other underground objects. 'fhe detector may be

coupled together with positioning equipment and equipment fibr data collecting. Typically,

Ito by means ofimapping a scanning in accordance with a predetermined pattern will be

performed.

Instrument for scanning of the structure and condition ofniaterials including

concrete.

-instrument for location ot pipes and Cables in huildhi'v constructioils: floors.

I1S walls of concrete and other materials.

Antenna constructions

StcpwisQ rotation of the polarisation w~ithout mechanical means is made in the best mannier

2co by shifing between siniilarly designed antennas positionted in appropriate angles and with

displaced centers as illustrated scemnatically in ligs, 3. 4 and In thle figures I and 4

linear thin dipoles are outlined. In order to obtain sufficient f'requency band width it is ain

advantage to make the arms o1 the dipole conical as outlined tin fig. 1) In order to aN oid or at

least dampen reflections from the ends oit the dipole armis (correspondiug to standing waves

along tile axis of thle dipole) a Lind of damping is often tused, Our prelrred damping is' a

combination ot'damping material positioned close to the antennas abo% e the antennas as

illustrated in fig. 1-2 and use of serial. resistive coupling elements as illustrated tin ft- 10 ad

11. Thie resistive Celents, mlentioned imd conitst ot'a resistor in the forrm of an ordtnar%

resistor for surface mounting and hav ing a varying value so that the highest Nalues ara used

3f) farthest away from thle center olih dipole, 'I yptead values are from 1In ohmi to 110 ohmil

The raejstive elements may alstonfSsi of a series coupling of the ablove mnentioned rcsistor

ndaswvitch diode for instatwe oif the t~pe PIN 4v applying a I)C ;laebetwe en the endI

points mt thle dipole and the. center a pos bilit% ot bringin th PI\ di~ide, tit %iiduatnv- or
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cutoff mode is obtained. One of the effects of such an arrangement is that the dipole in

cutoff mode will have less electromagnetic coupling to closely positioned similar dipoles

than without the diodes. In this way it becomes possible to reduce the size of the total

construction without disturbing coupling between the active a~id passive dipoles. Undesired

couplings between the dipoles may cause a deteriorated linearity of the polarisation and

undesired ringing in the signal. Only those antennas which are desired to be active have a

DC voltage applied often two at a time causing the PIN diodes to conduct.

The switch arrangment outlined here having serial PIN diodes allows dipoles to overlap

each other without significant mutual coupling.

A dipole with four metal surfaces and three resistive coupling elements with or without PIN

diodes of a total length of 24 cm are demonstrated by the inventores and are measured to

have a frequency characteristic which is fairly flat in the area 100 MHz to 900 Mllz. The

rest of the construction was as outlined in figs. 11 and 12.

The present invention comprises application of splitted antennas, coupled together with

resistor links with or without switch diodes for use in ground radars.
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17.Tine filtering of frequency data.

In order to emphasize radar signals originating from a given depth interval it is often an

advantage tot perform a filtering of the measured frequency signal before it is transformed to

the time domain. The filtering takes place by means of a signal filter the function of which

may, considered mathematically, be identical to an ordinary filter which is used for time

dependent signals however differing in the effect that what is normally construed in the

frequency characteristic of the filter now becomes a time characteristic, If the basis is the

frequency representation of a signal a filtering of this is performed so that parts of the signal

corresponding to different time intervals are weakened or reinforced for instance a high

pass filtering of the frequency representation will suppress the early parts of the signal.

Since measurements are made in the frequency domain by means of a Step Frequency CW

radUr it is advantageous to make a filtering before transformauion of the time domain. The

effect of the filtering in the frequency domain by means of an ordinary filter may the

contrued mathematically so that time and frequency in the Fourier transmormation are

included in a product in a symmetrical manner. Furthermore, it may be construed by

watching that the phase in the frequency representation is proportional with the time

variable late parts of the signal correspond to bigger phase variation per frequency unit

than early parts.

Ground radar signals are very often characterized by the early parts of the signal often

originating from undesired coupling from transmitter to receiver contain much more

energy that the weaker signals from objects in the ground. By filtering the frequency

dependent signal by means of a high pass filter before transformation to the time domain the

above mentioned early, undesired parts may be filtered away. High pass as well as band

pass filters may advantageously be applied.
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Filtering as described here may in a possible embodiment be applied in connection with the

procedures Nos. 5 or 6 described in paragraph 12. In this case the filtering will be inserted

after chapter 5.1 or 6.1 (corresponding to procedure No. 4).

Corresponding filtering may also advantageouly be applied if inverse Fourier transformation

is used for transformation from frequency to time. In this case the filtering is applied before

the Fourier transformation.

A functioning prototype step-ireqency ground radar has been produced allowing the user to

choose between high pass filters designed as ordinary high pass filters allowing signals with

time delays above a certain value to pass. The characteristic time constants which may be

elected are in one embodiment: 10 ns, 15 ns, 20 ns and 25 ns. If for instance water pipes are

searched for by means of the radar it will often be suitable to dampen all signals with time

delays less than 20 ns.

18. Other antenna configurations

Tests have shown that antenna arrangements as illustrated in figs. 45, 46 and 47 may be

applied with a good result.

Fig. 45 illustrates an arrangement containing 4 antenna pairs whereas figs. 46 and 47

illustrate two different arrangements, each of 5 pairs. The elements in these antennas are all

of the type butterfly the construction of which correspond approximately to the one

illustrated in fig. 1I, and the total arrangement corresponds to the construction illustrated in

fig. 12. The damping material designated c in fig. 12 is of the brand Emerson Cuming, the

types LS20 and LS24 in combination. The used butterfly elements are produced on ordinary

fibre glass print plate, layout is included in the description of the prototype. The elements

are supplied with a transformer for impedance adjustment in the feeding point and

termination resistors in the ends.

The dipole elements are always engaged in pairs so that two dipoles lying 1 SO mutually

displaced around the center of the arrangement are engaged at the same time as transmitter
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and receiver, respectively. In figs. 45, 46 and 47 one pair is constituted by the elements la

and lb, another pair of the elements 2a and 2b etc. All the elements are intended to be

similar. A set of measurements following each other with all four or five pairs correspond

for the configurations in figs. 45 and 46 to one period of the polarization variation (pipe or

cable) of a linear object. and for the configuration in fig. 47 to two periods.

19. Determination of the type of cables and pipes.

Through measurements with antennas of the type mentioned here it is determined that the

linear model for cables and pipes in the ground functions well in connection with the

described methods demonstrated by the present prototype. Furthermore it has been

discovered that certain types of objects including pipes of plactic containing water or gas 

will often during rotation of the polarization demonstrate a significant periodicity with half

the period length. This phenomenon corresponds to the reflection of the object, besides

demonstrating maximum at a polarization which is parallel with the longitudinal orientation

of the object, also demonstrating a substantial local maximum at a polarization which is

perpendicular to the object. Accordingly, by Fourier transformation in the rotation angle an

additional component appears corresponding to half the period length in relation to the

expected one.

Thin objects, especially cables, will only to a very small extent demonstrate this

phenomenon whereas thick pipes especially produced from a plastics material will

demonstrate it to a significant extent. This phenomenon may be used for distinguishing

between types of cables and pipes and will easily be authomatized by means of a small

enlargement of the existing procedure and software.

Functioning phototype

A prototype is produced which demonstrates a possible embodiment of the invention. The

prototype has been applied for detection of cables and pipes tinder normal circumstances 

i.e. outside laboratory environment. Fig. 21 demonstrates a system diagram for the hardware

of the prototype. The system consists of three main parts: The antenna arrangement (antenna

array), RTVA electronics (RTVA Real Time Vector Analyzer) and a PC supplied with a

signal processing module. The prototype is mounted on a small vehicle corresponding to a
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sack truck and may be pushed across the ground simultaneously with the result of the

current measurements with associated calculations being shown on a PC screen.

20.1. System and system block diagram

Antenna array: Consists of an antenna arrangment of the type illustrated in figs. 45, 46 or 47

and a double electronic switch shifting transmitter as well as receiver between the antenna

elements syncronically.

RTVA electronics: Consists of two main parts: a high frequency part (RF part) and a DSP

part with analogous-digital converter,

High frequency part (RF part): Receiver, Transmitter and Frequency Synthesizer

DSP I: Analog-digital converter and a fix-point DSP processor of the type ADSP2181 of

the brand Analog Devices Inc. Constructed around a turn-key module of the same brand.

Besides analog-to-digital converter a quadrature detection of the interfrcquency signal from

the receiver takes place. Furthermore control of antenna switch and control of frequency

synthesizer.

PC and signal processing module

A standard type PC provided with a turn-key plug-in unit, a so-called demo-board of the

type ADSP-21062 EZ-LAB Evaluation Board from Analog Devices Inc. comprising a

floating point processor of the type ADSP21062 is applied. The signal processing almost

entirely takes place in the ADSP21062 processor. The PC is entirely a cabinet comprising

the ADSP-21062 EZ-LAB Evaluation Board module. Furthermore the display of the PC is

used for real time presentation of detection curves.

20.2. Function and use

The prototype realizes a procedure corresponding to procesure No, 6 described in paragraph

12 and the above described time filtering inserted between the procedure chapters 6.1 and

6.2 (pkt.6.1 corresponds to procedure No. 4).

The phrase used in procedure step 4.1: "an antenna arrangement of type 1 or 2 as described"

means in practice that the antenna is part of the equipment and that the positioning above

the ground takes place currently by the equipment in its entirety is moved across the ground.

The types of antennas applied are outlined in figs. 13. 14 and 
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The total calculation procedure takes place currently so that the user sees the result of

currently measured data and associated calculations.

On the screen of the PCs the latest result of a set of calculations are displayed in the form of

a detection curve of the type mentioned in chapter 10, equation (26) or detection curves of

the form:

IvAl'iy jvt(k "oi' i =i i,

Where the elements included are described in chapter 10. The equation (35) is in a product

form and is the one most often applied in the prototype and is included in the attached print-

out of the software of the prototype. These detection curves are currently illustrated

graphically, vide the below examples.

20.3 Technical specifications

The basic specifications of the present prototype are:

RADAR system:

Frequency range:

Frequency step size:

Amount of frequency

steps in a sweep:

Time consumption

per frequency step:

120 steps)

Basic dynamic range:

Dynamic range with

automatic gain control:

Maximum radar signal lag:

with freq. step size= 1.6 MIIz:

with freq. step size=6.4 Mtlz:

50 to 1000 MHz

multiplum of' 1.6 MI z, typically 6.4 MHz

typical 120

57 msec (equals aprx. 7 msec for

70 dB

110dB

312 nsec corresponding to aprx. depth 1 in

78 nscc corresponding to aprx. depth 3.5 in
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Number of Detection curves calculated pr. sec:

with 4 antenna pairs: 8.9 typically (aprx. 35.7 rotations sec)

with 5 antenna pairs: 7.1 typically (aprx. 28.5 rotations /sec)

Antenna size:

Diameter: 85 cm (model 65 cm (model b)

Height: 7 cm (model 7 cm (model b)

!0

20.4. Some results obtained by means of the prototype

The above described detection curves are concurrently displayed on the display of the

prototype as they are calculated. Typically around 7-8 curves per second are calculated. This

makes it possible for the operator to evaluate the calculation results simultaneously with the

prototype being pushed across the ground.

Figs. 19a) and 19b) illustrate two typical detection curves from the display of' the prototype.

the graph illustrated in fig. 19a) a clear indication in a depth corresponding to the time

:A.lay approx. 31 n is seen. In fig. 19b) a detection curve is illustrated which does not

indicate any cable or pipe. The object which is indicated in figs. 9a) and is known and

is a PVC pipe filled with water and having a diameter of 110 mm and being burried in a

depth of approx. 140 cm.

Fig. 18 illustrates a collection of detection curves each one being collected from the

prototype and afterwards gathered in the figure here it is seen how the detection curve

alters when ;eing conveyed above an object here the same pipe as indicated in figs. 19a)

and 19). In fig. 1; time delay is recalculated into estimated depth on the supposition of an

estimated averag value of the propagation speed of the radio waves in the ground,

Example of embodiment

In the following a reproduction of the embodiment of the invention is presented b\ way of

example.
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Oversigt over programmer:

Program til PC
go4.c. Downloader program og normaliseringsdata til ADSP-2 1062

Uploader resultater fira ADSP-2 1062, displayer disse pi sk~m
Styrer ADS P-2 1062 boardet
On-line kontrol af norralisering, filtervaig, metodevalg, mm i program ul ADSP-21062
Kan uploade data fra ADSP-2 1062 og gernme disse pa Iiarddisk

Program til ADS P-2 1062.
asvd4 c Hovedprogramntil ADSP-21062

Moditager data serielt fra. ADS P-2 1S 1
Bereglier. Foretager normaliscrmng, filtrering sanit modeldaninelse

bsvd4 asm Assembler funktioner der bruges af a svd4 c

Program ult ADS P-21 81
Programnierer synteser
Styrer antennevaig
Mailer ra'data
Forbehandler r~idata,sender forbehandledle data seneit ul 1 O).

Andet.
def 4 hi header-fil der bruges af go4 c, asvd4 c og bsvd4 asm
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9 include <asm sprt.h>
Iinclude "def'hO6O.h"
Iinclude "def-4,h"

.segment 1dm seq drimda:
.var _source(RAWDATA);
.var _rxilnlerrupt;
:globa, I aource;
.global _rx_interrupt;

endseg;

*Seqment/pm seq pmco;

.global _tx antenna;

-tx-antenna: leaf entry;

rO.QO0O 0000.
dm(TDIVII-rO:
crOK0000O70f 1;
dm(STCL1)rO;

/I it eca 

leaf-exit;

float 'Var flro w, 
1' return m iurn value in vectosr fln:

replaccs C-routlne finaA
.global ,,ear.hmnaN;

.sea rchmax~ leat entry;
tO-l.0e99;
14-C4,
fl2odmi4,m6ii

Ict-d, tj kj)tnt 
do find: f0-RMIN'Qtk.Z., ldmi,6 n'

leaf exit,

~'float PytiIflcoa. a, t~oat L'-

.global pVyth:

1~required:
input:
output:
affected:

f O-numerator,
f 0-result
fl, 11

f 12-denorninator

_yyth; leaf entry:
fl0-;tbS £4;
£9'abs M~

fS-3, 0;
comp( f10, (9)
it lt jump b-Ll~ 

Call dilv" 'Vat
f 12-rlt0.
£f9.

call qrtf~rh
f2-fO* fO;
f0-f24£ls.

Abs5a1 1
ab (t 
usedl 

i* quotient s~ware-,
11 Inlput t< tf1
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bbig: El2-pans f9;
call div-ph (08);
if eq )urnp i.szero,
t0-fiG;

call sqrtf ph (OB):
(0;

f 0-f2+ f 15

f0- f4If 9;
Icaf exilt:

X.Szero (0-0.0:
leaf exclj;

1* numerator is aboa 
9' r4 and r8 previously set 

both arguments are zero
denominator is absb 1

i- quoti.ent squared/

input to sqrt( i'h1

1* absbsqrt,. 

void sum and scalecint m, xnr n, int i, int 1, Cla .,vi t 
tor (1=1 n; 

for (S-0a.0, k-1; ks4.-I-; N- Ima. i,

inne~r loops earlier *:3i-ulatcl wim; *nnq.

-SuMand-Scale: leaf entry,
rO'teads(l-

r2-r4-r12, lkntc-ed

14-reads(3);
cl-r6rl235L rl0=(dm~4,m5j;
Or~rlc, M4-r8;
r3-r3+rlo;

do for_) ant.1 Ice; 1

t14-dmmi3,m4 
lcntr-ir2, Jo &nnerl unrm.l 1c

innerl. (6-f6+fil., (14-dmC13,m4li

fl-dm(14,M4J;

mnvh

J.nl', pcant

voltp va~ue si'fJ[m

nm, rWmt'r lo

;mnt~a.~S st um, -Intnr to aT X

pointer to a(kk 

,let AMkH(I I

mnhef2:

for_)

lcntr-rZ, do inner2 unti ice.

dm(13,M4)-fll. toe t Alk!!

rO-r0L.+rIes

leaf-ext.

vo id '-.1.ndsal~ri lilt v..r t mf

inner loopt earlier sa~culated u~inq s&2ala al.l
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.global _6um2 and scale;

asum2_and scaJle: leaf-entry,
-0 -reads~i);
rl-r8-rO;

Z1.5-eeads(2);

11 also I
n-I 
m-I J1oOPCOunter in sceond Inner loops1

f* Invh 

i4-reada(31; 1* 4ddress Ot vector of poiters tO
r1-r8*rl2CssaU, rlO-dm(i4,m5); point to a *I
r3-rI+rl2. m4-r8; wtj Modify betwef'n cows is n
r3-r34rlO, /I pointer value for 41K)[fl

rOrrC st), n1l 
rl2rS~l;/* n't+Ii

r12-r12+rlO; 1* pointer to alli fi:

do for 12 until Lee;

i'7odri2,m.

1do Outer 1000 -t

*poinlter Vcwiue tot ik1 a ki; 

.3ac 1*initaitz su, poinror I' 

r.1-r2-1, f14-dmi3,m41, 10CWp ;1tr trn-j'm- qer vI

L. nfle i' 1.

'-,jrnt "A
a-en t

inner22 

24f6or. inne., M

f nt Ajo,!

lea f.r' r It

;void rk. oo; n,.n r. int lc~t
(o tr 1-

inner iCowi ear.ior 1.cuiatr1t;.l arjc ;Vzj-

.global _n3_and..;aae

.oJ* **Al

-4um3_and tale: lelf entry;
co-readsCl1; al ,O1

n,,l 4;

14-readn(31. 1,4eo ~tVo'tOr Jt.ti m t, a
4 4-!4"na of vector Intec l *ntltV 0

r2 o *l-ko flc .V 4r t

lentr-r; do to." 3 Q 14 I'A' 

lcntr-rl. (23 Inner-2ut 
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i nn

for

fl-d~i2,4;/- pointer to v11.11 11

J.3-rS; 1* point to v(111I')
lcntrtr1, do jinner23 until lce;

U~4-Cf6*, fj3-dm(1.3,mS); 1* muliply sum, got vfk)~ 11)

leaf-exit,

void tum4_and scalt (nt m, int nl, int fl~at It

for C -I xe;k-n-l; ~~F'i
for tK~l; Cv-n-li a~j CkC..;rv~tk).

1. 1
inner locpi earlier Catulated us;mnq

iuin4,and ~cca~e; I e,,Lentry.

I A

4 

4 I

4 

3I~'

3~1~r~t

t :4r4 t 
rl4roctd, Int.*.
.44 4lea

O 

C

CL4. 
4

j 0 

(Qr_14 i4nt .00.
x4*r.l 

4, flt)

i63 Vb.

4 i< 

kcntr~rl, netI4 artll

Cf-6# I% dM ,Nb,.
10 1 4

+(4
*"'fet 4.

L2r4. ~I

1* POm9~t ~O 
14 

I ont-ti, cI, ).tner'A Until Ice.
ft4-Wl4tl, Mlll

I A1iLn *1
inCner24

1 6 V -I~k 

I I03f.wot.

IO 111 J
C

1*

4
4

U-

4

ALio.~t C 
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fCtflt r6, ill-I2

r4CO l V~i~ C

rt3-Ox4 0000000,';

jump done iv;

doflejiv: ft42*0;

(4-f4 CO.

f4-C' 1* 9 1. r k: t I.

14

adares rof adre2 o ind

1ndx 

*rr~c2c, poi~nt to uuL OO)jx

*COrphx lecnominator''
LC10 

It sma11ieC thar le-1O don' ilvi

Snurer.3,r 

W n2 In"P $k

m Ci 

a~v ''r

'fon Wv Small

I 'I L I t vtf"

I 0 I

nokr ~r2' 'I 
4-4

,St4 4

4.

I 44,I~~

4. C

C t3t~. 

C1f~"fl.

r~:4 C1~
It i~
co4i Q~vt2~ 

14'~~C~
t4 4 0..

4 t4C~CfE3~~~2 
2C02X 4

I' C'

4'
4" 

§4

p 4

c~ 4

4

4' 

.~r
p

-4
4

4 4

I' 4
4

t
1

.4fl jf 4

i2Jy~
4' 4

2: 4

C' 4

~C 'ThS~P~, ii' 4

4 '3I~ 

4
4

4 4

4 4 

.4 4 4 4

.1.

V

ur -4 C j 1 
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implementation of "for (col-0; co I<I; col+i. Xaf(indx I(colIjI-x(row-col-lJI"
.global _mkXa;

in.kXa: leaf entry;
r2-r4r2(ssi), lcntr-rS; /I startindex is mindx, loop 1 times 

i4-readsJ3); address of vector of pointers to Xa 
rO-,dm (i4, m5); I" point to the real address of Xa/

rC!rO+r2; /I address of first element/
point to it 

r4-reads(2); 1" address of x -Y
to-reads(1); 1" cow 
rO-rO-l; Ustart in row-l 
rO-r4 .rO.:
i3.rO; point to it 

do do ;until Ice;
f4Zdm(i3,mV7); get x~row-col-t!.

do Ks: dm(14,m6)-f4, update Xafincx,1icol) 

leaf-exit;

Uvoid impuls(--nt ti, i 1, float *ha, float*
Uimplementation of "fr ha i

.global _impuls;

-impuls: leaf_entry;
rO-r4'r12, Icntr-"r address of loop I times

point to it 

rO-reacs(l); address of a
tOrO-l, f2=dmti4,m7); I" stari in :et ho(iij and poin
i3-rO; I" Point tO it

fBdm(I3,m6); I"get a(jjj I/
fO~dmC~im7): get ha(ii-33i
do do_imp until Ice;

f6-folfS, fO=dm(i4,m7); co 0 multiply, 9E-- naiii-jj] 
do imp: f2=f2-fG, fB"dm(i3,m6); A"update ha(iij, ret I/

rO-r4+r12: address of haf::;
i4trO; point to it 
dnU4,mS)=f2; really update -1

leaf exit:

void ikHa(int in, mnt I, it row, float -ha. float -Ha)1
implementation of "for (col=O; col~l; col+i+) Ha [row) (collTha(row-coll" 

.global -mk-Ha;

ink Ha: leaf_entry;
r2-r4*rlZ(ssi), lcntr-rB; /I startindex is mwrow, loop I times

i4-reads(2); I" address of vecto: of pointers to H~
/U point to the real address of Ha I/

rO-rOtr2, I' address of first element 

r4-reads(l); address of ha 
rO-r4+rl2, 14-rO:, I" start in halrowj, point. to Ha(row)
i3-rO; 1"point to it 

do do na until Ice;
get xfcow-ct2!

do ha: dm(i4,m6)-f4; /update Xin 

leaf-ex:t;

float f abs(float Y:)
implementation of "y=fabs(x)" I/

.global _f abs:

f-abs leaf entry;
f0.ABS E4:

C to ham-i i
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lea f exit;

/float svd l(int m, int k, dm. float Int ?1)
implementation of scale+-fabs(Ati] 

sVd-l leaf entry;
rl-r4*r8(ssi), i4-r12; get address of vector of pointers to A1
r2=rB+rl, rO-dm(i4,M5); 1* startindex i~s ;l~k point to the real address of A

rl~'rO+r2, m4-r4; address of first element, modify -m 

fO-fl2-fl2, i4-rl; 1initialize scale, point to A/
r4-reads 
r12-ceads(2);
rO-c4-r12, f4=dm(i4,m4); /*loop counter: 1-1, getAt?(}'

lcntr-rO, do calc until ice:
f8-ABS f4; /I fabs 

calc: fO'-fO+f8, fA=dm(i4,m4); update scale, .Set rAtij (k?

leaf-exit;

I* void svd_2?float invscale, int k, mnt rm. float pm eloat t, mt 1)
/imolementation of "for 

sumI=Atil rkVAjij I 

.global 2:

_svd-2: le I-entry;
,i=reads?2); /address of vector of pointers to A 

r2-'reads(3): I I/
r2=r2-rS, rO=-dm(ij,m5); 1 point to the real acaress ol 
rl-r12'-l, Icntr=r2; loopcounte: is i-K 

r2=rB-rl(ssi); I' statrtindem is 

rl=:rO+r2, 4=rl2. address of first element, modify ns
i4-rl; point to it 
i3=rl; once again, looses line in loop
i1=reads(l); initialize sum 

f3-dm(i3,m4),fl2-pm(xl2,ml3?;/, get AU.] anc suit
f2=f3-f4, f3-dmci3,m4); AU.! [k);nvscale, get n~ext A 

do do-so until 1ce;
ES=f2*f2, dm(i4,m4).=f2; /Ati? (kj-Alj store prey in A~ij (ki

do-sp: f2-f3*f4, fi2-fB+fl2, f3=dm(i3,m4)il /*Mlk'nsae update sum, get next A I

pm(i12,ml3)-fl2; store sum/

leaf-exit;

/svdIlint m, mnt i, int j, int 1, float f, dm float tnt at? 
imolementation of "for(k~st;k<l;k++) Alk? f*A(kj (ii"/

.global _svd_3;

-svd 3: leaf entry;*
r2'sreads(l); 1I'
rl-reads(4); I.st
r2=r2-rl; -st 

rO-r4*rl~ssi), lcntr-r2; mst, loopcountec is I-st

i4-readsl3); address of vecro: of pointers to A
r2=rO-r8, rlO~dm(i4,mS)l: startindex is npt*,point to the real address of A 
r3=rO+rl2* mst+i 
rl=rlO+r2, m4-r4; address of Afk)!Ij, modify is in'
r2=riO+r3, i4=rl;, address of Aftkji), polint to Atk? (ii
i3=r2; 1'Point to Alk)(1)?I/

fO'.reads(2); f 
f4-dm~i.4,m4); I' get Alklil?-
do do_3 until Ice;

f8-fOf4, f12-dm(i3,mS?; /I mul tiply by f, get A,ij K I
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f2-f12+fB, f4-dm(i4,m4); 1"Afk) Ij f"Afk) get A[k) Ii)
dm(i3,m4)-f2; I"store in A(kflj) do-3:

leaf-exit;

svd 4(jnt m, Int i, jflt 1, float scale, dm float 
1. implementation of A~k) (ij scale"/
.global _svd_4;

-Svd 4: leaf entry;
r2-r12-rS;

14-reads(2);
rl-r4+l, rO=dm(i4,m5);

r2=rBrl~ssi), lcntr-r2;

!rl-rOi-r2, m4-r4;
i4-rl;
i3=rl;
fO- reads 

f4=dm( j3, m4)
do do 4 Until Ice;

f8=fOlf4, f4=dm(i3,m4),
dm(i1,m4)=fS;

leaf-exit.

1-i 

/I address of vector of pointers to A 
m+l, point to the veal address of A

I' startinde' is loopcounter i.s 1-x

1" address of element, modify between rows =m 
/I point to it I/
/I again, loose line in loop 

scale 

/get Alki (ii

I"multiply by C, qeL next A 
/'store in Alkjil;) -1dc 4:

1* svd 5(int m, int. k, t 3, dm float
implementation of 

.global 

-svd 5 leaf entry;
rl~r4 rS((sal);
r2=r12+rl-;

A) 

14'=reads(l);
rO-dm (i4, m5)
rl~rOi-r2;

fO-f12-f12, i4-rl;
r2-r4-r12, f4-dm(i4,m6);

lcntr=r2, do do_5 until lce;
f8-ABS f4;
fO..fO+f8, f4='dm(i4,m6);

ftstartine.: is 4111 I "I/

1" address of vector of pointers to AI
Ipoint to the resl address 01: A i
1"address of first element 

1initialize scale, point to A "1
I' loop counter get At)J[ii

/t fabs 
1" update scale, get A~k) (i)do 5:

leaf-exit;

fvoid svd_-6(float invscale, mnt i. int m, float Pm 'sum, float int j
I" implementation of "for 

(A~i][k),-invscale;
sum+-A(i) "All] 

.global _svd_6;

-svd leaf_entry;
i4-reads 12);
rl=reads 13);
rO-r12-rl;

r2=r12*r8(ssi), lcntr=rO;
r2'"r2+rl, rO=dm(i4,m5),

rl=rO+r2;
i4=rl;
i3=rl;

address of vector of pointers to A 
I. j 

mi, set Loop counter 
I" startindex is i~m4,j, point to the real address of A 

address of first element 
point to iL 
again, loose line in loop/

M12readstl); initialize sum 
f3-dmi3,m6), fl2-pmlil2,ml3);/* get get sum 
f2-f3"f4, f3-dm(i3,m6); /A(i)Lklinvscale, get next A 
do do 6 until Ice;

f8f2*f2, dm(i4,m61-f2; I"AtllkV-A~i)(k), store A)1ll~k)
f2-f3*94, f12.fB*f12, f3-dmli3,mG1; Ali) )klinvscale, update sum, get Alt) 1k) do6 6:
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pm(il2,ml3)-fl2;

leaf-exit:

void svd_7(.int m, int i, float invh, float -rvl, float int J) 
implementation of "for rvlfk)=invh*A(illkl" 

.q'lobal _svd_7;

asvd 7: leaf_entry:
rl=reads (31;
rO=r4 -rI;

r2=rWr8(ssil, lcntr'=rO;

14=reads(12);,
r2-r2+rl, rO=dm(i14,m5);

rO-rO+r2;
i4-rO;

r4-read-st1);
rO-r.I+rl, f4=.dr(14,m6);
i3=rO;

j 

m-i, set loopcount 

address of vector of pointers to A -1
startindex is point to the real address of A I/

address of first element
point to it 

address of b/
addreasst), get A~(I)i.
point to bo) 

do co upd until Ice;
fS=fl'f4 ,f'1=dm(i4,m6);

do_upd: C.M(i3-m6)-fo;

l eaf 

A (i I (I I I i rvh, c e -Al 1 1
update blif /I*

float svd_8jint m, int int i, float it at) -1
I"implementation of "for sum+-Aj)j.:.(ijkj -1
global _svd_8;

-svd 8: leaf entry;

ro=r4*-rl;
/I st .7
P* I-st 

rO~rra~s~), cntr=rO;

14-readstIl);
rO-rl'-rO, r2=~m(i4, M5);

rO-rO-r2;

rO=rS-r12, 14=rO:
rO-rO-r4 (sail;
rl'-rO+l;
rO=r!2-rB, M4=rl;*

rO'rOrc4(sai);
m0-:O;

fO-f!2-f12, f4=dm(i4,mO);
f6-dm(i4,M4 I

do cc_8 until Ice;
f2'f4-f8, f4--dm(i4,mO);
fO-f04-f2, f8-dm(i4,m4);

set loop counter 

1" adoress of vector :,'pointers to A
m.+st, point to t-.e ::al addiress of A 

address of first elememi 

point to A *t
b-i) *m *1

modify between Ab)Ikj and Afilhk)

P(i-I) m /7
Pmodify between and 1k) 

initialize sum, get 
get A~i) 1k) 

A~jI (k(PAI)1k), get Ati) 
/P update sum, get AtfitkI, do 8;

leaf exit;

P* void svd_9(mnt m, mnt float s, float -rvl, float Lnt at)
implementation of "for AUj) slrvl~k)"

.global _svd_9;

-svd 9: leaf_entry;
rr~e-s 

r2.rrS(ssib) Icntr-rO;

P* at I/
1-at 

m-3 set loop countrer 

P' address of vector of pointers to A 
P* ztartindex is ni*-s point, to the real. address fA.

i4-reasa 2);
rO=dma~i4,m5);
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rO-r04-r2;

r2-reads 
i:0-r2*-rl, 14=rO;
i 3-ro;

address of first element in A 

address of cvI 
address st, point to A /1
paint to b(st)

/P get rvifk( 

rvllkls, get A~jl(k( 
do sum, get rvl(k)
update Atj)(k) 

f4-dm(i3,m6);
do do 9 until Ice;

fS-fl2-f4, fO-dm(i4,m5);
f8-f8+fO, f4-dm(i3,m6);
dm(i4,m6)..fS;do 9:

leaf exit;

svd l0lint m, int 1, float scale, dm float int at)/
implementation of "for(k=st;k<l;k++) Ali]k ]kj scale"/

.global 

-svd 10: leaf -entry;
ri-reads 
rO-r4 -rl;

rO-r4*r8(ssil, lcntr=rO;

i4-reads (1)
r0-dmti4,m5),

rl=rO+r2;
14=rl;
i3=rl;

I- st I/
/I 1-st 

mi., set loop counterI

address of vector of pointers to A1
Pstartindex is nil+st, point to the real aodress of A

/address of elemient
1* point to it 
Iagain, loose line in loop

Pget A~ I]'

Imultiply by scinle, get next Al) (k]
Pstore in Afli(: *i:

do do_10 until ice;
fs~fl2*f4, f4=dm(i3,m6);
dmn) 4,m6)'fS;co- 0:*

l ear Iex It;

/"svd_ 1l(int mn, mnt i, float a, dm fl,
/implementation of "for(3=st; j<l; I

.clobal _svd_11;

-svd H1: leaf_entry;
rl=reads 
r0=r4 -rI;

r0-r4-r8(ssi.), lcntr-rO;

:)at dm float iA, t st)

I. st 
U -st 

ImM, set loopcounter

i4=reads 
r2=rO+rl, rO-dm)14,m5);

rO'rO+r2;

r0-r4*rl(ssi(, 14-rO;

i3-reads (1)I
r2-rO+rS, rO-dm(i3,mS);

rO-rO+r2, m4-r4;
i3-rO;

f'=dm(i4,m6);
do do 11 until Ice;

f8=fl2*f4, f4-dm(i4,m6);
dm(i3,m4(=f8;

leaf-exit;

/U address of vector of pointers to A 
/startindex is ini'st in a, point to the real adoress

of A

I' address of element

mst, point to element

aodress of vector 6f pointers to v
startindex is mlst~i in v, point to the real address

of V

address of elemient, modify between rows ti v is m
point to it

Uget Ati(x)))

UAu(ikjs, get nest Ati) h)
/'store in vh) do I I:

/I float svd_12(int mn, mnt I, imt i, float float int st) 
implementation of "for (sum=0.0,k~st;k<1;k4-+) sum+=Aji()k)V(k)( (1"

.91C-'13 _svd_12;

-svc 12: leaf _entry;
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ri-reads 
rO r, -rl;

-rO-r4*r8issi), lcntr-rO;

i4-reads(1) 
rO-rlirO, r2=dm(i4.m5);

rO-rOir2;

rO-r4*ri(ssi)i 4-tO;

i3=reads 
rO-r12+rO, r2=dm(i3,m5);

rO-rOi-r2, m4-r4;

fO=fl2-fl2, i3=rO;

f4=dm(i4,m6);
f8-dm(!3,m4)
do do 12 until Ice;

f2;f4-f8, f4dm(4,m6);
do_12: fO~fO~-f2,f8=dm(i3,m4);

leaf-exit;

/svd l2(int m, int i, am float v,
/I implementation of "for(k~st;k<l;.--
.global _svd_13;

_svd_13;- leaf entry;
rl=reads 
rO-r4--rl, 14-r12;

rO=r4*r8(ssi), 1cntr-r0;
r2=rO+rl, rIO-dm(i4,m5(;

of v

rO-rlOi-r2;

rO-r4-r1(ssi), 14-CO:
r2=rO+rB;

cl=rlO+r2, m4-.r4;

fl2=fl2-f!2, i3=rl;
do do 13 until Ice;

dm-(i4, m6)-f 12;
do 13: dm(i3,zs4)-fl2;

leaf-exit;

St 

1-st 

mi, set loop counter 

address of vector of pointers to A
start in a is mi~st, point to the real address of A 

address of first element 

mst, point to A ,modify is 1/

address of vector of pointers to V
start in v is rist+], point to the real address of V

address of first element, modify between rows is m

point to v, inztialimze sum I/

get Ak) (ki
get VWki3 

Aji(ikz[)V)(i,~ get Au)i) 
update sum, ge:' Vtkfl) 

int at) 
Ivi (1:1 v~kI 1I) 0.0'"

St 
I-st, address vector of pointers to v

mi, set loop r ,unter 
startindex is m-i+st in v) point to the real

address of ele.r'ent

mast, point it. 

startindex is tr- ins ii)!

address of element, modify between rows is m/

point to v/

viii ii=-0.0/

/0 svd 14(int m, mnt 1, int n, int i, float c, float s, d~m float a)/
implementation of "for j<lI; 

a(ji inmi-yc+zs;

.global _svd_14;

_svd_14: leaf entry;
i4=reads 
rO-dm(i4,m51

rO=rO+cl2, !cntr=r8;
14-rO;

tO-reads (1i

i3-reads 14);
r2-dm(13,m5l;

rOrO+r2, rs4=-t4;

0* address of veczrz of pointers to a[)ijni 
point to the rezs. address of v 

0* address of ele.ant a (0i in) loop I times 
1* point to itf

0 i 

address of vecttr of pointers to a(j)ii
point to the real address of v 

address of elent-2e.: 3IC11 Ji, modify between rowzi is m -f
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i3:rO;
i2 rO;

f3-reads(2);
fO-ceads 

f2=dm(i4,mS);
flOof2-f3, t4-dm(i2,M4);
do do_14 until Ice;

fiS-fO" f4;
f12=f3*f4, flO-flO+f!5, if
fl"f2-fO, dm(i4.m4(-flO;
E12=f12-fl. f2-dm(i4,m5);
flO-f2"f3, dm(i3,m4)-f12;

I- point to it *1
again, loose line in loop

I. c
s*

I" y-a(ji(n) /1
/I y~c, z-a[jlfij

Z,.
4-dm(i2,m4); yctzs, get next z

I" s, store y-c+-z-s in a(jj (nl
IZ-yS, got y 
"yc, st*:*,re in a(j)(ido-14:

leaf-exit;

I"float svd i5int m, int j, int st, float 1b, float A, Int 1) 
/implementation of "for (sum=O.O,is;i<l;iJ-+) sumi--Aji)(jpb.fl 

.global 

leaf_entry;
rO= reads 
rO=rO-c12;

rO-r4*r12(ssi), lcncr.rO;

I 4=reads 
r2=rO~rB, rO=dmji4,m5);

rO=rOl-r2, m4=r4;

r4= reads (1(2
rO-r4+c12, i4=rO;

f4=,dm(i4,m4(:
fS-dm(i3,m6);

/1 1 
I" l-st 

w"mst, set loop counte: 

I" cdress of vector zf c'ointrs to A -1
/scartindex is m~st4%- point to the real address of A 

I" aedress of first eeent, modify for Ali) m 

Lacaress of b 
/b(stj, pomnt to A

/initialire sum, pom c Z'
get Ali)(H) 1i

/I get b(Il 

1" Ali) get AjiJ 31 I/
upcace sum, get: bl It

do do_15 until Ice;
f2-'f4*fS, f4"dm(i4,m4(;
fO-EOi-f2, ES'dm(i3,m6);

leaf-exit:

float svd_16(int m, int j, float float I/
/I implementation of "for -Aj)j3'l(" I
.global _svd_16;

-svd 16: leaf-entry;
14-reads 
rB.r4rS (sai), rO=dmUj4,m5);
r2-rO+rB, i3-rl2;

fO-fl2-f12, 14-r2;

address of vector of pointers to A 
point to the real address of A

address of first element, address of blOl

initialize sum, point to b 

get 
get bNi) 
loop I times 
bf)1"A~i) get AHI HI Vj
uzcate sum, get btj 

fl2-dm(i4,m6l;
f8-dm(i3,m6); 1
lcntr-r4, do do 16 until lce;/,

fZf12-fB, f1f2=m(I4,m6); 1
fO~fO+f2, fG~dm~i3,m6); Ido- 16:

1lea f-exitr;

I* float scalartint n, !mnt m, mnt k, nt !oat irnm 11
implementation of "for- sum+-=A(1) jj1 

.global _scalar;

_scala r: leaf entry;
ro'reads 

r4-r4-rO;
rlr8-rO~ssi), Icntr=r4;

I I

n-IV
set loop COunte: n 
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i4-reads 
r2-,zI+r12, rO--dm(i4,m.5);

rl-rO+r2;

r4-reads (J1

rO-r8-r4, m4-r4;

address of vector of pointers to A 
m~I+k, paint to the real address of A

address of first element

I 
a-k, point to A

modify between Ali) 1k) and Ali] H) is )-k

Uinitialize su.s, modify between Aui) (3 and A(i1)(k]
get Afil(k)
get All)))/

A)1))jjAji)j, get Alilik) I/
/I update sum, ge:- A1i11) 

fO-f12-f12, mO'-rO;
f4(-dm~i4,m4);
fB-dm(14,MO);
do do s until Ice;

f2;f74-fB, f4-dm~i4,rn4);
fO-fO+f2, fE'-dm(i4,mO);do-s:

leaf-exit;

I" void evalhx~int ii, int np, float complex float. complex flo;,t ha)
implementation of "for haL))1=hai) 

.global _evalhx;

.evalhx: leaf entry;
rO-r12+r4;
i3=rO;
i12= reads) 1)
1.4-reads 

/I address of aft-V

address of siC 
Uacdoress 

tcnrrrS, do upd ha until Ice,-
fO-dm(i4,m6), f2=pm)1I2,m1; U apoint Co ha_ i; a point to i 

nex s I/f8=fOfZ', fIdm);4,m7), f4=pm(1lZ,ml4); raha--, Point to hat;, zsi, poinio

fl2=fl~f4, fB=fB+f15;
fS-fO'f4, fJ'f8-f12;
fI2=rIf2, drn(iA,m6U=f3;
fB-fB+fll,;

upcd_ha: dm(14,MG)-fS;

leaf-exit;

ha _i-s hia r r- a~li)
/I ha r-s ha :h 
/ha s_ eaI (haf)j I) point *to imag

I- Update uMagn(fta 1 point to next: ea 'I

float cal -dftfint k, int k_u, tnt N_s, float u, float -uu reai, fjoat on -ou imaq, compica..
float *twidpx) 

implementation of "for uki+-UUjkNI(.P": pXn)
.global _cal dft; 

n 

czl-dft: leaf_entry;
f9-fl2--f12;
rI-reads 
r2-r4{ri, r12-r12;
rI-reads 12);
r2-r4+rl, il2-r2;
i14-r2.

14-reads 

flZ-f12-f12, fl-,dm~i4,m6),

ulk) I
address of uu_real)O)
plus k, modify to next column in uu
address of uuar1sgl)i
plus k, point tc uu_ ceal(k) 

Upoint to uu imzc:k)

point to twid px,:O)
f5'mpm~iI2,mI2); iu,*t flo, twid r, UU rVl
f2=pm(i14,.m12); /U irn:r f12, twidI, UUi *1

twid-r,
do-dft:
twid i,

lcntr'=c8. do do- dfc un~til Ice,
f15=flO-f12, fl-dmti4,mG5), f5-Dmt.'2--n12): tU ~rtwid_r,

UU r 
fl2-f2*f4. fS=f9+f15, f4=Cos~i4,ra6), f2'pjyi.,,mj2); 'UU-i'tvid-i,

UU I 

calr diff, get

update ujkI,qet

f8"flO-f12;
fO-f8+f9;

Ucalculate last zference
Ireturn uicateo-

leaf exit;

/float dm dft(lnt 1. u, float dm *uu_real, float dm uutacomplex float twid px) 
implementation of "f or ujk)*=UUjk)LJnJ'uw:tz pxjn)"

.global _din dft;

_dm-dft: leaf-entry;
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lcntr-r4;
f 9-f 1-fl12;
i3-rB;
i4-r12;
i2-reads~l);

u(k]-O *f
point to uureal(l/
point to uuimrag[O)
point to twid px(O)

init flO, twid_r
UU r 
Init f12, twid t 

uu-i 

flO-fJ.2-f12, fl=dm(12,m6);
f5-dmnfi3,m6);

E2-dm(i4,m6);

do do dexift until lce;
f1.5-fIO-fl2, fl-dm(i2,in6); /I UL r.-twid_ir, caic diff, get twid-r 

f5-dm(i3,m6l; P IlL r 
f12"f2*f4, f9-f9+fl5, f4=dai(i2,mG); UL'I'twldil, update ulki, geL r.Id -i

do dmdft: f2-dm(14,m6); /I UU- I/

f8-f 10-f 2;
f0-f 8+ f9;

calculate last zifference 
return updatec 4jkl 

leaf-exit;

/void ft resp(int 1, complex float IH, complex float icomplex float hb Cloat pm W 1

implementation of "for (il=0; ii<l;' Hril)=wiii 1-.otiti/haltiJ;" 
.global _fr resp;

-fr_resp: leaf_entry;,
i4-rO; pointer to H 
i3=rlZ; /pointer to ha 
i2=reads(l); Ppointer to hb
t12=reads(2); /I pointer to w 

fll=2. 0;
f2"dm(i3,m6);
Il=dm(i3.mi);
3=dm( 12,mfl;

f6sdm(i2,mGl),

Pha r
Phat i
Phb r I/

fl4=pm~il2,rel4); hb w 'w

lcntr~r4, do dc fr until Ice; /I loopcounttar
flO'.f2*f3; I' ha-rhb r 
fl3=flfS; hai'hb'i
f9-f2-f6, fIO-flO+f13; ha rhb_l, nut,_--eat
fl3'-flf3, /I ha-i-hb r -1
f9'.f9-fl3, f3-cdm(i2.m6); /I num-imag, get n:_r

fS-f2*f2, f2-dm(i3,m6);- P hatr squared, ce: ha r
f6-flfl, fl-dm~i3,mS), P hai squared, cet ha-i
call divph (0S);
E12=fS f6, f6-dm(12,m6); P* denominator, cez hb_ I
f0-i.0; numerator is 1.0 *I

flO;
flo-f10f14;
f9-fOf9:,
t9..f9*fl4, dm(i4,m6)-EIO,
din)14 ,m6)-f 9;

/num real mv zen
times w 

P* num imag inv can
f14-pei(i12,m14j; 7- times

store imag part 
w, store real part, get w 

do- fr:

Ilea f exi t;

void cal vdet~int 1, float -vdet, complex float *hO, c:-zle4 float -hl) 

implementation of "for (ii-0; ii'tl; iil+) vdet >cabsf (h0jii) *hiI iiI;"
.global _cal-vdet;

_cal vdet:leaf entry;
14=rS;
i2=r12;
13-reads 1);

f 8-3.0;
f10=0.001;

/P point to vdet
point to no
point to hi

1.used in sqrtf_ 
Pused in sqrt!_pf -i

P* scaling factor

hO r 
hOt-i

P* hI r
hl 

f2-dm~i2,m6);
f5-dm(i2,m6);
f3-dm~i3,m6);
f6-drs(13,m6);
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lcntr-r4, do do-vd until Ice; /-loopcounter is I 
f9-f2*f3; hO r'hl_r 

hO-ihi I/.
fll.-f2 f6, f9-f9-fl3; /rea I part, hO rh-i I/
f13-f3tf5, f2-dm(i2,m6); /hi-r'hOi, get hO r I/
fl3-fll~fl3, fS-dm(i2,m6); 1" imag part, get h _i 
f9-f9*f9, f3-dnn(iJ,m6); /real squared, cet hi r 
call sqrrf ph (08);
fl3-fl3*.13, f6-dm(i3,m6); 1"imag squared, ;er hli.i7
fO-f9+f13; /input to sqrt-or,
fO-f4*flO; Uscale sqrt 
dm(i4,m6)'fO; store in vdetdo-vd:

leaf-exit;

/I max absljnt n, tnt m, int k, dm float 
impiementation of scale FMAX(scale, ios(Alii I/

global _max abs:

-max abs: leaf_entry;
m4-rS;
i4-reads(l);
CO'.dm) i4,m5);

rl~rB+l;
r2-rl2*rl(ssi);

rl'-rO+r2;
i4-'rl;

f2=f'12-f12;

lcntr=rO, do calcqr until Ic
14 -dmCi 4,m4;
fS-ABS f4;

calc qr: t2=MAX(f2, 10);

fO'f 2;

modify -in 
Uaddress of c, pointers to A 
UPoint to the address of A 

Umfl 
Ustartincc*'- -s 

Uaddress of -2enu-iint 
point to it

/I initiaize s.,-i
caiculate lc,:o :norz

:e;
A( II: k.

Ufabs /I
Uupdate scale

return value

leaf-exit;

Ufloat scale pow2(int n, int m, int k. float invscaie, sum, fIro.t A) 
Iimplementation of "for (sum-O.0,i-k;itn;x++)

lAtil(k)-invscale;
suzns-E2W2(A(1j(kjfl 

.global _scale_pow2:

_scale pow2: leaf_entry;
rO-r4 -r12;
lcntr-rO;
i4-reads 
rO-dmin14,Min);

ci-r8+I;
r2-rI2*r1 (si C:

rl-rO+r2;
14-ri;
m4-rB;
fl-reads (1)

n-k 

I" address of of Pointers to A 
point to the address of A I/

m+-i 
atartindex Is c- :n 'i

address of firs: a!-'eient 
point to it 
in'

invscale '7

M12=eads(2);
fl2-pm(il2,ml3(;
do doa pqr until Ice;

f4-dm(i4,min);
f2-f4-fl;
dmli4.rn4 1=2;
f8- f2- f2;

112=112+fS;

leaf-exit;

Uget AtiIjkj 
Utimes invscale

store in Ali];;.
UAli)[(k)-A(Illt.
/update sum *1dospqr:

1* tau Alint n, nt in, int k, int j, float pm tau, diei f1c~n:: 1,A 
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implementation of Ali] tauIA(ij]" I/J
-global -tau-A;

tauAM leaf-entry;
rO-r4-rl2;
3.cntr-O
i4-~reads(3);
cO-dmin 4'm5);

rl-r8+1;
r2-r12r1 ssi);

cl-cO+r2;
i4-rl;

r4-weads(l);
r4'-r4-r12;
m4".r4;
rO-r8-r4;
mO-ro;

n-k 

address of vector of pointers to A

point to the real address of A

m+l 
startindex is 

address of first element 
/point to 

I.j 
3-k/
modify between Ailil:] and A(ti)ji

Umodify between Alijli and A(IfLk

ptau fO-reads(2);
do do t until Ice.,

f4-dm(14, m4)
fB=f0* f4;
f4=dmj 14, mS)
f2=f4-E8;
dm(14,mO)=f2;

leaf-exit;

get Ali) 
multiply tau'
get Alt] ii 
A[.il zau.AU_ J.I
stove in A.jUi do t:

float qrscalar~int n,
Uimplementation of "for

.global _qcscalar;

-or-scajlar: leaf_entry;
rO-r4-r12;
Icntr=rO;,
14-rteads(2);

rl-rBtl;
r2=r12-r1 (si),

rt'-rO4-r2;
14-rl;

r4-reads 1);
r4-r4 -r12;
m4-r4;
rO-r8-c4;
mO-ro;

int mn, mnt k, t 00ozL A)

Un-k 

U addreSS 0- \eCtr,' *Df ~aut r A/
Upoint to zereal aoocres:3 if A/

M+l 
/startinde.. kliti+l)

p.address ot is element
point to it

I 
j-k/
modify between Atl and -I
in-0-k 
modify between Ali) U] and AMi] (k]

initialize sum fO-fl2-f12;
do dosgr until lc(

f4-dm~i4M4 
fB-dn(14, mrO)
f2-t41'f3;

fo-fO+ f 2

get Ali](k) 
get Ali)(jI

update si-m I/do a qr-

leaf-exit;

float sumaiblint n, mnt in. mt j, float z float Ai 
implementation of "for sum1=Ailj)*b(ij"

.global sumaib;

-Sumaib: leaf entry,
cO-c4-r12;,
3.cnt c-rO;
i4-reads(2);

n-I /1

P, address of Vector ot pointers to A I/
/point to trme real adidress of A/

Ustavtinde; .Z~iil
ci cS+I.;
r2=rl2rl~ssi);
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rl~.rO+r2;
14-ri;
M4-rB;
r4-reads(l);
rO-r4+r12;

address of first element/
point to it 
modify for Atij [I m/
address of b 

fO=fl2-f12; I" initialize sum
do do-sum until Ice;

f4-dm(i4,m4). get Ajilj)
fe-dm(i3,mG); get b(ij 
f2-f4*fB; A(1] 

do-sum: fO-fO+f2; 1' update sum

leaf exit;

/I void btauA(int n, int m, int j, float tau, float float 
implementation of "for l~~~~*)bi-tuiij'*

.global _btauA;

-btauA* leaf_entry;
rO-r4-rl2;
Icntr=ro;
14-reads(C3);
rO=dM(14,M5)'

rl~rB+.
r2-rI2-rl1(ssm).

rlrO+r2;
i4-rl;
m4=rS,;
r4= reads 
rO=r4'rlZ;
x3- rO;

f2=reads 1),

do do upd qr until
f4=dn( IA m4)
fB-f2,f4;
f4-dm(i3,mS);
fO-f4-f B;

do_updqr dm(i3,m6)-fO;

leaf exit;

address of vector of pointers to A

I* point to the ieal aocress of A

I"m+l 
Istsrtindex 1.3 )*(ndt:

Iadcress of first elementt
/point to it 
moo z.fy fo r Au t hI( m 
address of b 

tau 

get A(iFl */j
times tau 
get b[i1 
b~ii-tau*Ajiflh)

update blil 

float sumab(int m, xnt i, float b, float A) 
implementation of "foc sum+-Aijj(])-b(jj'-

.global _sumajb;

_sumalb: leaf entry;
rl-r6+I;
rO-r4-rl;
lcntr-rO;
14-reads(1) 
rO-dm(i4,mS);

rS-r4 *rS (ssi);
rB-rl+rS;
r2-rO+r8,
i4-r2;

rO-rl+r12;,
x3-rO,

fCof 1-Ef 2;
do do a~b until Ice;

f4=dm(1 m6)
f8-dm(i3,m6);
f2-f4 fB

doajb: fo-fO~f2;

leaf-exit;

1+1 
r-i-I 

/I address of vector of pointers to A I/
I- paint to the real address of A 

(Mi)
i+l+Cm1l)
address of first element
point to it I/

1* address of b11+l)
point to it 

I. initialize sum

1* get Aiif)l V
I. get b[)jI 

b[)i-Afij Lii
update sum 
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void rx -continue(void) sets up serial port receive, UMA./

.global _rx-continue;

.r.xcontinue:leaf entry;

rO-O;

dm(SRCTLI)-r0;

rO' _source; Uset ORA rx index to star at
dm(Xll)-r0;
rO-l: /set DMA modify to I/
dm(IHI larD;
rO-e source; set DMA count to lenqtrr. of act
dmlCl )-rO;

rO-OxOO04 20f3;
rO=OxOOD464Z3;*/

dm(SRCTLI)-rO; /Rx DMA enable I/

source 

leaf-e.'it;

P VoiCI Set IniL (Void) 
/I Sends interrupt to 2181, enat
.global _set _ints;

seL ints:leaf-entry;

bit set imasiP SPR11;
bit set model IRPTEN;
bit set mode2 FLG2O;
bit set. astat FLG2;
bit dlr astat FLG2;

U roOOXO00oofOO;
dm1RDlV1)=r0; 

leaf-exit;

P serial ex service routine/
.global _rx svc:

_rx svc: leaf entry;
rO-I.*
dm(rcx interrupt) -rO;
leaY exit;

external RFS/
RFS required/

"Serial wore length 16
-Sport enable 
-sign extend into unused 1585 

bLes SPORT1 R~i inte.truc:t-

Uenable sport in 
global interrupt enat- 

U* set flag2 to output 
1* set fla92 -1 

send interrupt

S U BROU TI N 

floating point division, page B-39 In SHARC user's manual
required-- 
input: fO-numerator, f12-denorsinator
output: fO-result
affected: fO, Vl, f12 I/

div ph: fO=recips E12, f7-'fO;
fl2afO f 12;
Vffo-7, fO=fl3.-fl2;
fl2"fO fl2;
f7fo*Vf, fO=fll-f12;

f1-t0f12;.
rts (DB):
vfof-f, fo-fil-f1

fofOff7;,

inverse of float
required: r4-0x3f800000 r8-OX4000QOOO
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input: 
output: f2
affected: ff4, f12

invph: ff2-recips 
ff12-f2 
ff4-ff2*f4, ff2-f8-ff12;
ff12-f2*ff12;
ff4ff2*f4, ff2=ff-f12;
ff2=f2fl2;
f4-ff2*f4, f2=ff8-ff12;
ff4-f2 ff4;
ff2-ff2-fl 2;
rts (DB);
E2=f2*t4;
f2-(f2+ff4; /I inverse of denoniinator1

the SHARC user-s manual/*sqrtff ph is
required:
input:
output:
affected:

taken from page 8-40 in
ffl=0.5 ff8-3.0
ff0
ff4
ff12

sqrtff ph: f4-RSQRTS ff0;
fl2=ff4ff4;
f!2=f12 ff0;
f4=fV ff4, ffl2=ff8-ff12;
ff4'f 4 ff12:
ti2=ff4 f4:
f12 fl2 ff0;
f4=EI-fl, f!2=f8-ff12;

f4=f4 ff2;
f12-'f4 f4;
f12=fl2*ff0;
ff4=fllf4, UI2=f8-fl2.
rts(DB);

ff4-ff4 ff2;
ff4;

endseg;
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a Svd44.C 
This program includes routines which )n b uzzd in the analysis of data
obtained from a Ground Penetrating Radar systttm vith a rotating antenna.
The measured data is read into the t oqx.rm from a serial port.

The calculations involve a rotational analycis nalsed on the Discrete Fourier
Transform with respect to angle via the function 'dft", and the development
of an ARI4A model in the "time" range using Shank's extension to the basic
Prony method via the functions "shank" and "prony", The sets of n linear
equations which are parts of Shank's method are solved by QR-decomposition
and back substitution via the functions "qr" and "qrsolv". The discrete Ecequenzy
response of the ARMA model is obtained by the function "freqz". A detection on
two frequency responses is carried out by the function "cetect".

Functions for allocating and deal~locating memory Cfor vecz.re sdid mvatrices oc
floats and complex floats are includud.

The program runs on a SHARC ADSP-21062 processor, and is compiiod by the Gnu,
g21k compiler.

Written by :Peter Hazell. Zk.go Dane Production A/S
Last modified -240698 by PH

mod from a mesn.c :svd solver implemented.

uses bsvd4,asn

include
include
include
include
include
include
include
include
incluce

<sta lo. h>
<ma th. h
<dsoc. h>
<complex. h>
<stdde E. h>
<stdl ib. h>
<signal.h
"dei E:4,h,
<21060. h>

static float max:arql, maxarg2, pow2arg;*
static int minarL, minarg2:

define EMAYXca,b) (maxarg>=(a) ,maxa rg2= ma..a rgl)
define FlIIN(a,b) (maxargi- ,maxarg2" (Inax.a LI)
Idefine SIGN(a,b) 
4define IMIN(a,b) (minargl-(a),minarg2=(b), (rninar.-l) 
Y define SOR~a) (pow2arg=(a), pow2arg~pow2arq)
0define TIMEOUT laID

/I constants and globals 
static float pm uureal(Nr~kuj;
static float pm uu imag)N-kul; /vecto
static float dm norm_real)Nr"NO -ANTENNAS);
static float dm norm imaqlNr"NOANTFNNAS);
extern int source(RAWDnATA);
extern mnt rx -interrupt;
/-float vdetinp), ldetfnp);-/ output
static float dm vdetinp]; I" outpt, 
mnt done-0; done flag to i.
int got here-l:
mnt norm-I;
int subtract-D;
mnt do_ filter.0;
mnt do shank-i;
mnt do smoothe-0;
int done-normaliZing-0;
int done -detecting.0;
int no converge=0;
int done initiali-ation=l;
int angle _determined-0;
float angle_poa-0.0;
float 

i- prototypes for functions managing memory 
float *vector callint n);
complex float *c -vector e (mnt n);
float *vector~int n);
complex float "c vectortint n);

ar)7(rmaxarg2l

inarq2; (smnzav2)

(maxa rgj 11

(mainargi)

rs eor data matr.'m download *1

r-erface pr~icram 
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float **matrix-cal~ini. rowr int col);
float -*matrix~int row, int col);
complex float inatrix~int row, tnt col);
void free vector~float 
void free_c_vector (complex float 
void free matrixifloat 
void free-c-inatrix~complex float m);

prototypes for za<; .ulation functions 
void make index~int *index);
void indata~int *source, float pm *uu real, float Pm 'uLoimag, int *index, intserial _checV:);
void normalize~float -norm r, float Inorm_i);
void twiddle~complex float twid_pxfku), int px);

void dft~float float pm *uu_real, float PMuta comple:x float twjd_ptflkuj)
void filter~float pm float pm float nL N, rnt 1);
void filtfilt~float float pm float pm float zi, irt 1);

float pythagifloat a, float b).
void svdcmptfloat mnt in, tnt n, float float
void svdsmoothe~float mnt n);
float findmax~float int n);
void svdso).ve~float float float int m. inr n, float float 
void prony~float int Q, int P, float 
void pronypade (float -xi it Q, tnt P, float float 
void shank(float tnt Q, int P, float flo:at 
void ik -s -and-w~complex float pm sinp), float pm w~rrpfl;

void freqzlint na, float float comple.. flo,:at comple); float pri sinpi, flejat ct wir 
void detect~compley float 1HO, complex float tl03- ,cdet~nrp), float. laetjnp! U
void qr~tnt n, tnt in, float A, float c, float 
void qrsolv~int n, int mn, float float float float 
void pronyqr~float mnt Q, int P, float -al;
void prony-pade_qr( float tnt Q, int P, flo~at b fl.:at 
void shank qrtfloat Ix, int Q, tnt P, float float I;
float determine_angle(float pm *uu real, int position, ccmplex float pm sfnp), float pm w~n~i),
complex float *twidpx);

prototypes for assembly functions 
float searchmax~float tnt n):
float pyth~float a, float b);
void sum and scale(jnt in, mnt n, int i, tnt 1, inv!%, float 
void suin2 andI scale~int mn, int n, int i, int ,.oT float 
void sui3and scale~int mn, int n, int 1, inc. foat v, float 
void sum4 and scale~int in, int n, tnt 1, float float: 
void get -divint indx, tnt source, float pm float- pm luu_ t, tnt 4,n_uu);
void norm -div~int indx, int float *n r, float- t, float pm -uu r, float pmI 
void ink Xa~int in, tnt 1, tnt indx, tnt row, float, f**Dat -Xa);
void mnk Ha~int m, int 1, int row, float -ha, float Ha);
void impuls~int ii, mnt 1, float 'ha. float 
float f abs~float x);
float sv d l~int m, tnt k, float mnt 1);

void svd-2)float invscale, int k, mnt m, float -sumpow, float mnt 1);
void svd 3fint m, int i. int j, tnt 1, float f, float mnt at);
void svd 4(int in, mnt i, int 1, float scale, din float 
float svd 5(int in, tnt k, int j, float 
void svd 6(float invscale, tnt i, int in, float pm -sum, float int j);
void svd_7(int in, int i, float invh, float *rvl, float A, int. 3);
float svd_8)int in, int. j, tnt i, float tnt at);
.void svd_9(tnt m, tnt. J, float s, float Irvl, float int at);

void svd lO(int in, tnt i, float scale, din float A, tnt at);
void svd ll(int in, int. i, float a, din float din float tnt at);
float svd 12(int im, int. i, tnt j, float float int at);
void svd 13(int in, tnt i, din float Iv, int st);
void svdl14(int in, tnt 1, tnt n, tnt i, float C, float a, din float a);
float svd_15)int in, tnt j, tnt at, float float ,tn1;
float svd_16)int m, tnt 3, float float 
float scalar~int n, tnt in, tnt k, tnt j, float tnt 
void evalhx~int ii, tnt n, float complex float pm complex float -ha);

/*float cal dft~int k, tnt k_u, tnt H_as, float fltrat Lm *uu real, float pm -uu ina'6, complex
float *twid_px);*/
float cal -dftlint k, tnt k u, tnt N_a, float piti~rel f lost pin -uu_imag, compple floIt
-twidpx);
float dm dft~int k float 'uu real, float -u .rles float -twtd p)
void rx continue~void); 

p

void rx svc(void);
void sei ints(void);
void tx antenna(int pos);
float max abs(int n, tnt.in. tnt k, float 
void scale pow2)tnt n, tnt in, tnt k, float Invs.,:aia. float pmr suinpow, float 
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void tauAlint n, int m, int k, it J, float tau, float A);
float qrscalar(int n, int. m, int k, int j, float 
float sumajbiint n, int m, int j, float float 
void btauA(int n, int m, int j, float tau, float 1b, float A);
float srimajb(int m, int i, float float 
void fr resplint 1, complex float complex float *ha, complex float *hb, float pm 
void cal-vdet(int 1, float -vdet, complex float *hO, com~plex float hi);

main(I

int counrer.O;
jot ii, jj; 1counuers 

static mnt index(Nsi, serial -check~lj"l;
complex float *HO, -HI, twidp2lk.uj, twidp~jkuJ;
float *utO, *utl;

static float pm bhpl[4330.8175824, -2.45727472, 2.4527432, -0.81758243;
static float pm ahpl[4)-3l.0, -Z.5965328, 2.2736861, -0.66644031; 

static float pm bhpl343=10.6670312, -2.0010931, 2.0010937, -0.66703123 
static float pm ahpl(41=11.0, -2.2006360, 1.6907151, -0.444898)3; I'lOns-/

static float pm b hp2f43=30.5417665, -1.62'53000, 1.6251000, -0..54176651,
static float: pm a_hp2(431'3l.O, -1.8085834, 1.2323036, -0.2932450); 

static float pm bhp334330..36202, -1.30?:606, 1.30555oG, -0.4362102);
static float pm ahp3(4j=jl.0, -1-120127, /17753 -193;/20ns'

static float pm b fl(3]=0.7520O41. 504;0082, ').752-041),
st~atic float pm a f!133=3.0, -1.4415303, 0.56G4860);
float z lt23=!0.l230402, 0.18551811;

static float p m b f2(33=0.6507412. -1.30146:-;, 06C1
static float pm a E 2131-11.0, -1.1755349, 0.4242983.
float zi_2[2)=f0.0973640, 0.2233114j;

stat..c float p.1 :)_f3(31=0.56l05Q3, -1.1221t:6, Q5_ 91
static float prm a _f3f3=31.0, -0.93.91507, 0,3250865i;
float zi _J23=10.0330048, 0.23597263;

static complex f-loat pm sInp];
static float pm w~npl;
void *svc-ptr; pointer tc' IRQ service routine

I NI T IAL R 0U T NE 

svc_ptr=(int,)rxsvc;
interrupts (SIGSPRlI. svcptr); I' set up service routine for SPORTI Rx interrupt 

interrupts (SIGTMZ, svcpt3~ set up timer interrupt

for iiP'0; ii<10; asm3"nop;'3;
tx-antenna~ku).:

for (ii-0 ii<np; ji+.r3

vdet[ii3=0.0;

for (jji'0; ii<RAWOATA; ii +3 source~lil=!;
timer set(0,TIMEOUT);*/

calculate twiddle factors for track.s P2 anc! DS
twiddle(twid p2, p2);
twi.ddle~twid-p8, p81;

calculate time vectors for freqz
ms'kaand-w~s. 

I- make vector of inoices into received data 
make-inde\ 3 mce:x) 

/I send 'ready' interrupt to 2181, setup SPORTl for R.x of first 4 words
set intso;

rx interrupt-0;

rx-continue));
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asm("bit clr astat OxOO2000OC;"); !I send interrupt to IRQLO
for (ii=O;ii<O;ii+i- asm("nop;"(;
asm("bit set astat OxOO2OOOOO;"); ireset interrupt to IRQL

tx anLenna(ku);

MA IN CA L CUL A TIO0N P R0OGR 

0

while(1) /forever

while(qot-here'lI): /I wait for interfacc to s

qot_here=I; /ready for nen:: zime..
done-0;
done-normalizing-O;

I. read measured data into uu real and uu_ imag I/

indata(source, uu_real, uu_imag, index, serial chez..;;

if (norm-=l normalize (nocm_real, norm imag);

done-normaiizin"'I;

angle -deitrmined=O;
1C (angle_oos!0,.O)

phase=determinosngle(uu_ real, angle pos, s, w,
angle_determined-1;
angle_pos=O.O;
counte r=O;

1* calculate DE-T-roefficr-ents of track~s ri' anc o-
utO=vector cal(Nr);

utl"veror al(Nr;/1 OFT v~ctors
utO-vector (Nr);
utl-vector(Nr); 1. OT vectors

dftlutO, uu_- real, uu_ imag, twidD2):
dft(utl, uu real, uu_ imag, twidpBL

if (do filter=-l(

fjltfilt(utO,b_ fl,a fl,zi l,Nr);

if (do-filter==2)

fjltfilt(utO,b_ f2,a_ f2,zi_2,Nr);
filtfilt(utl,b-f2,a_ f2,zi_2,Nr);

if (do filters-3)

Eiltfilt(utO,b f3,a_ f3,zi_2,Nr);
filtfilt(utl,b-f3,a f3,zi 3,Nr);

ot got here=O

estimate poles and zeros from DEPT-coeffs. /I
a-vector(ma+l); /estimated dn:a coeffs 
b-vector-calimb-l);1 estimated nuiPes::2_ creffr -t'

if (counter==l

if (do shank=-O) pronv_pade(utO, mb, mas, b, a);
else shank(utO, mb. mna, b, a);

else

if (do shank--O) prony-padeqr(utO, mb, ma, b, a
else shank gr(utO, mb, ma, b, a);

free-vector(utO);*

calculate frequency response of estimated Cilter
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HO-c vector(np); frequency response of estimated filter/

freqz-(mati, a, b, HO, s, w);

estimate poles and zeros from DE"T-coeffs./
if (counter--l)

if (do shank==Ol pronypade(utl, mb, ma, b, a);
else shank(utl, mb, ma, b, a);

else

if (do shank==0( pronypadeqr(utl, mb, ma, b, a);
else shank qr(utl, mb, ma, b, a);

free-vector(utl);

calculate frequency response of estimated filter 
Hl=c_vector(np); /I frequency respc-nse of estimated Cliltur

freqz(msi-l. a, b, HI, s, w);

carry out detection 
done detecting-O;

H detect(HO, HI, vdet, ldet);-!
cal _vdetjnp,vdet,HOHL1);
done-detecting=I;

free vector(a); Hclean up mess 
free vector(b);
free c vector(HO);
free-c-vector(Hl);

if (no-converqe==l)

s erial check[O)=.l23;
no_converge=O;

counter-I; /I looping done, t-:igrar, is running properly
done serial-check[OI1; /I return flag :2terfsce program-

return(O);

Make vector of indices corresponding to the measurement sa:*es in the 2181.
The index of index is the measurement number. The value at that point is
the frequency placement of the measurement, e.g indexjl]=6ZI means the second
measurement is the 6sat frequency.

void
make index(int -index)

mnt ii;
for (ii-O; ii<(Ns/2); ii++)

index(Z*ii..li;
index)2*ii~l-ii+(s'2);

Indata reads measured data from files predatacre and precsm--tim containing
real and imaginary parts of data from one rotatiov.. Dats *-tczrec in
complex form in matrix UU. Each column ,f UU coDntains :ai o na frequescy SweU-P tor One
antenna position.

The file handling functions require the DSP host program 2,ee

This function can be interchanged with an interrupt service routine, which
reads data from a serial port.

I
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void
indata~int -source, float pm *uu_real, float pm -uuimag, int *index, int -serial check)

int ii, jj; counters/
i idx, indx ii; temp index variable/

efloat den, inv den, m-r, m-i, r-r, r i;

while (rxinterrupt--O);

rx-continuefl;

asm("bit dlr astat 0x00200000;"):
for (ii'O;ii<lO;ii++) asm("nop;");
asm("bit set astat 0x00200000;"I:

interrupt=O;

for (ji=Q; il<Yu., hi-ti

indx ii=41NsIai;
for ()jjO; j)<Ns; jj+i-)

if (index[ jj Nri STARTOINT) (index))=START'OJHpf

indx=4*33-indx ii

get div I 41)+1nd,_1, source, oucedl, uuI ts.i~'r ne. -START 'OTNT)

I.indx43+4Nsii/ f, index: nLO SOUrco
I. indx=4-)3+1ndx_11;

m_ r=(float I sourcelindx)l
m_ i-1float)(source(indx+lj);
r_ r=(fl~oat) (sourcelmndx+2j)
r_ m=Cfloat)(sourcejindxt3));

den=r_ r-r r~r i-r 1;

if (den>'i.Oe-10) inv den=I.O/cen;
else lnv-den=l.OelO;

indx=mv-1r+mndex, jj )-STARTPOI1NT;

uu real(ind,,:l=(m r 
uu imagllndxj=(m ivr r-st rr_ 311nv~den-;'

check serial transmission and MAC overflow in 2181 
if (source(RAWDATA-1l==0xl234) serial _check(OJl; transfer OK, no overflow 
If (source(RAWOATA-lj==Ox4321) serial cfleck(OI=2; MAC overflow 
if tsourcetRAWDATA-l)==0x98%7) serial checkjOI-3; ADC OTR *1
if ((source(RAWDATA-1) )=Ox9B76)&&(source[RAWDATA-11 !=OX4321)-rcsource(RAWDATA-1lI-Qx234))

aerial-check[OJ=4;

Normalize complex data with normalization vectors.

void
normalize(float *norm r, float norm-i)

mnt ii, jj, indx, mndx-ii;
float den, inv-den, num r, num-i, den-r, den_i;

for Ui=O; ii<NO ROT; ii++}

indx ii=ii-Nr-NOANTENNAS;
for Tji~o; j]<Nr:NOANTENNAS; j3t$-)

norm_divlmndx mm+ji,)3,norm t, normr_m,uu_ real, uutinaal1;

num r~uu_realjindil;
num -i-uu imaglindx);
den -r-normrIjj3;
den_x-normijjjI;

den=den rden r~den imden-i;
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if (den>-le-lO) jvden-l.O/den;
else inv-den-l.0eIO;I/ I over denominator of complex division 

uu -real (indx) -(numr._ r-den_ranum_iden_i-inv-den;-/ !real part of result
-uu-imag~indxh-(nunti~den-r-num-rden_i)-inv-den;,/ Uimaginary part of result

Function twiddle calcuiates the twiddle factors for OF-r calculation. The
factors are calculated for column no. px and returned in the vector twid 

void
twiddle(cornplex float twidpx~kul, int px)

for (ii=O: ii<ku; twid_pxiil-cexpf(-l.OV2*pip< ii/ku);

U- 
Function dft calculates the OFT-coefficient soecltfzsc by i;on each row in
data-morrix UU. The function overwrites vector, udt-. wIih the OFT-coeffs.
corresponding to The siz~e of the OFT's is soecif-ed oy nu.

Void
dft(float float pm -uu real, float Pill 1u111a, -rmple;: 'float iwidp sij.uji

int k; i' intras/

for 

u[k)=cal dft(k,;:u,Nlr,utLkhuu_ reai,uu ima,:.,id p:J-
ulksi c Zcf t(k, ku, Nrc,u u_ r e a 1,u ui ma,tv.: d 

Filter the data in ut with the filter specified in pre filt

void
Eilter~float om float pm float Ix, int N, :nz 1)

mnt n, k, ii;
float *y;
float *xx;

y-vector_cal(I+N);
xx-vectorrcal 

for (ii-N; Li<l+N; xx~iij-x(ii-NJ(;

for 

for (k0O; k't-N; yjnI-=b~kjx[n-ki;
for yjnJ--a~k)*yjn-Ikl;

for (ii-O; (jilytIi+NI;

free vectr:;xx);
free-vectozv;.y,

filtfilt 

Filter the datsa in ut with the filter specif.iet in filt

void
filtfiltifloat float pm float pm float mtr 1)
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nt ii, indx;
float y, *xx;

y-vectorli+12);
?rxx-ector (1+121;

for (ii-6; ii>O; y(-ii+6I-2*x[0-x(iij;
for (ii=6; ii<l+6; y~iiJ=x[±i-6);

filter in the forward direction
xx(0J'(ziI(Ob(0I)'y(0I;

y 11+blIy0 -a1:cx[O);
for (ii=2; ii<1+6; xx~iil=bEO1-yliij+bllly(ii-.;b[21'ylii-21

for (iji'l+6, indxl1+4; ii<1+12:i+i(xfi+x)±5-.~id-I

filter in the backward direction
y(l+ll)=(zlij0(4bIOI)*xx[l+llj;

for ii--)

/I loose the ends.. I/
for (ii=O0; iiAl; xfiih'y(ii+61:

free -vector(y);
free vector(>:x);

void
svdcmp(float int m, nt n, float: float v)

a: m x n
U read out in a
V not transposed

int flag, i, its, 3, jj, k, 1, nm;
float anorm, c, fl, g, h, a, scale. Y, Z rvl,
static float pm s2111;
float invscale, invh, :rnvgmnvail, invz, ginvaxi;

rvl-vector cal~n);
g=scale=anorvo. 0;

for 

rvliji=scalegq;
g=s-scale-0.0;
if (i<m)

scale-svd_l~n~i,a,m);
if (scale)

invscale=l.0/scale; /*reduce divisions*/
s2101-s;
svd_2 (invscale,i,.n,sZ,a,m);
s-s2 101;

f-ali)([ii;
q--SIGN Isqrt(s),fI:'
h-f~qs
invh-l .0/h;
a(i( (iI-f-9;
if sur_and_scale(m,n~i,l,invh,a(;
svd_4(n,i,m,scaie,aj;

w1=scale~g:
g=s-scale-0. 0:
if ti<m &L i!=n-1)

scale-svd 5(n, i,l~a);
if (scalef

Incse1.scl; /due ivsos
invscale-1.0/scale: /*reduce divisions*/
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s2 101-s;
svd 6(invscale,i,n.52,a, 1);

g--SIGN(sqrt(s),f);
h-fgq-s;

/*reduce divisions,/
ajiJ [ii=f-g;
svd 7 i, invh, rvl, a,1);

if sum4 _and-scale(m,n,i,rvl'a);
svd_ l0(n,i~scale,a,l);

anorm-FNAX(anorm, i f-abs (w i) fabs trvli ij

for 

if (i~n-1)

if (g)

/,reduce divisions,!
svd l(n,i~invqinvail,v,a,l);
IfE sum3 and-scale(m,n,I'l,v~a);

svd-13tn,i,v,l).

for )i=IMlN(m,n)-i; 

g=wl)J
for 
if (g)

g=l. 0/g;
gjnvaIi=g/a(iji I;
if sum2_and scale(rn,n,I,I.gInvaii#aj;
svd_4(n,i,m,g,a),

else for 

for 

for (its-0; its<30; its++-)

flag-I;
for 

nml1-I;
if ((float)(f_abs(rvlfl+anorm) -~anorm)

flag-0;
break;

if ((float) (f abs(wJnn)+anorm) anorm) brew-r;

if (flag)

c0.0:

for 

f=s~rvll);

if ((float) (f abs(fl+anorm) anorn) breas.;
g-tl
h-pyth(f,g);
wI lV=h;
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svd-14 Cn,m~nm,i,c~s,a);

z-w(k) 
if C1--k)

if (z<0.0)

wk] z;
for reduce pointer op*/

break;

if its-=29) no converge-I;
X-W(iC;
nm-k-1;
y-wfnmj;
q-rvl CnrC;
h-rvi~kl;
f-C~y-zCCty+z)4g-hP,(g+hCC/(2.0,hy;
g~pythCf, 

CX-zCC(x~z)-h* Cf4-SIGIJ~g, f) 'CJ.
cs1. 0;
for 

grvll i

z=pyth Cf.h);
rvl Ci) C
invz=I /z;
c- f in vz
s-hinvz:
fxc-s;
g-g-c-x-s;
h-y's
y -c.
svd_ tl(n,n,3,i,c,s,v)C:
z-pythC f, h);
w~jC-z:
if (Z)

z-i. 0z;

s-hz;

f-cgtsy;
x=c-y-s-g;
svd_14(n,m,j~i,c,s,a);

rvl 0;
rvl (kC f;
w(kC -x;

free vector~rvi);,

float
pythag~fioat a, float b)

float absa, absb;
/I absa-fabs~a;-/

I"absb-fabs(bk/
absa-f-abs~a);
absb-f abs~b);

if (absa>absb) return absasqrtC1.0+SQR~azzz'-absaC C;
else return tabsb--O.O 0.0 asbasqrtC:.s.SQR~a~sa/z sb)C);

void
svdsmoothe~fioat int n)
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in ii;
float W max;

for (ii-0; ii+i-) if (w(iij<le-lO) wlii(-lelO;

w. w max-findmax(w,n); //find largest singular value
wmax-searchmax(w,n);
w max*=O.0

7
5; /I scale with appropriate factor

for (ii-0; ii<n; wliil+=w max; /add smoothing constant to SV's

float
findmax~fioat int n)

int Ii;
float fmax=-le99; J, very small

for (ii0:. fmaY-FMAY)Urmax,vj.ij);

return fmax;

void
svdsolve(float float float 'vn t m, inL n, float float 

int jj, j, 1, hlp=0:
float s, -tmp;

tmp-vector(n):
for 00:O 2)+

S. 0:

if (wIjIj

for 1-1~ st-ujm!3j~bjij;:/

tmp() 1=s:

for 

P for (22=0; s±=v t22tmp 
P s-svd_16(n,j,n,trnp,v);'/

s-svd_-16(n,2,tmp,v);
x~j)-s;

free vector( tmp);

prony 

Function prony estimates the denominator A(Z) of the system underlying the
data given in the vector and returns the polynomial coefficients in vector a.
The order of A(z) is P, and the order of the numerator isnQ

Therrien pp 550-55-'

void
pronylfloat int Q, int P, float 'a)

int row, col, irdx; /I indices
float I. Ial, -Sol;

Xa-matrix(Nr-Q-1,P), /I matrix and vector for normal equations 
al-vector(Nr-Q-L);*
v-matrix(P,P); storage vectors for QR-solver 
w-vectori P) 
sol-vector 12):
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form Xa matrix, and al vector 
for (row-Q+lf indix-O; row<Nr; indx++, row++)

for (cob-C; col<P; Xa fin-Axl(col)=x Irow-col-lJ;-
mk Xa P, indx, row,x,Xa(;

solve (Xa~'a al) by OR-decomposition/
qr(Nr-Q-1, P, Xa, c, perform OR-decoinposition on Ha/

I. qrsolv(Nr-Q-1, P, Xa, c, d, al);I/ I' solve1
svdcmp(Xa, Hr-Q-1, P, w, v);
if (do smoothe"ul) svdsrnoothe(w,');
svdsolve(Xa, W, v, Nr-Q-l, P, al, sol);

extract polynomial coefficients from al I/
a)ol-l.0; by deliniti', .1
for (row-1; row<=P; row++) afrowl=solfrow-l);

free matrix(Xa);
free vector(al):
free vectorlsol);
free vectorlw);
free matrimtv(;

The function pronypade establishes and solves a least scuares problem, in re
to esimate an ARR-A model of the system by which rthe data in veCLi:-C x wai; ob-a-'neoc
The system is characterized by the numerator polynomial .i:effi~rients q'.ven
vector b, and the denominator polynomial coefficients olven in v'ectoi' 3. 
orders of these polynomials are given by Q and P reap.

Pjrsny pade uses tne func:tion prony to estimate denominat:: ceL.2s.

void
ConV_ Oade (float Int 0, int P, float float -a)

Int row, col, strt=C, xndx; indices
float -*Xb;

/I estimate denominator using Prony's method /1
prony(x, 0, P, a),

Xb-ma trix-ca I(Q+ 1, F 1* \-matrl:, all z-eros/

form matrix Xb, make multiplication of dot product
for (cob-C; col<-P. cob-+(+

indx-O;
for (row-strt++; row<-Q; row++) XbfrowItcol.-xtjndv...j~a(colj;

for (row-C; row<-Q; row+.+)

for (col.-C; b(rowI+-Xbi row) Icoll;

/I alternativ formulering/
/for (cob-C;, col<-P; col++)

IndX-C;
,or (row-strt++; row<-Q; row,++)~oI(ndp~~)

free matrixM(Kb)

shank 
The function shank establishes and solves a least Squares problem, in otder t
esimate an ARMA model of the system by which the data in vector was obtainei.
The system Is characterized by the numerator polynomial coefficients qiven ir,
vector b, and the denominator polynomial coefficients given in vector a. The
orders these polynomials are given by Q and P reap.
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Shank uses the function prony to estimate denominator coeffs., and the
functions qr and qrsolv to solve a set of normal equations by OR-decomposition.

Therrieb pp 55B-559

void
shank) float x, int Q, int P, float float *a)

int row, col; indices
int i, jj; counters/
float *ha, *1v;

/I estimate denominator using Prony/s met-hod 
prony~x, 0, P, a);

ha-vector cal)Hr);
calculate ha, the impulse response of NvH lonc 

ha)O)'.a(01;
for til=l; itir; ii++)

impuls (ii, IMIN (ii, P) ,ha, a);

/form matrix Ila
for (row-0; row<N:; row++1

for (rol-0; ,CoI(=row'.I(col'=Q). rol-+)

if (row>=ccl) Halrow) co1)~halrow-coll;
else Halrowi1 coll-O.O:

)1/
U for (col..O; colt<=Q, col*+) Ha[rowl(o]ho-~.-
mk-Ha)Q+l, IMIH(Q, row) row, haHa);

free vector(hal1

v-matrix(Nr,Q+I-),
w-vector(Q+l);
U al-vector(q4l);-'

Usolve (Hab x by QR-decomposition I/
/I qr)Hr, Q+l, Ha, c, U* perform Q1R-cecomposition on Hla
11 qrsolv(Nr, 0+1, Ha, c, d, solvef

svdcmp(Ha, Hr. Q+l, w, V);
U svdsolve(Ha, w, v, Nr, Q+l, x, 
If (do smoothe-l) svdsmoothe~w,0+1);
svdsolve(Ha, w, v, Nr, Q+l, x, b);

free matrix(Ha);
free matrixiv);
free vector(w),

extract polynomial coefficients from al 
U for ii<-Q: ii+*i b(III-aIiiI;*/
U free vector~al); I/

A- 
Make s and w vectors -or the function freqz.

void
iks and-w (complex float pm sinpl, float pm WjnpIP

int li;

1* generate "time vector s at n points equally spaced irc'.nd
the upper half of the unit circle.

for (liiO; ii~np; 11-,)
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creal(s IiI.) )Cos fjpiOOl-w If I J
cimaq(s~ii )-sin f(piOOlw(i I 

freqz 
Function freqz calculates the n-point complex frequency response vector H of
the filter 8/A.

-1 -nb
jw 8(Z) b~l) b(2)z b(nb+1)z

H(e) 

I -na
A~z) I a(2)z a(na+li'z

given numerator and denominator coefficients in vectors nd a. The orders of
A(z) and 8(z) is assumed to be na. The frequency response is evaluated at
n points equally spaced around the upper half of the unit circle.

freqzhint na, float float 1b, complex float complex float pm slnp), floaL pm wfnpl)

int ii, 2j' k-k; ule$1
complex float -ha, -hb;

ha-c -vector -callnpl; -o.tfrequency responne of a anc b
hbcvctrc np):

/I evaluate polynomials at values soecified- Vc.toL' z, ustnq Horner's method I/
for (ii=O; liina; ii-4-

evalhx (ii,np, a,s, ha)
evalh.N(ii,np,b,s,hbjz

calculate frequen~y response and weight 4ith timL-
for ixnp;* H[ii(~w(lii'hb(:t(/hajiiJ;,,

fr respl np, H,ha hb, w) 

free c vectorlhal;
free c vectorlhbl;

This function performs detection on the two treq. responses HO and Hl. The
result is vdet-abs(HO-conj (ill) and Idet which is vdet expressed in dS. The
calculation of complex absolute value is written out due to, a bug in the g2lk
compiler (new compiler works now, ph 150897).

void
detectlcomplex float -HO, complex float 1Hi, float vcetlnp), float Idettnpll

int ii; /I counter/
float Idet max-lOOOOOO.0; very small/

cal -vdettnp,vdet,HO,HlI;,
Ufor~ii'-O: li<np; ii+4-I vdetliiI*=0.001;"I

ldet[iiI-lOIol~f~vdett_±i I:
ldiet ma5\FA.fildet max,lceti.iI;*! /-calculazL< L. l'C for speed1

forli=O; -I<np; il.--)leti-le a' 1:i 

This function allocates memory for a vector c' flo~at., t.f ize n.
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float
:vectorcal (it n)

flobat IV;

caloc sizet) n, (sizer.) sizeof(float)(;
return v;

I *cvector-cal 
This function allocates memory for a vector of complex floats, of :ize n.

'1

complex float
c.vectorcal(int n)

complex float v

v-(complex Tloat-)ct.loc((size_t) n, (size t) zeof(c.:.1oleX float));
return v,

vecuo c 

This function alc: memory for a vector of floa:s, o: Zize r.

float
vectorlint n)

float v

return v;

/I 
~'hxs function allocsmea nemoiry for a vector of comp':Le fI: ta, of size n,.

complex float
c vector~n; n

Complex float *V;

v-(complex float-;.r.!oc( (size t) n12);
return v;

-matrix 

This function allocates memory for a matrix of floats, of s--ze row x col.

float
-matrix callint row, t*n: col)

int i;
float I'm;

m-(float -aicsize tI row, (size_t((sizeiffloa: /*pointers t'Z rows-/

return m:

I 

float
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*Imatrix(int row, int col)

int i;
float 

m-(float malloc ((sizeU) row); /*Pointers to rows-/

m(oJ-(float malloc(isize-t) (rowcolfl;

return m,

*c 
This function allocates memory for a matrix of Complex floats, of size
row x Col.

complex float
matrix(lflt row, int col

int i;
complex float m;

m=(complex float nalloc ((sizet) cow-2); /1tr o vowc-i

m[OI=(complex float 1) inallocflsize_ t) (row-ccl)-'),

return m;

Frees mimory allocated for vector of floats v.

void
free vector(float IvI

free(,char*) v),

free c 
Frees memorv allocated for vector of complex floats c.

void
free -c -vectorlcomolex. float *v)

free((char*) v);

free 

Frees memory allocated for matrix of floats m.

void
free marrx(float -m)

free((char() m(O1);
freel(char-) in);

free 

F'rees memory allocated for matrix of complex floats 

void
free -cin atrixicomplex float -m)
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free((char*) m(Ofl;
free((charl) m);

This function performs QR-decomposition of the matrix A of size n x m, so that
A-Q*R where Q is orthogonal and R is upper triangular. R is stored in the
upper triangle of A except the diagonal elements of R which are stored in d.
Q is represented as a product of householder matrices QJO1..Q(n-2) where

u(j) x u(j) where the nonzero components of are returned
in A.

void
qr(int n, int m, float float float d)

int 1, j, k;,
float sum;
static float pm scale, tau, sigma, invscale, 
for k<m; 

scale-max abs n,m, k, A)
if iscale<le-1O) invscale-lelO;
else invscale-l/scaie;
sumpow(OI 0.0;
scale oow2(n,m,k,invscale~sunpow,A);
sigma SIGN (sqrt (sumpowl 0) A~kj 
Alk)[ki sigma;
clki l/(sigma1A[kI 
d~k) l1/{scale-sigma);
for (j-kf-1; 

sum-qr_SCalar(n,m,k 
tau sumc[kJ;
tau_A(n,m~k,3,tau,A1;

I- qrsolv 
qrsolv solves the set of linear equations wher-e A iz size n :m
x o length m, and b of length n. The matrix~ A is output ttie function 4IL
(see above). The solution vector x overwrites the first eis-aents of b.

void
qrsolv(int n, mnt m, float float float d, floaz-z

int i, J;
float sum;
static float pm tau;

form Q'*b 
for 

sum-sumaib m, j bA);
tau-sumc[1J;
btauA m, j, tau, b, A)

solve by back substitution 

for i>0O; i--I

Isum-suma)b(m, i, b,A);

bfiJ (bliI /I b~i) bi-u'/izt~rndelsgt I/

prony.q r- 

Lunction pruny estimates the denominator A(z) of the systes z erlyinq the
data (given in the vector x, and returns the polynomial cc--ff-izents in vector a.
The order of ACz) is P, and the order of the numerator is!

Therrien pp 550-553
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void
-pronyqr~float int Q, int P, float *a)

int row, col, indx; indices 
float *a1, *d;

Xa-matrix(Nr-0-1,P); matrix and vector for normal equations 
al-vector(Nr-Q-l);
c-vector(P); Pstorage vectors for OR-solver 
d-vector 

I. form Xa matrix, and al vector/
for (row-Q+l, indxO0; row<Nr; indx,-+, roW4++)

alIfindxj- -x(row);
for Icol-O; cold2; col#+) Xajindxl coll=x(row%,-col-Ijl

/I solve (Xaa =all by OR-decompositi
qr(Nr-Q-l, Xa, c, d);
qrsolv(Nr-Q-1, P, Xa, c, d, al);

1. perform OR-decomp',oSi Lion on Ha
J- solve 

extract polynomial coefficiencs from a! 
by d~i~i~

for (row-I: row<=2; row++) afrowJ=allrow-11;

free matrix(Xa);
free vector~al);
free vector(c);
free-vector(d);

The function prony pade establishes and solves a least squares problem, in order
to esimate an ARNA model of the system by which the data in vector x was obtained.
The system is characterized by the numerator polynomial coefficients given -,n
vector b, and the denominator polynomial coeffic-,enrs given in vector a. Thea
orders of these polynomials are given by Q and P rase:p.

Pronypade uses the function prony to estimate denominator Coeft's.

void
pronypadeqr (float int Q, mnt P, float float *a)

int row, col, strt-O, indx;
float **Xb;

indices I/

estimate denominator using Prony's method I/
prony-qr(x, Q, P, a);

Xb-matrix-calCQ4-l,2+l); X-matrix, all zeros 

P* form matrix Xb, make multiplication of dot product 
for (col-O; col<-P; coi++)

inrix-O;
for (row-strt++; row<=Q; row++) Xb[rowj (col)-Xjindx±+) -a(coil;

for (row=O; row<=Q; row++)

for (col=O; col<=P; col++) bf cowl -=Xb(r-owl !col].I;

P* alternativ formulering 
/I for (col=O; col'=P; col++)

indxO:;
for (row-strt++; row<='O; row++) blrow)-=x(incx'-++Pajcol);

free matrix(Xb),
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Ir shankqr 
The function shank establishes and solves a least squares problem, in order to
esima-te an P.RMA model of the system by which the data in vector x was obtained.
The system is characterized by the numerator polynomial coefficients given in
vector b, and the denominator polynomial coefficients given in vector a. The
orders of these polynomials are given by Q and P resp.

Shank uses the function prony to estimate denominator coeffs. and the
functions qr and qrsolv to solve a set of normal equations by QP--decomposition.

Therrien pp 558-559

void
shank qr(float mnt Q, mnt P, float float a

int row, col; indices/
int ii, ii; Pcounters 
float Iha, Id;

estimate denominator using Prony's method 
pronyqr(x, Q, P, a);

ha-vector_cal(Nr);
calculate ha, the impulse response of jr irq

hafOI~a(OJ;
for (ii=l; iI(0r; iit+)

for (jj-l; 

if ha(iij-=a~j~J-halii-j)J1

Ha=matrix(Nr,Q41J; matri-x for nozrsal equations

form matrix Ha 
for (row-O; row<Nr; row++)

for (col=O; col<-Q; col-*)

if (row>-col) Ha(rowj [col)=halrow-coll;
else Ha~rowj fcol]-O.O;

free-vectortha);

c-vector(Q+1); storage vectors for QR-solver/
d-vector(Q+l);

solve (Hab by QR-decomposition 
qr(Nr, 0+1, Ha, c, perform QR-decomposition on Ha I
qrsolv(Nr, Q4-l, Ha, C, d, solve

free matrix(Ha);
free vector(c);
free~vector(d);

extract polynomial coefficients from x/
for (ii=O; ii<=Q; iis-+) b~iiL'-x(iiI:

float
determine -angle(float pm *uu-real, mnt position, complex. flzat pm stnp), float pm w~npi. compleN
float *twid-px)

mnt ii, jj;
float tmp, ureal, u imag, ph;
complex float *H;
complex float *valval;
float *Hr -pos;
float *Hr-neg;
float *Hi;

trp-vector(Nr);
H-c vectortnp);
valval-c vector-cai(ku);
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for (il-C; ii<ku; 

for (jj-0; jj<Nr; tmpfjjj-uu_real[jj+ii*NrJ;

a-vector(ma+l);
b-vector_cal (mb+l);

shank qr(tmp, nib, ma, b, a);

freqz(maid, a, b, H, s, w);
free-vector(a);
free-vector(b);

valval~ilj-H(position)conj(Hipositionfl;

free c vector(H);
free_vectoritmp);

Hrpos-~vector Cku);
Hrneg-vector(ku);
Hi-vector(ku);

for (ii-0; ii<ku; 

Hr neqfii)=-creal(valvallitJ);
Hiii V=cimaqivalval~ixfl;

free-c-vectoz(valval);

u eal=dm -dft(ku,Hr -pos,Hi~twidpx);
u-imag=adff ft (ku, Hi, Hr-neg, twid px) 

if (u real!=O.O) ph-atan(ulimag/u_real)I18O/pI;
else 

free vector(Hr_oos);
free vector (Hr neg);
free vectoriHi);,
return (ph);
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/go4.c runs a svd4.21k on the ADSP 21062 and displays the results.
-Written by Peter Hazell, modified 240698 by PH 
*chan~es from go a__dat: mean values subtracted from measured is a new option*/
black on white option/

I include <dos.h>
9include <math.h>
I include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
I include <stdlib.h>
I include <graphics.h>
0 include <stringh>
N include "dsp2lk.h"
N include "\dsp2lk\dh2lk\def_4.h"

static float argl. arg2;
9 define FMAX b) (a rql=(a) ,a rg2= (a rgi) )arg2) Url (a rq2))
I define E7XN b) (argl- a) arq2)b) (argl) (arg2) r1 :g (arg2))
Ndefine N 128
N define NREM I
N define LOGIC inc
N define BOARDHUM 0 assume board number 0 
.define ERR 
N define FILENAMEREAL 'd:\\data.re"
N define FILENAME IMAG "d:\\dats.im"

define FILENAMEDUMMY "d:\\dumny"

inc GraphDriver; /The Graphics device drivc:
inc GraphMode; /The Graphics mode value
inc ErrorCode; Reports any graphics er
float norm real )NO_AMTENNAS*Nr) norm -imagING_-ANTENNAS;,::
/*floac sub real (NO ANTENHAS*Nr) sub imag[N0 ANTE1NAS,-; 
inc been here h=0; /I HP- 
inc been -here /I log screen 
inc been here m-l; subtract mean I/
in'. been here n-l; /I normalize I/
inc been -here /I shank/prony/
inc been here~v-. svd smooching/
inc 1 _draw-IS;
int I eras-I;

/*prototypes*/
void Iniclalize~void);
void in -norm~floac *norm -real, float -normlimag);
void in-sub~float -sub-real, float -sublimag);
void get seccings (char txtbuf,char *vmin,char *vmax,ch.z: -%-it,char 'vgrid,char *lmin,char
*1max,char *lfit,char l1grid, char -forqet it);

void draw_ frame~int xI, int x_r, inc y_u, inc y_d)i;
void draw-grid~inc xl1, inc x_r, inc y_u, inc inc float grid y);
void draw gqraph (float -ydata, inc x_1, inc y_u, float float ymax, LOGIC fit, float gridy,
inc cursor, float xpos);
void erase graph (float 'ydaca, inc x_1, mnt yu, float ~'~,float ymax, LOGIC fit);
void erase cursor~int x_1, inc yu, inc cursor, float 
void erase scalefint XlY, int Yu, float ymin, float float gridy),
inc posmax(float v, inc n);
float findmax~float Iv, inc n);
float findminifloat inc n);
float *vector~int n);
void free-vector~float 
void cextxyfloat~inc x, inc y, float a);
void show help(void);
void showtime (void);
void collect-cdaca)DSP2ll( -board);
void collect-means(DSP2lK *board);
void collect diummy(DSP2IK board);
void save data~floac *data);
void save means(DSP21K -board);
void make sound~int counter);
void make 3 tones~lnt del);
void octan_error(int a);
Int count-down~inc cnt);
void update screen (inc l-draw, inc I_eras);
void change filter(int new, DSP21K *board);
void change_,subtract tint new, OSP21K -board);
void cnange -normal~int new, DSP21K *board);
void change method~int new, OSP21K *board);
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void change smoothe~int new, DSP21K( *board);

main4)

char txtbuf(3O00, input;
char vmin[lO), vmaxflO), vfit(lO), vgrid(lO):
char lrninJlO], lznax(101, lfit(1O), lgrid(lO), forget it(lO);
float fvmin, fvrnax, fimin, firnax, forget;
int do upper-i, got data--16, gotmeans-O;
float fvgrid, figrid;
LOGIC fvfit, fIfit;

int 
int ii, jj;
int indx, found;
int xcrsr-254, xcrsr old;
int serlal_checkO0;
int been-here-z-1; 1

int been here f--I;
int been here 1
int been-here_ r-l; I
int been hereS-I; 
int been-here-hold;
int been-here-n-old;
Lnt been-here-a _old;
int been here m-old;
int been-here-v-old;

cursor reading 
fast cursor *I
collect raw data 
record results 
calculate mean values/

int xinc=l;
float ldet, vder-, lIdet -old, -vde. old!, -fn r, 
float xpos, xpos old, xpos-from-0.0;
FILE -ind:
DSP21K *boarc;
int 
int err count=O;
float I max,
float angle;
int position-64;
int fig2poly(8]-10,240,O, 450,640,450,640,2-401;'

xpos- (tl+(t2-tll 'crsr/508.O)/nstom-xpos f-rm;

vdet-vector(N);
ldet-vector(N);
vdet old-vector(N);
Idet old'.vector(N);

Initializeo;

setbkcolor(l eras);
setcolor Cl-draw);

outtextxy(220,l,"Press to quit, <El>
outtextxy(265,Z225, 'x-po: 
outtextxy) 1,455, "Method: Shank");
outtextxy(l, 470, 'normalization: on');
outtextxy(200, 470, "subtraction: off');
outtextxy(400,470,'HP-filter:. off');
textxyfloat (80, 225, tl/ns to n);

settextjustify(2,2);
textxyfloat(80+508,225,t2/ns_to_n);
settextiustifv(0, 2);

for list of hcz~eys");

get settings (txtbu f, vmn,vma:, vfit.vgrld, !min, 1mx, If 1z. g rid, foroet it)I;

fvmin-atof(vmin);
f via x-a to f vmax);

.lmax-atof(imax);
fvgridmatof(vgrid!)
flgrid-.atofllgrid),
tvfit-acoi )vfit);
flfit-atoi(lfit);
forget-atof(forget it);

lboard-dsp2lk open (2OARD NUM); pnrlebs,Open the boallc 1!
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redo:
*be~eeh old--i;

been here ni old-C:
been here s ol-C;

been-here-m -old-C;
been here-v-old-C;

dsp2lkresetproc(board 1; reset bord 

dsp2lk-dlexe (board, "\\dsp2lk\\dh2lk\\asvd4.21C'); 1download and start the dsp program 

dsp2lk_startfboard);

in norm(norm -real, norm -imag); get and create normalization vectors
1" in-sub(sub-real, sub imaq);'/ 1* get and create mean vectors 

while (dsp2lk-ul-int (board, dsp2lk get_adldr (board, "-done inltial.Lzation"))=);

dsp2lk-dl _flts (board, dsp2lk_get _addr (board, 'Inorm real"), NOANTENNAS*Nr, norm_ real);I
dsp2lk-dl_flts (board, dspZlk get addr (board, _-norm imag"), NOANTENNAS*'Nr, normimag);

I" dsp2lk dl fits (board, dsp2lk gct addr (board, -sub -real"), NO0_A1TENNAS-0c, sub_ real).
dsp2lk_dl _flts (board, osp2llk_get_addr (board, -sub imaq"), 14_AN4TENNAS-NL, sub imaq);*/

I" dsp2lk di int~board, C[dpIk_get _addr (board, done oownioadingfl, 
dsp2lkdlint (board, dsp2lk get addr (board, _got_here"), 0);

while(l)

Pwait for done variable to be set t::ue
11=0;
while (ii<le3)

serial check=dso2lkul_int (boarcd, dsp2lk o addrboi'd, "done"(l;

if (serial _check!"'C) goto goon;

goto redo;

goon: dsp2lk dl nt (boarc, dsp2lk get addr (board, "-got here'), 0);

settext~ustify)C,2);
setcolorfl-draw);

if (serial check!-l)

got_an_errorjserixal check);
err_count-ERR;
goto cant;

if (err count>0) err count-count-down(err count);

if )(input'-Ia'))(input-- IA')I

setcolor(Ileras).
textxy -float (450, 455, angle) 
setcolor(I-draw);
if (input-='A) position=(int) (xcrsr/0);
else position-posmax~vdet,np);
dsp2lk Tdl_fltlboard, dsp2l k get aadr (boa rc, 11 anglepos"), position);
while (cisp2lk-ul-int (board, dsp~lk-get addr~bo ard, "angle determined'))=-0);
angle=dsp2lk ul flt (board, dsp2lk_get_addr~bcard, "_phase'));
outtextxy)400,455, "Angle:");
,extxy-float (450, 455, angle);

if (input--Ic') been here c--1l;
if (been here (got data<l00))

if (got data>-C) collect-data (board),
if (got data-01 collect-dummylboard)l;
got-data++;
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make sound(got-data);

if (got data..-100(

make_3_tones (del);
been_here-c--i;
got-data++;

if (input--S) been -hereS--lI;
if ((been-here means<100()

if (got means-'0)

dsp2lk-dlint(board, dsp2lk get addr(board, subtract"), 0);

1initialize sub-vectors 
for (ii=0; lixNr'NOANTNNAS; li4-+)

sub real (ii) =0.0;
sub imagjuih0O.0;

if (got means>=0( collect means(boacd(;
got mcans+-;
make sound (got means);

if (got means==4001

if (been here_m==1) dsp2lk dl int(board, dsp2lk:e-. s.drtboard, subtract"), L);
save means(board(;
make_3_tones(del(;,
been_here_S=-l;,
got means=0;

upload the results/
while (dsp2lkul _int (board, asp2lk get _addc(boaz_,, detectinq"!!=)
dsp2lku ul fits(boacd, dsp~lkget aacr(board, vdet(:

dsp2lk_ul _flts (board, dsp2lI*:getaoQc:,(DOsc, ot;

calculate logoata here, quicker/

lfor (j)=0;jj<np;yy.±(

if (vdet(jj)>0) ldeC[jj(=10Ilogl0(vdet(j);
else Idettjj)--60.0;

I1_max'.findmax (idet, np(;
for (jj-0;2i<np;ij++) ldetijjI-=l_max;

if (been here save data(vdet),

if (input-- been -here 
/-if (input- been_here-h-I;*/
if (input--'h')

if (been_here been here h-0;
else been here-h++;

if (input.-m'( been here -m-l;
if (input--Wn' been here -nl--l;
if (lnput=='s') been here 
if (input-='rl) been here r-l;
if (input-v() been-here-v=-l;

if(been -here-f==l( 
else xinc-l;

if (been -here h!-been here-h_old) chanae_fil ter (been_-.ere h. board);
been-here-h-old-been-here-h;-

if (been here mi-been_here m-old) change_subtract(beenherem, board);
been_here _m_ol1d-been_here_m;

if (been here n!-been heren nold) change normal (beer._nee n, board(;
been here -n old-been-here-n;-
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if (been heres !)-been here_s old) change method(been-here_s, board);
been_here s old-beenJhere_s:;

'if (been here v!-been_here v o ld) change smoothe(been-here-v, board);
heen- here v old-been-here-v;-

xcrsr old~xcrsr;
xposol;d.xpos;

if (input--zl)

if (been-here_z--lI)

xpos_ from-O.0;*
been-here-z-i;

PICT/DK98/00296

xposfrom-xpos;
been-here_-=-l;

xpos-(t I t2-t I) xcrsr/08.0)/ns-to-m-.xpos from;
eras e cursor (60, 20, xcrsro Ild, xpos_o Id) 

(input=='\M' arrow rig)1r 1

if ))xinr l)&bcrsr!"508)) P' move cursor right, slow 
if ))xinc=.10)&&)xcrsr<499)) xcrsr+=xinc; move cursor right., fatsr/
xpos=)tl+)t2-tl)*xcrsr/508.0)/ns_to_n-,,pos_ from;*
ers~u o(02,cs~l,\o~ll
if (been_here_1--il) erase_cursor80,40,xcrrold,.,pos old);

(input=='\K 1* arrow left 

if )(xinc--L)&W.crsr!=O)) xcrsr-xin.:; i- move cursor left, slow/
if )(xinc--10)&9)xcrsr>9)) xcrsr--xinc; move cursor left, fast
xpos=)trl+t2-tl)i)xcrsr/50S.0)/ns_to_m-<%pos from;
erase-cursor(80,20,xcrsrold,.xposoldl;
if )been-here_l-=-l) erase-cursor(80, -0,.:crsr-olc,xpos_.sld);

for ii<N; iji.*)

vdetfiij'=)vdetjliiJ vdetoldfii) forget)/ l4-forget-);
Idet(ii1()der.(ii1+ldetoldjiij forget)/ (+orget);

if (been-here erase graphldet olc, B0, 2410, floin, fimax, flfit);
erase graph~vdet old, 80, 20, fvmin, fvmax%, fvfit);

If (input- *11)

been hereI1-l;
setcolor(Yleras);
fillpoly(4, figzpoly);
setcolor~l .draw);

if (input-ul) do upper-I;
if (input--'l') do-Upper=0;
if arrow up 

if (been -here 1--lI) erase -scale (80, Z40, flrin, flma.N, flgrid);
erase scaLe(80, 20, fvmxn, fvmax, fvgrid),
if (do upper-.l)

if (fvmax<16384)

Evmax=2 .0;
fvgrid-=2 .0;

else 'Imin--10.0:

if (input-'\P') arrow down I/
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if (been-here_i--I) erase scale(G0,40,flauin, flmax, flgrid);
erase scale(80, 20, fvmin, fvrnex, Evqricd);
i f (do upper--i)

fvmax/-2. 0;
fvgrid/-2. 0;

else if (flznin<flmax-lO) finmin+410.0;

if (been-here draw graph(Idet, 80, 240, flmin, fimax, fIfit, figrid, xcrsr, xpos);
draw graph(vdet, 80, 20, fvniin, fvmax, fvfjt, fvgria, xcrzr, xpos);

counter++;

I. if (counter-'.0J showtimeo);
if (counter-=1000) showtimeU;*/
showtime 
for (ii0; ii<N; ii-)

Vdec old jvdet (ii);
Idet _old~iij=Idetiiij;

cont*
input=, 1: :eset input 

while (kznitMf inputgqetcho);

if (1npuc'-1q' 1(i(nput=='Q') goto out;

if (xnpuz-1='

1_eras=15;
upcate screen) lo raw, I _eras);

else

I craw-1S;
I eras-;
uccaze acreen(l draw, I-eras),

been nere h old--i;
been nere m old-0;
been here-n -old-0;
been here s old-0;
been-hereV old-0;

if show help)); Fl

aerial check..0; Preset serial-check 

out:
closegraphfl;

close the moard/
dsp2ik reset -'o~or)

dspzIk closet o'ard);

free vectortlcer);
freeVector(vce:-);
free VectorItdet old);
free vectort-vae-z-old);,

re turn (0I;

void
In~tialize~void

int 
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for (ii-0; ii<Nr-NO ANTENNAS; i+

sub real (ii] 0.O;
sub imagjii)-0.0;,

GraphDriver -DETECT; 1' Request auto-detection
initgraph( &GraphDriver, 4GraphMode,"")
ErrorCode graphresulto; I' Read result initialization-/
if( ErrorCode !-grok Error occurez: during init

printf(" Graphics System Error: Is\n", grapherror-ag) ErrorCodeI
exit( I

setfijlstyle(l,1_eras); blark 

void
in -normifloat *norm real, float *normimaq)

FILE *Ind;
float a-r(Nsj, a-xiNs);
Int ii:

ind=fopen("\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\a r.dat", 
fread(a-r, sizeoflfloat), Ns, Tnd);
(close) md);
ind=fopen("\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\a i.dat', 
fread(a I, stzeofffloat), Ns, Ind),
[close C md),

for Iii'STARTPOITt; II<Nr+START'0INT;* ii+ 

norm real (i i-STARTPOT.NT1-ar~mil
norm2.maq~Lt-START)'OINTI-aL(im);

mnd-fopenC"\\dsp^41),\\bcclib\\b r.dat", 
fread(asr, sizeofifloat), Ns, Ind).
(close) md),
ind-fopen1"\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\b i.dat", 
freadiol., smzeof(float), Ns, ind);
(close) md):

f.or (im'-STARTPOINT; 1mi'NrfSTARTPOINT; ii1++)

norm-real )li-STARTPOINT+Nr)=arii:
norm-imaqi li-STARTPOINT+Nrl-a mflu.

ind-fopen)"\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\c r.dat", 
fread(a r, sizeoftfloat), Ns, Ind);
fclose (ind) 
ind-fopen('\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\c i.dat", "rb"t,,
freadla 1, sizeof(float), Ns, Lndl;
(close 

for I iSTART POINT; ii<Nr+STARTPOINT: ilt+)

norm -real 1tI-STARTPOINT4-Nr*21-ar~im)
norm mmag~mm-STAR.TPOIN4T+Nr*2)=a-ili);

ind-fopen("\\dsp2ilz\\bcclib\\d r~cdatl', 
fread(a r, sizeof)(loat), Ns, Ind);
fclose C md):
ind-fopenV'\\dsp2lk,\\bcclib\\d-i.oat", 
freadia 1, siteof(float), Ns. Ind);
(close Tnd);

for )ii-STARTPOINT; mL.<Nr+STAPTPOINT; ii+4)

norm real) mi-STARTporNT+Nr'*3)-a-r)±mI:
norm imagli STARTPOINT'NrK3j-a mimj:i
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void
in -sublfloat. sub_ real, float *sub_imag)
p 

F'ILE *ind;

ind..fopenlSUBtlEANSRE, 
ind-fopen("c:\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\sub meani.re", 
freadlsub-real, sizeoftfloat), Nr'NOANTENNAS, Ind);
fcloselind);

I. ind-fopen(SUBHEANSIN, 
ind-.fopen("c:\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\sub ~mean.inr", 
freadlsub imag, sizeofiloac), Or-NO ANTENNAS. irld);
fclose (mdl;

void
draw framelint XI, int

int ii;

setlinestyle 10,0,1);
setcolorl draw);
movetolx l,y_ul;
linetolx 1, Y-dl 
linetolx r,y_ d);
linetolx r,y u);
I ineto (xl, yu);

xr, int yu, :nt y_dl

solid I/
white 'i

void
draw gridlmnt x-l, it y_ r, in" y-u, Lnt oat qrid_y'

int ii;

setlinestylell,0,l); dottec
for ii<gridx; im14+) line(~-: lt-,.l/gio y u, y ~il:r-dIlcm

(int)yd-mityd-.yu/gricy));

void
draw-graph (float *ydata. int xl. it float yauin, float ymaxs, LOGIC fit, float gridy, Int
cursor, float xposl

int ii;
float y;
char txt(l01:

If (fit_-I

ymin-findminlydata,np);
ymax-findmax(ydata,np);

y-ymax-ymin;
if Y-l.0;

y-range 
will overfiow if y--0

if (ydata[0]>y_max) movetolx l,y move to top left hand corner 
else if (ydata(Dl<ymIn) movetolx,'_u-200); /I move to bottom loft hand corner 
else movetolxl,yu+(int)I(ymax-yd3za)0i)200.0/y)): /I move to first point *i

setlinestyle(0, 0,11;
setcolorldrawl;

1' solid I/
white 

line to frame cop*/
for Iii=l; Iiinp; line to frame bottom 

if (ydataliil~ymax) linetojxl+ir-,l2/npl,yul iet extPit
else if (ydatajii)<yjnln) lmnetofxl~li±'52/np),Yu,200),
else llnertolxl-t-i*(l./np), 

movetco Ixl+cursor, yu u.200) 
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lineto(x-ltcursor,y_u); vertical line at cursor

settextj usti fy 2) 
y-u, y-max);

textxyfloat (380,225, xpos);
settextjustify(2,O);

y_u+200, ymin);

drawg grid x_1.+508, y_u, y u+2 00, 6, y/gridy);
draw fraine(x l,x_1+508,yu,yu+200);

void
erase graph (float *ydata, int xlI, in t yu, float ymin, float y ma.x, LOGIC fit)

int ii;
float Y;
char txt(l0I:

ymin=findmir1(ydata,np);
v maxfindmax(ydarca,np);

y-y_max-y_min;
if y-l.O; ~will overflow 

setlinestyle(0,0,l); 1. solid
setcolor(l eras); black 

ii ydaraj~l>ymax) movetotX_l,y_u);
else if (ydatalOl<ymln) movet-oix-l,yu+200);
else movero(XlI,yu-.(int)Uymsx-ydataLOjY-200.0/yH;)),

for (il; ii~np;* ii+.)

(ydatalmij>y max) linero(x I+ii*(512/no),y u);

elIse if (y.datajii)<ymil) linetotx _l1-11)S12/np),; -t.i

else lineto(x +ii (512/np), y u+(int)y 

in t
posrnax~float Iv, int n)

mnt ii, pos;
float largest; very small 

largest=v[01;
pos-0;
for (ii=l; iin; ii++)

if )viii)>largest)

largest-'f ii);
posii;

return pos;

float
findmZ.N(f'.o: int n)

inc: 41:
float fmSX--1e99; /I very small

for (ii=O; iiZn; fmax-FEMA(fmax,vfiiI);

retu.rn fraax:
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float
findmin(float int n)

Ant -ii;
float fmin-le99; very oig/

for (ii-0; ii<n; ii fmin=ENIN (fmin, v i

return fmin;

This function allocates memory for a vector of floats, o, size n.

float
*vector(jnt n)

float Iv;

return vJ;

free 
Frees memory allocated for vector of floats v.

void
free vector(float *v)

free((char-) v);

void
textxyfloat(int x, int y, float a)

c:har wholef5j, dec(5). rxtj20J="11;
int ii;

itoa(lInt)(abs((a-(int) (a))Pl000))bdec,l0);
if strcat(txt,'-");

strcatttxt,whole);
strcat(txt,".)
if ((Hint) (abs((a-(int) (a)f1000))<100) &((int)labs((a-(ini)(a)1000H)>=10)) strcat~txt,"O');
if ((int) (absf (a-(int) p'l000) ((int tabs( 'a-(Intl )l000) strcatitxt,"00");
strcat~txt~dec);
outtextxy(x,y,txt);

void
get settings (char *txtbuf~char -vmin,char *vmax~char -vfit,char *vgrid,cnar lImin~char *rnax,char
*lfit,char lqgrid,char Iforget i~t)

FILE *ind;
int flag--l,indx, found, cnt-0;

ind-fopen("\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\dat-a.txt', t;
fread~txtbuf, 4, 300, I~nd);
fciose(ind);

found-0;
indx--l;
while (found'<2)

if )flag-1) vminl++indx]=txtbuflcntl;
if )txtbufcnt==S) flag* I, found++,,
cnt++;

found-0;
indx--l;
while (found<2)
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if (flag--U) vmaxf++indxl-txtbuf(cntj;
if (txtbuf~cntj--'S1) flag---l1,found++;

found-0;
indx-lJ;
while (found<2)

if (flag--I) vfit(+*indxl-cxtbuffcntJ;
if (txtbuf~cnt)--S) flag--l., found++;
cnt++:

found-0;
indx--l;
while (found<2)

If (flag--l) vgrid(+4.indxl=txtbuflcnt);
if (txtbuf~cnj-1S1) flag-l, found++;

found-0;
indx--I:
while (found<21

if(flag-!=) Iminf++indxI=t.xrbuf(cntj;
if (txtbuf (cntj=$ flag=-l,found++;

found-0;

wnjle (found<2)

~f(flag'-i) lmax(4-+indxj-txtbufjcntj;
if (txt~uf(cntI.=-'S') flag*=-I, found++;
Cntl-+;

found-O;
ifldx--l;
while (Eound<2)

if Iflag-=l) lfitH-+-indxh~txtbuf~cntj;
if (txtbuffcntj-S') flag=-l,found++;
cnt++;,

found=O;
indx-- I,
while (found<2)

if (flag==i) lgrid[i++indx)=txtbuf[cnt);
if (txtbuf[cnt)--=') flag-l,found++;
cnt*+;

found-0;
indx-lI;
while (found<2)

if (flag--I) forget itf++indx)-txtbuf(cntl;
if (txtbuf~cnt)--1S') f lag*-- 1, found+.+;

void
show he lp(void)

int linel, 1 _spc-1O;
cleardevice)):
settexq~usti fy(O,2);

line++; line++, outtextxy (50, line* apc," Your hotkeys are:");
line++;line+ line++, line++;outtextvy(5O, line* apt," a Determine angle at mnaximum");
line++; outtetxy(5, linelspc, A Determine angle at cursor'),
line++; outtextxy (50, line*l -spc," b Black on. white or white on black");

lnelspc, c Collect raw data-) 
line++; outtetxy5, linel spc," f :Fast cursor movement on/off");

linesp,' h Hi1gh Pass filtering otf/lOns/15ns/2Ons");
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line++; out textxy(5 0, linel spc, I.
line++; outtextxy (50, linel_spc,* m
line++; outtextxy (50, line~lspc, n
line++; out textxy J50, linel spc, q
line++; outtextxySO, linelspc, r
line++; outtextxy (50, line~l spc, s
line++; outtextxy)S0, line-l spc. S
line++; outtextxy(50 linelspc, u
line++; outtextxy(50, line~l~spc, v
line++; outtextxy (50, line-lspc, z
line++; outtextxy (50, line'1_spc, 1
Iline++; Iine++;outtextxy(50, Iine*l_spc, 
I ine++; Iine++;outtextxy(50, line* I _spc, 
line++; outtextxy (50, 1 ine'lIspc, right:
Iline++; outtextxy 50, 1ine 1spc, up
line++;outtextxy (50, line spc, down

line++; line++; outtextxy (50, line* _spc,"

Change y'-range of lower graph");
Mean value subtraction on/off");
Normalization on/off");
Quit");
Record results');
Solution method; Shank/Prony");
Collect mean values for subtraction");
Change y-range of upper graph");
SVD smoothing on/off");
Set x-positlon to zero or restore');
Toggle lower graph on/off");
arrows.');
left move cu-rsor left");
Move cursor :i2gnt");
Increase y-'arge of selected graph (I or 
Decrease y-range of selected graph Ui or 
function keys");

F1 :Retu::: to program");

while 

cl ea rdevi ce I;
setbkcolor~l eras);

settaxtjuztify)O,2);
if tbeen here outtomt.'y(400,470,"HLP-filter: 
i f (been here c'utteXt~y)400,470."II-filter: 
if (been here ,uttextxy(4 00, 470, "HP-fi Iter: 
if )been here outtextxy(400,'fl0,"HP-filter: off";
if. )been here m=1I) outtextxy (200, 47 0, "subtract ion or."
else outtextxy(200,4 7 0, "subtraction! off");
if )been -here_n==l; outte~xtxy(l,470, "normalization: on."
else outtextxy~l,4'20, "normalization: off");
i f )been -here_5 ourttextxy (1,4 55, "Method: Prony");
else outtextxy(1,455, "Method: Shank");
if )been -here outtextxy(200,455,"Smoothing: on':;
else outtextxy)200, 455, -Smoothing: off");
outtextxy)220,1, "Press to quit, <F1> for list of :vs)
outtextxy(265, 225, 
I" te.Ntxyloat(80,44_r,tL/ns to 

settextjustify)2,2);

textxy float)(80+512, Z5, t2/ns to in);

setcextjustify)O,2);

void showtime~void)

s truct dostiine t t;
char hour)21, iinute)4), second)], txt)20)--1;
int poly[8)-(550,455,550,4?70,640,470,640,455);

_dosgetimie (1 
itoa hour, hour, 
itoa (tminute, minute, 10) 
itoa second, second,! 0) 

strcat)I txt, hour);
strcat (txt, 
if )t~minute<l0) strcat~txt."0"');
strcat (txi, minute);
strcat (txt 11 
if )t.second<10) st-caz~rXL,"0");
strcat~txt. second);

setcolor) 1 eras);

setcllorfl draw);

void
collect means)DSP22K *t,ard)

floatuura, urag
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int ii, jj;

uu real-vector(Nr'ku);
uu-inag-vecto r (N r-ku);

whi let!dsp2lkulint (board, dsp2lk_ et_addr (board, _-done normalizing);

dspllkulflts (board, dspZLk get_addc (board, _uu-real"), Nrku, uu real):
dsp2lk ul._flts (board, dsp2lk get_addr (board, "_uuima'), Nrku, uur1mag);

for (ii-0; ii<NO ROT: ii++)

1. for jj'NrNO-ANTENNAS; j)+-ti

sub_realjj)+=~(0.OO2"ouu realI)4ii-Nr-NO_ ANJTENNASH
sub imagtjj)+-)0.OO2b)uu_ imag)4-~ii-Nlr4O- JT41ASfl;

free -vector(uu-real);
free-vector(uuimag);

void
collect-data(DSP2lK *board)

FILE -ind;
float *uu ieal, uuiaq

uu real='Jector(Nr-ku);
uu _imag=vector(Nr-ku);

while( !dsp2llk_ul_int (board, dsp2lk_gec_aodrjL,.oac, Li~~nrn )zing")))

dsp2lk_ul_ flt~s(boa rc, dsp2lk get-addr (boa rd, Nr-:L, uu real);
dsp2lk ul_ tIts (board, dso2ll: get_a5Odr(boa-rc., iac', 14C-I:u, uu rmag);

ind-fopen(FILFNAME_REAL, 
Ewrite(uu_ real, sizeoE)float), Nr-ku, indl;
fciosajind):

ind-fopen(FILENAME_IKAG, 
fwritejuu_imaq, sizeoff(floati, Nr' u, ind);
fcloselind);

free vector(uu_ real);
free-vectortuu-imag);

void
collect dummy)DSP2lK *board)

FILE *ind:
float *uu real, -uu-irnag;

uu real-vector(Nr-ku);
uuitmag-vectoriNr-ku);

while( !dsp2lk_ul_int (board, dsp2lk_get_addr (board, "done_normali!zing");

dsp2lk -ul flts~board, disp2lk get addr (board, _uu real"1, Nr-ku, uu -real);
dsp~lk-ul _flts (board, dsp2lk get ador(board, "_uu imagi, Nrku, uumag);

ind-fopen)FILENAME_DUMM, 
fwrite(uu real, sizeof~float), Nrku, ind):
fclose (id);

ind-fopen(FILEAHE_rDUMV1..1, 
fwriteuu_imac, sizeof)float), Nr'ku, ind);
fclose( md);

free vector(mu_ real);
free-veCtor~uu-imag);

void
save-data (float -data)
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FILE *ind;

ind-foPen("d:\\vdet.dat", 
fwrite(data, sizeof~float), np, ind);
fclose (id);

void
save means(OSP21K *board)

FILE *ind;

/I ind-fopen)SUBMEANSRE, 
1ind'fopen)c\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\sub-mean.re", 1wb);
fwrite~sub-real, sizeof~float), Nr*NOANTENNAS, ind);
fclose~ind);*/

I. indfopenSUMEANS_Th, 
U ind-fopenUc:\\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\sub mean.im', 
fwrite~sub iniag, sizeofifloat), NrINOANTENNAS, ind);
fclose(ind);*/

U* download new subtraction vectors 
Udsp2lk dl _fits~board, dsp2lk get addr t oard, _sub-real"), NOANTE4AS*1r, sub-real);
dsp2l k ci fits (board, dsp2lk ge t Sddr (boa rc, "s-ub~xmac", N0-ANTENNAS*14, !sut lzeaq)

void
make sounocint counter)

int f1=500, f2=1000, E3=2000;
double res;

delay)MEASOELAY),'*/

/U countdown 
if (counter=-10) sound(f3);
if )counter-8) nosound));
if (counter=--5 sound~f3);
if (counter---3) nosoundfl;

measuring I/
if )counter>-'0)

res-fmod))double) (councer)l0.01;
if (res--O.0) sound(fl);
if nosound));
if (res=-5.0) sound~f2);*
if (res=-6.0) nosound));

void
make 3 tones~int del)

sound) 500);
delayldel);
sound(700);
delay~del);
sound) 900);
delay~del);
sound(1lOO);
delay(dell.
nosound fi;

void
got n error~int s)

if outtextxy(l, l,"MAC overflow")I;
if outtextxy)1,l,"ADC out of range");
if ts--4) outtextxy~l,1, "Serial transmission error");
if )s--123) outtextxy(1,,"SVD did not converge");
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int
count down~int cnt)

int poly)8)-) 1,1,1,10,200,10,200,1);

cnt--;
i f (cnt--0)

setcolor(1_eras);
fillpoly(4,poiy);
setcoior)1_draw);

return (cnt);

void
update screen~int I-draw, int 1 eras)

setbkcolor(I eras);
setcolor(Idraw);
setfillstyle)1,1 _eras);
cleardeviceoI;
sette?:t~ustify)0,2);
outtexr:xv(220,1, E'resz to quit, (p1> for !ha: of ;.Lx"l
outtext-.y2G5,225.'x-pos:");

textx;y float (80, 4 45 c/ns to 
textxy float 80, 225, tl/ns to m)
settextjustify(2,2);
I'texr:.:y tloat(80 512,445,t2/ns_to 
texxyfloat(BO+512,225,t2/ns to in);

settexzustify)0,2),

void
change fjlter~jnt new, DSP21K *board)

if 

dsp2lkdl _int(:roard, dsp2l k_get_addr (boa rc, do flterr), L);
sercolorileras);
outtextxy(4 00, 470, "HP- filter., off");
setcolor)1 draw~);
outtemrxy(400, 470, "HP-filter* 10 ns");

if (new'.'2)

dsp2lk -dl _2nt~board, dsp2lk get-addr (boa rd, dofilter"), 2),
setcolor)1_eras);
outtextxy) 400, 470, "HP-filter: 10 na");
setcolor(1_draw);
outtextxy(400,470,"HP-filter: 15 ns");

if (new-3)

dsp2lkdl_intboard, dsp2lk get,_addr (boa rc. "-do flter"i, 3);
setcolor(leras);
oUttextxy(400,4'70,"HP-filter: 15 ns");
setcolor(I draw);
outtexrxy)400,470,"HP-filter: 20 na");

if (new<1)

dzp2ik -dl int~board, csp2l k get addr (boa rc, "d i r) 
setcolor)1 _eras);
outtexr:xy(400,470, 'HP-filter: 20 ns");
setcolor) I draw);
oucte.':zxy(4OO,470, "HP-Eilter: off");

void
change subtract~ilt nlew, 0SP21K *board)
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if (new-I)

dsp2lk-dl-int(board, dsp2lk get_addr(board, subtract"), 1);
setcolortl eras);
outtextxy)2OO,47O,"subtraction: off");
setcolor)1_draw);
Outtextxy)200,470,'subtroction: on");

else

dsp2lk -dl int~board, dsp2Ik get addr~board, "_subtract"), 0);
setcolor(I-eras);
outtextxy)200, 470,"subtraction: on");
setcolor) 1 draw);
outtextxy)200,470,"subtraccion: off");

void
change_normal~int new, DSP21K -board)

it (new--I)

dsp2lk-dlint~boarc, dsp2lk _got addr(1boaird,"nrs, 
setcolor)1 eras);
outtext.,y (1,0 0, "normal i 3r-on: 
setcolor(l draw);
outtextxv)1,470,"norss1.tzation: 

else

dsp2lk-cl-nt~tboarc, dsp21k_qet _addr~boarr,"r", 0);
setcolor(l eras):
outtextxy)1.,4 7 0,"nor.nalization: on");
setcolor(l draw);
outtextxy~l,4170,"norrnalization: off");

void
change method~lnt new, DSP21K *board)

if (new--1)

dsp2lk-dl-int(boara, csp2lk get_addr jboard, do snank"), 0);
setcolor(I-eras);
outtextxy(1,455,"Method: Shank");
setcolor(l _draw);
outtfeXtxy(l, 455, "Method: ?rony');

else

dsp2lk-dl int~board, dsp2lk get addr (board, _do_shank"), 1);
seicolor (Y eras);
outtextxy(1,455. "Method: Prony");
setcolor(l draw);
outtextxy(1, 455, 'Method: Shank");

void
change smoothe~int new, DSP21K -board)

if (new--I)

dspZlk-d!_:ntf~oard, dzpZlk~qet_addr~bcoarc-, Jos. 
setcolor(I eras);
outtextxv'(:00, 455, "Smoothing: off"):
setcolor)1_draw);
outtextxy)200,.,55,"Smoothing: on");

else

dsp2lk-dl~nt(1boaro, dsp2I k get addr (boa ro, "-do 5mr:he"), 0):
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setcolor(J._eras);
outtextxy(200, 455,"Smoothing: on");
setcolor(I-draw);
ourtextxy(200,455,"Smoothing: oF");

void
erase_cursor(int x-1, int yu, int cursor, float xpos)

setlinestyle(0,0,1); I" solid/
setcolortl _eras): /I black

settextjustify(2. 2);
textxy float (380, 225, xpos);

moveto(x_ltcursor,yu+200);
lineto (x-l +cursor, y-u);

void
erase-scale(int x_I, int yu, float ymin, float ymax, float gridy)

float y;

y-ymax-ymin;
if y=l.O: will overflow if Y=O

setlinestyle(0,0,1); solid
setcolor(I eras); /I black I

settextjustmify(2, 2);
textxyfloatCm_ 1-5, y_u, ymax);
settextl usti 
textxyfloatb x1-5, Y_u+200, ymin);

draw grid 1,>_l+508,Y u,yu+200,,y/ridy);
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total routine for 2181, rotation of antenna.
one waitstate. count on adcrx. no tx interrupts. unsigned data. synth setup.
Written by Peter Hazell, last modified 310398 by PH 

mod from rotll: 5 antennas, 20 measurements in a rotation I/

.module/RAN!ABS-0 

ASSEMBLE TIME 

.const wait, read 1;

const
*cons t
const
const
const
conat
conat
const
const
const
*cons z
const
const
*cons t
const
const
cons t
const
*cons t
cons t
const
cons t
*cons t
*cons t

const
*cons r
.const
const
const
cons t
const

IPD4A=
SOMIA BIAD-
BOM EiAEAD-s
BDMA-BEMACtrl=
BDRA BWCOUNT=
PFDATA-
PETYPE=
SPORTIAutobuf-
SPORTI _RFSDIV=
SPORTISCLKDIV=
SPORTI_ControlReg='
SPORTO Autobuf=
SPORTO0RFSDIV-
SPORTOSCLKDIV=
SPORTO Control-Reg=
SPORTOTXChannels0=
SPORTO TX Ch*innelsl=
SPORTD-RX-ChannelsO=
SPORTO-RX -Channelsl=
TSCALE='
TCOUNT=
TPERIOD=
ONWait_Reg=
Systet Control_Reg-

MEAS-Oxce;
RZE=07.Ge;
DATAl9=Oxdb;
SYNTH=Oxd7; I
ANT-Ox7b:
ATT IN=Ox7d;
ATT-OUT-0x77;

OxJ feD;
Ox3fel;
0x23fe2;
0x3fe3:
Ox~fe4:

0x3fe6;
Ox~feE,
Ox~ff 0;
Ox~ffl;
0x3 ff2;
Ox3ffZ;
Ox] ff4;

Ox3ffG:
OX3 ff'7;

A.ff8;
O ff9;
Ox] ffa.
Ox~ffb;
Ox] ffc'
Ox~ffd;
Ox~ffe;
Ox~fff;

10 address
10 address
10 address
10 address
10 address

measured signal, nil:O):ce, in2:0xae 
ref-signal 
19 bit data, c:lock, and strobe
synthesis switch/
antenna switch 

.const GET A.NT=OxOO2O; unmask SPORTO Rx/

.const WAIT SHARC=OXOB; unmask IRQL0 *1

.const READ:-Ox02D0; unmask IRQ2 

DATA BUFFER DECLARATIONS 

var/pm/ ram/circ
.var/pm/ram/circ
var/pm/ram/circ
var/pci ram/circ

var/dm/ram/ci.rc
.var/dm/ram/circ
.var/dm/ramfcirc
var/dn/ram
*va r/dm/ c,,m
va r/dmt ram
var/dn/ram
var/dm/ ram
Var/del ram
var/dm/ram
va r/dm/ ram
va r/om/ ram

Dcosfl20);
Osin 120)1;
antenna [SI;
words [240);

declare cosine buffer I/
declare sine buffer I/
array of antenna positions/
19 bit words for low freqs, MSW and LSW
and for high freqs, MSW and LSW

Rx buffer for low oscillator
Rx buffer for high oscillator1
results for interpolation 
control word, overflow status
set to one when 40 words have been read 1!

rx buf_low[801;
rxbuf high 1801;
mnt result(31;
control;
rx done;
word-int-hilo(ZI;
word-inIt-txrx t21
word-imit-tx(Zl;

ku;
got_new_ant;
dummy;

DATA BUFFER 

.init Ocos:
*init Dsin:
*init words:

<ds9O. txt>, <dcsh. ,0txt), <dsn0O.txt>;

<words *tXt>;
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.init antenna: 0x000100, 0x000200, 0xO0300, 0X000400, OX000500;

.init control: 0x1234;

.init word imit hilo: 0x1006, OxEDOC;
.irzit ward-init-txrx: 0xI064, 0x2000;
.ihit wdrd init -tx: 0x3a6. OxOOGO;
.init word init-cx: 0x3a86, 0x4000;
.init ku: 

INTERRUPT VECTOR 

Each interrupt vector has 4 PM memory locations. When an interrupt occurs the
DSP will jump to the location of the interrupt vectc-r providing the interrupt
is unmasked./

jump start; I" address Ox0o reset interrupt vector 
rtl; rti; rti;

jump adcrx; address -OxO4: IRQ2 interrupt vector 
rti; rti; rti;

rti; rti; rti; rti; /I address x08: TRQL1 interrupt vector/

jump letsgo; /address OxOc: IRQLO interrupt Vector/
rti; rti; nti;

rti; rti; rti; cni; 1address =O0)i10 SPORTO Lx inLerrupt vector

jump spOrx; /I address xl4! SPORTO rx interrupt vector/
rti; cri; rti:

rri; rti; rts; rcs; addresz- 0xlS. IRQE interrupt vector. Interrupt
vector used by the interrupt switch on the board I/

rti; rti; rti; rti; /I address =Oxic: BOMA interrupt vector/
rti; rti; rti; rti; /I address Ox20: SPORTI tx or IROI interrupt vect.

rti; rti; cti; rti; address x24: SPORTi rx or IRO interrupt vect,

rti; rti; rti; rti; address Ox2S: timer interrupt vector/
rti; rti; ci; rti; address =Ox2c: power down interrupt vector1

Data Address Generator Iniczali~at-,or 

start, srsask-0;
iD ^rx -buf -low; set start adddress of rx_buf'/

%rx-buf-low; I* set 10 -length of rx-buf
il ^word init-hilo;
11 0;
i2 rx-buf -low; set i2 start adddress of rx-buf/
12 rx -buf -low; /I set 121 length of rx-buf/
13 "mt result:,
13 t int-result;

mo 0;
ml Umodify registers for dm/
m2 

i4 "cos; set 14 -start address of Dcos 
14 -%Dcos; /I set 14 length of Dcos 

"Osin; I" set i5 start address of Osin/
%Dsin;, set 15 -length of Dsin 

16 ^words; Set L6 address of words/
16 %words: set 16 l.ength of words 
07 ^antenna; set il address of antenna
17 %antenna; set 17 length of antenna It

m4 0; modify ezisters for pm *1
1;

S E R I A L P 0 R T 0 T U F F'

axO 0x7b03: set Pro, PF1 to output/
dm(PMTPE)-axO; PFO..PFl fcr codec disable 

ax0-0x0002;
dm(PEDATA)-axO; disable OEC, enable normal SPORTO 

axo -0006; SCLFI =KOUT i (2 (SCLKDIV 4 1I1
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dm (SPORTOSCLKDIV) axO;

axO Ox6aOt;
c~m (SPORTOControlReg) -axO;

MS Br,

S Y ST EM AN D

ifc Oxtf;
flop;
matat X40;

axo OX000l;
dm (DMWaitReg) axO;

axo= OXlOO0;
dm (System ControlReg) =axO;

icntl=bM 00100;

imask-0;

se-OxOi;

inyi=OXCOOO;

ax0-0;
IO( OATAl9) -axO;

11--woro inihlo
ar-32;- hio
call il9bit;
ar-setbit 2 of axO.,
call wait2:
!O(0ATA9)-ar;
ar-0;
call wait2;
I0(OATA19 I-ar,

Ll=^word mnit_hilo;
a r='16;

ar-setbit 2 of axO;
call wait2;
IO(DATA19()'ar;,
ar=0;
call wait2;,
I0(DATA191=ar;

ilo^word mnit txrx,
ar-8;
call 1i9bit;
ar-setbit 2 of axO;
call wait2;
IO(0ATA19)-ar;
ar-0;
call wait2;
IO(MATAl9)-ar;

il-'word-init-txrx;
ar-64;
call il9bjt.
ar-aetbit 2 of axO;
call wait2;
IOCDATA9)-ar;
a r-0;
call wait2;
I0(OATA19)-ar.

11--word-init tX:
ar-8;
call il9bit;
ar-setbit :of axO.
call wait2;
IO(DATA19)-ar:*

using internal serial clock SCLK-input

0110 1010 0000 1111 
SLEN- 16 bits, right justify, zero-fill unused

INVTFS-0, !RE'S-0, ITFlS-1, ISCLK-1, MCE-0

M EMO0R Y S'TrU FF 

clear pending interrupt, all 

enable qco mode 

I' one Wait state fov 

PWArr 0, enable SPORTO

I" disable nesting, IRQ2 edge senisitive I/

P shift 1 l

V ~.rcaicuat1on ot mean/

send olt Z all zecs 
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ar-O;
call wait2;

il..^word-init rx;
ar-64;
call il9bit;
ar'.aetbit 2 of axO;
call wait2;
IO(DATA9)-ar;
ar'.0:
call wait2;
I0(DATA19)=ar;*

ax0-100;
call waitmicro;

-M N

DO it-all UNTIL forever;
axl-0x1234;
dm(control )-axl;

izask=WAIT SHARC;
idle;
imask-GET ANT;,

ar-32;
CALL sl9bic;
ar-setbit 2 of axO;
call wait2:
IO(DATA19)=ar,
ar-.0;
call wait2;
lO(DATA19) -ar,

axo- I;
CSYNTH) -axO;

cntr=1513;
D0 initl UNTIL ce;

Initl; flop;

a r- 16;
CALL sl9bit;
ar-setbit 2 of axO,
call wait2;
IO(DATA19)-ar,
ar-0;,
call wait2;
I0(DATA19)-ar;l

cn Er- 183;
DO init2 UNTIL ce;

init2:. fop;

cntr-dn Cku)C;*

DO loopku UNTIL ce;
ax0-prn(i7.mS);
IO(ANT)-axO;

axI.*
axo-lO;
call waitrnlcro;

ax0-0;
dmNrx done)-axO;
lfc-Ox OOff:
axl--39:
i2-^rx buf low;

iaak-READ:

readini: idle,,
ayl-dm(rx done);

P R 0G R 

I"reset co~ntrol word 

5%,itch, co LO I/

I- waa-ro: 4C, rncrosecs 

f~walt approx 6 microsecz

P eset Cx dlone 
C lea:' 31T pending interrupts I/

P' set AN. counit

unmask~ IRQ2

/Iwait ,r ne.N. read1
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inidoie:

azrpass ayl;
if gt 3ump inidone;
jump readini;

imas k-O;

DO loopGO UNTIL cc;

axOO0;
IO(SYNTH)-'axO;

ar-32;
CALL al~bit;
ar-setb.t 2 of axO;
call wair2;
IOt DATA2.9)-ar;
ar-0s;
Call walt2;
IO(DATA19)-ar;

perform detection
low;

CALL calc Cos;
CALL calcCOS;

axCa-O,
aml:.% done)-axQ;

12:N buf high;
1mas 6,RkAD;

f* are we done reading *1

switch to )NI 

on meas LO /I
Poi-nt z, mees, LO 

reseL cone I/
clear i i ending interrupts
set RN count 
reac lil buffer 
unrnas :R02 

Conftinue detection on meaS LO/
CAL-' CaIC Cos:

mean; I- Tr.c weas real 
CALL CaIC sin; CALL raic sin; CALL Ca continue cetection 
CALL. mean; ca-c ar. ra nigt

readhilgh:

highdone:

1, rerform detection on, ref L,
i.*Xbu,,-Iow+l;

CPL.' calc-cos: CALL Calc COS;
mean:

CALL caIC sin;' CALL cS1C _sin;
CALL mean:

id-.
aYl>C-( rxdone I
ar-;-,ss ayl;
if 9t )just highdone;
lur4 zeadhigh;

lsas; -O.

arlE;
CALL. si~bit;
ar-sezbit 2 of axo;
Call wait2;
TZ;'DAJ9)'-ar;
ar0
Call. wait2;

(:ZAZ.Al 9 1-arC;

polr. r.ef. LO 
CALL calc zcs;

CaIC ara Ts rot real_1o
CALL caic-sis;

Ca1C anm Tx. ref imag_ to (1

/~wait for ne-,t read 

Uare we cone reading

f' switch LO 

1 cerforin detection oti meas 141
x buf high: p
CALL :slc _Cos;

dm1C::.,_done)-.axO;
i fc~K:tooff;

12m' rzibuf low;

lt :r eas, li I

Urezet rx done 
*clear all pending interrupts 
/set. Ax count v/
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imask-EAD; unmask IR02/

continue detection on nicas HI/
CALL talc-cos;
CALL mean; I" calc and Tx incas-real hi
CALL talc sin; CALL calc-sin; CALL calc sin;
CALL mean, talc and Tx inas-imaghi

perform detection on ref HI *1
io-"rx buf-high+l; point to ref, HI 
CALL calc c~an: CALL caic cos; CALL talc cos; perform detection
CALL mean; talc andc Tx ref real hi/
CALL calc sin; CALL calc-sin; CALL caic -sin;
CALL mean; alc and ref_imag_hi

readlow: idle; /wait for next read/
ayl-dm( rx done);
ar-pass ayl;
if gt jump lowdone: are we done reading 
3ump readlow;

lowdone: imask-0;

nop:

loopku: nop;

do wait tm until ce; wair. for 1ist Tx~ to finish
waiLttX: nop;

axcO=dincontrol);
txo=ax0; send control word 

cntr=100;
do wait_ tx2 until ce; wait for last Tx t:o 'inisn I/

wait-tx2: nop;

imaskso: Don't bother with lzst reads 

16w'words;
it all: 12-^rx-buff low; reset pointers to orioinal position

ax0=0x:000l;
dm(PE'DATA)-ax0; disable CODEC, enable normal SPORTO/

S U B R 0 U T I N E 

subroutine sl9bit shifts out 19 bits to lower oscillator I/
sl9bit: call wait22;

IO(DATA9)-ar;
/I load with first 16 bits/

sr-lshift si /I do first shift 
si-pm(i6, in); Aoad with last 3 bits/

cntr-lE;
DO s16_out UNTIL ce;

af-pass srl; /I goto 0 or I act to next bit/
if ne jump sonel6;
ar-cirbit 0 of ar:
nop;
I0(DATA19)-ar; output bit, clk=0 
ar=setbit I of ar;
tall wait-"2;
I0(DATAl91=ar; output same bit, clk=i
jump finsl6;

sonel6: ar=setbit 0 of ar;
nop;
I0(DATAl9)-ar; output bit, clk-o
ar-setbit 1 of ar;
call wait22;
IO(DATA19)-ar, output same bit, clk~l-/

finsl6: sr-Ishift srO (LO);
alE oUt: ar-cirbit I. of ar; shift to next bit1
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ar-lahift si (LO);
critr-3.;
DO s3 out UNTIL ce;

af-pass sri;
if ne jump sone3;
ar-cirbit 0 of ar;
flop;
IO(CDATA 19 )-ar;
ar-setbit 1 of ar;
call wait22;
10(DATA19 I-ar;
jump fins3;

ar-setbit 0 of ar;

do first shift on last 3 

goto 0 or I acc to next bit I

output oit, clk-.0 

output s5:me bit, clk-l I

sone3:
nop;
IOIDATA9)-ar;
ar-setbit I of ar;
call wait22;
I0(DATA19)"ar;

fins3: sr-Iahift srO (LO);
s3 out: ar-clrbit 1 of ar;

output t..ci%=0 

Output 5sase OIL, Clk-i1

shift to next bit 

nop;
r0(0AT19=ar.
axO-ar;

rts;

/I subroutine il~bit shifts out: 1.9 bits to higherostli:
il9bit: call wait22;

OAVI9) =ar:

sr-lshift sl (LO);

cnt r-l6;
DO 116 out UNTIL ce;

af-Fpsss srli;
ne 3urnp ionel6;

ar-clrbit 0 of ar;
flop;
I0(DATAI9)-ar;
ar-setbit 1 of ar;
call wait22;
I0(DATA19)-ar;
jump fAinil6;

ionel6: ar-setbtt 0 of ar;
nop;
I0(OATAI9)-ar;
ar-setbit 1 of ar;
call wait22;
IOCDATA19)-ar;

finil6: sr-lshift sr0 (LO);
i1.6 out: ar-clrbit I of ar;

sr-Ishift si (LO);
cntr-3;
DO i3 out UNTIL ce;

af-pass sri;
if ne jump ione3;
ar-cirbit 0 of ao;
flop;
I0(DATA19)=ar;
ar-setbit I of ar;
call wait22;
IO(0.;TA19)-ar;
jump fini3;

/load first 16 bits/
Pco firs: SfIft 

lobad bits/

il Iacc to nec:t bit 

Poutput C11h=0 

/I output zsz-.e cit. clk~l

output :,clk.0 

output Saabit, clk-l/

shift to next bit I/

do first Z'.ift oni last 3 

oc:: Z.or 1 OCc to next bit 

/I Output C11 l- 0 

ione3: ar-setbit 0 of ar;
nop;
ID) DATA 19 I-a r;
ar-setbit 1 of ar,
call wait22;
I0(DATA19)-ar;

/I output 0/

/I Output 555 ct, clk1 I/
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fini3: srilshift sr0 (LO);
i3_out: ar-clrbit 1 of ar; shift to next bit/

nap;
IO(DATA19)-ar;
axO-ar;

rts;

/subroutine talc. Detection on 40 elements of ccx-buf-xxxx 
calc cos:CNTR-39; loop counter

mxcO-dm(iO,m2), my0-pm(i4,mS); get lst multiply-pair
Do c cosn UNTIL CE;

c cos: mr-mr+mxOmyC nucO-dm~iO,m2), my0-pm(i1,m5);
mr-mr+mxOmy0 (US);
sr-lshift inn by -2 (LO);
sr-sr or Ishift mr2 by 14 (LO);
dm(13,ml)-srO; /I fill result

af-tstbit 2 of mr2;
if ne jump cos_ one;
af~tstbit I of mr2;
if ne jump o_ flow;
rts;

cos one:af=tstbit L of mr2;
if eq 3ump a_ flow;
rts;

calc sin:CNTRm39;
mr-C;
mx0-dm~iO,m2), myO-pm~i5,m5(;
DO c sin UNTIL CE;

c-sin: mr-mr+rru~my0 mxO-dm(10,m2),
mr-mr+mxOmy0 (US);
sr-lshift mrl by -2 (LO);
sr-sr or Ishift mr2 by 14 (LO);
dm(i3,ml)=srO;

af-tstbit 2 of mr2;
if ne jump sin_one;
af-tstbit I of mr2;
if ne jump o_ flow;
rts;

sin one:af=tstbit 1 of mr2;
if eq jump o_flow;
rts;

mean: mr-CO;
mx0-dm(ifl,ml);
mr-mxOmyl mx0=dm~i3,ml);
mr-mr1~ixOsiyl ix0-dm(i3,ml);
mr-mr-mxOmyl 'SS);
mr-mr-m.xOinYl (SS);
tx0-mrl;
rts;

a flow: ax0-0x4321;
dmn)control)-~ax0;
rts;

wait2: nop:
rts;

wait22: nap;
naop;
nap,
nap;
nop;
nap;
nap;
rts;

initiali~e inutt/3cc, point to dsin

myo' pm() i 5, 

fill vesuLt

-0.5*det3 
/0 -0.5*det3-0.5-det5 

-0.5)det3+det5) 0.5,det4 
/I -0.5(det3'.detS) I- det4 

waitmicro: cntr-ax0;
do waitin until ce;
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WJai±tmm:
Waitm

cntr-33;
do waitmm~ until Ce;

flop;
flop;

rts;

TE RR U PT

letsgo: rti;

adcrx: ar-IO(ME-ASJ;
ar-clrbit 14 of ar;
dm(12ml)-ar;
ar-tstbit 15 of ar;
if gt jump adc-of;

ar-IO(REE');
ar-cirbit 14 of ar;
dm(i2,ml)-ar;
ar-tstbit 15 of ar;
if gt jump adc-of;

ar'=axltl.
if gi jump rxdone;
axl-ar;

rti;

adc of: ayi=Ox98
7

6;
dm(controlh-ayi;
ar=axl+l7
if gi jump rxcone;
axi-ar;
rti;

rxdone: ayl-l;
dm(rx_done)-ayl;
rti;

spa-rx: ax1-rxQ;
ku -axi;

S ER VI CE RO0U TI N 

readt meas I/
bit 14 is D.C. 
store in rx buf
test for ADC out of range

1. if ADC is out of range modify

read ref '7
bit 14 is D.C. 
store in rx_buf 

I' test for ADC out of rang-/
/1 if ADC is of range modify

control word 

control word

increase Rx counter /7
40 measurements completed 

I' ADC was aur. of range.'

/~increase Rx counter '7
40 measurements completed I/

notify main program that Rx is complete I/

get word 

.endimod;
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'Def 4.hl

#f define pi 3.141592653589793115997963468544185161590576 171875
#f define DF 6400000
#fdefine piOOl pi*DF*2*le-9
#f define NOANTENNAS 
#f define NOROT 4
Af define ma 12 model order of denominator 
#f define mb 12 model order of numerator 

define np 123 number of points in frequency response 
#fdefine til 1,0 I* time start in ns 
if define t2 45.0 time stop in ns 
if define ku 
ht define Ns 120 number of frequencies per antenna position 
if define RAWDATA 4*Ns*ku+l complex siganil and reference, one control wvord 
.4 define p2 NO_-ROT
if define pS ku-NOROT

deflne ns-to-m 

#t define Nr 120 Nr nf2)-nf] +I
define STARTPOENT 0

h! define SUBMEANS_-RE "c:\dsp2lk\\bcclib\\sub -mean.re"
if define SUBMEANSE1M "c:\dsp2 I k\\bcclib\\sub-meanim"

At define NMEASDELAY 0
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Table 1. Receiver circuit.

Description:

The receiver circuit is divided into 5 separate printed circuit boards:

Board a: LO frequency mixing.

Board b: LO signal distribution.

Board c: Receiver reference channel down conversion.

Board d Receiver test channel down conversion.

note: 2 pcs, one for each test channel

The input signals are (See receiver block diagram in figure 23):

B B2: Receiver inputs (test channels).

C: Receiver reference input.

E: 1600-2500 MHz signal from synthesizer.

G: 1510.1 MHz signal from synthesizer.

The output signals are:

H: 100 kHz IF-signal, reference channel.

II, 12: 100 kHz IF-signal, test channels.

The 5 boards are mounted in a metal box with 5 separate rooms. High frequency signals are

routed between boards by use of coaxial cables with SMA connectors. Power supplies and

low-frequency control signals are decoupled at the walls between the rooms. Power supplies

are stabilized by use of ordinary voltage stabilizers.

Circuit diagrams.

Circuit diagrams for the 4 different boards are shown in figures 24, 25, 26 and 27

respectively.

Part list, board a:

RA5 ERA-2 (Mini Circuits)

RM4 RMS-25MH (Mini Circuits)

RF7 Microstrip band-stop filter, 1510 MHz with 2 (edge coupled)

resonators (Board material: Rogers R04003).
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RF8 1000 MI-z "low-pass" filter, implemented as a 

microstrip band-stop filter (Board material: Rogers R04003),

L al 33 nH

L a2 Permax 51

C. C a C 0 33 pF

Ca4  I nF

R al 110 ohm

R a2 75 ohm

R a3 330 ohm

Ra4  16 ohm

R a5 330 ohm

Part list, board b:

RA6 =RA7 RA8 ERA-I (Mini Circuits)

RA9 RAIO 0TNA-10386 (Hewlett-Packard)

RDI LRPS-2-4 (Mini Circuits)

L bl =L 0 L b5 L b= L b 470 nH

L b2 =L b4 =L b6 =L b9 L Wb1  Permax 51

Ch b= Cb2 =Cb0 =CW =Cb

C b6 CbV =Cb8 =Cb9 =C bo 150 p

C bll= =Cb13 =Cb15 =Cb17 

Cb1 2 =Cb 4 =b16 Cb19

C b20I nF

Rb =Rb8 100 ohm

R b2 b9 33 ohm

RL6 I bIO Rbi 1 130ohrn

Rb7  Rb12  Rb13  oh

RbW3 =RbS 150 ohm
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R-b4

R =1 R b15 Rb16

36 ohm

51 ohm

Part list, board c:

RM3

C1

C 2=C0
RC2I c2

Part list, board d (each of 2

RAI

RA3

RMl

RS1 =RS3

RFI

Ld I =Ld3

L d2 =Ld4

L d5

L d6

C dl C d2 =CdQ C d4

d7V

Cd6 Cd8

C d9C i C dlC d1

Cd13 Cd14 Cd15 Cd16

C d17

TUF-2LHSM (Mini Circuits)

1000 MHz "low-pass" filter, implemented as a 

microstrip band-stop filter (Board material: Rogers R04003).

22 nH

330 nH

8.2 pF

470 pF

47 ohm

boards):

MGA-82563 (H-ewlett-Packard)

INA- 103 86 (H-ewlett-Packard)

TUF-2LH-SM (Mini Circuits)

SW-339 (M/A-COM)

1000 MI-z "low-pass" filter, implemented as a 

microstrip band-stop filter (Board material: Rogers R04003).

470 nH-

Permax 51

22 nH

330 nH

150OpF

1 nE

150 pP

8.2 pP
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cd18 cd19

R d, =Rd2 R d5 =Rd6

R d3

R d4

R V R d8

470 pF

100 ohm

100 ohm

33 ohm

47 ohm
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Table 2. Transmitter

The transmitter circuit diagram is in figure 28.

Input signals:

F (see RTVA block diagram):

Synthesizer/reference

D (see RTVA block diagram):

Output signals:

A (see RTVA block diagram):

C /REF (see RTVA block diagram):

1500 MHz signal from

1600 -2500 MHz from Synthesizer

Transmitter output to antenna swich

Ateenuated output to REF channel in receiver unit.

Parts list:

U4A: Microstrip band-stop filter, 1510 MHz with 2 (edge coupled)

resonators (Board material: Rogers R04003).

1000 MHz "low-pass" filter, implemented as a 

microstrip band-stop filter (Board material: Rogers R04003).

U9A

U8A,U11A

ERA-2 (Mini Circuits)

ERA-5 (Mini Circuits)

mixer (Mini Circuits)

Step Attenuator Digital controlled (MA-COM

AT230)

C2,C3,C4,C6,C8,C9,C10,

C11,C13,C14,C15,C16,C17,C18:

C22

150 pF SMD capacitor 603 footprint

not mounted

180 pF SMD capacitor 805 footprintC12:
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RI

PR2

R3

R4

R6

R8

R9

RIO

RI I

R12

R13

R14

R15

R16

R17

R18,R19

R23-R28

R81

R61

L2, L6,L5

91 ohm-

27 ohm

100 ohm

27 ohm

36 ohm

560 ohm

150 ohm

51 oihm

56 ohm

51 ohm

56 ohm

2.2 ohm

680 ohm

330 ohm-

56 ohm

not mounted

680 ohm

8.2 ohm

8.2 ohm

4.7 Kohm x 8 resistor network SMD

470 riF inductor SMD 805 footprint

LCF1, LCF2-, LCF3: L/C P1-section troughi coupler (TUSONIX 4 101 

008)
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Table 3. Synthesizer

Parts list on the following two pages

Circuit diagram in figures 29 to 34.
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Table 4. Detector/DSP-1

The detector consists of 3 boards.

One ADDS-21XX-EZLITE Evaluation Board from Analog Devices Inc. This board

incorporates the fixed-point DSP Processor ADSP2181 as well as clock generator and other

support circuits.

For description and circuit diagrams refer to the published material from Analog Devices

Inc. regarding the ADDS-21XX-EZLITE Evaluation Board.

Two boards comprising of Analog-to-Digital converters and digital logic input/output lines

for controlling the synthesizer and the antenna switches plus some auxiliary circuits.

The digital control lines for the Antenna Switch Decoder/Level Shifter and the synthesizer

are all standard TTL level.

Circuit diagram for these two boards are the same and shown in figures 35a), 35b) and 36.

NOTE: The lines designated AQO AQ13, which are the output signals from the Analog to

Digital converter should be reversed in order in figures 35a) and 

List of components on the following pages

The analog input signals are the IF-outputs from the receiver unit. Refer to RTVA block

diagram in figure 22.

The IF signals of 100 KHz are the REF channel and one test channel.

Software listings for the ADSP2181 DSP processor is included.

The processor performs a quadrature detection, and the resulting stream of digital data is fed

to the ADSP-2106x EZ-LAB Evaluation Board via a serial interface.
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Table 5. Antenna switch.

Circuit diagram in figure 37.

2 pcs of this board are used, one for the transmitting antennas and one for the receiving.

The board is constructed using a microstrip technique on a board material material: Rogers

R04003.

Control inputs: swa0/swb0 swa6/swb6 are 5V signals generated by the Antenna

Switch Controller/Level Shifter.

RF signal ports ANT-1 ANT-6 are connected to antenna elements

RF signal port Rx or TX is connected to the transmitter output or the receiver input.

RF connectors are all SMA female chassis mounted.

Parts list:

R1, R2, R3, R4, R11, R12

R6, R7, R8, R9, R10

C, C2,C3

LCFEED

SW1, SW2, SW3, SW4,

SW6, SW7, SWS,

SW9, SW10, SW11, SW12

51 W

10 KW

10 nF

4101-008 (Tusonix). Pi-section, capacitance 5,5 nF

SW-338 (Macom)
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Table 6. Antenna Switch Decoder/Level shifter

Circuit Diagram: figure 38

2 pcs of this unit is used.

Input signals:Terminals no 1,2,3 and 4 on connector JP3, only 1,2 an3 are used. These TTL

level control signals are generated by the Detector/DSP-1 unit.

Output signals Only the 5V signals SWAO/SWBO SWA6/SWB6 are used. These

lines are connected to the Antenna Switch units.

This board converts standard TTL logic signals to 5V signals.

Encoding of the signals is performed by the logic pattern stored in the EPROM U5. The

pattern is trivial in the sense that for the fist six of the 16 possible logic state combinations

of the inputs AXO..AX3, the SWAO/SWBO SWA6/SWB6 are put at a voltage level, that

in effect selects one out of the six RF ports on the antenna switch controlled by this unit.

The logic pattern stored in the EPROM U5 is thus deductable from the included diagrams.
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Table 7. Serial Interface

The serial interface is constructed in accordance with the guidelines given in the ADSP-

2 100 family Users Manual under Hardware Examples, published by Analog Devices Inc.

Standard differential RS-485 signaling is used.

Circuit diagrams in figures 42, 43 and 44

Parts lists:

EZLITE, (Fig. 44):

RI, R2, R3 I kohm

C I, C2, C5 100 nF

C3, C4 100 mF

DI IN4001

Ul DS96174

U2 DS96175

U3 LM78LO5
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Table 8. Dipole Antenna Element

Circuit diagram in figure 39

8 or 10 pcs of this unit is used, corresponding to 4 or 5 antenna pairs.

Printed circuit layout is shown in figures 40 and 41.

Parts list:

RI, R2, R3, R4 22 ohm

R6, R7. RS, R9, RI10 33 ohm

RI 1, R12, R13, R14,

R16, R17, R18 47 ohm

R 19, R'20, R2 1,

R22,R23,R24 220 ohm

TRI ETC4- 1 T-7 (Macom)

PI SMA jack for pcb mounting.
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Table 9. View of some possible arntenna configurations.

Basis combination corresponding 8-set type

Fig: 3a 3b 1

Fig: 3c 3d I

Fig: 4a, 4b 2

Fig: 4c 4d 2

Fig: 5a 5bI

comment

co-linear

parallel

symmetrical

symmetrical

coincident S1

S-param.

S2 1

S'2l

S2 1

S21
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Table 10. Examples of number of rotations of the antenna sN'stejn. AD is angle of

rotation betwveen each measurement, N is number of measurements.

N 

AO 22,50

AO 
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Table I11. Examples of k-indexes corresponding~ to 2 periods per rotation. k-values

stated in pairs (k2,k-2 AO- is the angle of rotation between each measurement, N is

number of measurements.

N=16 32 64 128

AO 22,50

AO =45 0

(2,14)

(4,129

(4,28)

(8,249

(8,56) (16,112) (k2 ,k-2

(16,48) (32,96) 
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Table 12. view of objects seen in the examnies I to 

~Designationi Object Depth No rot. IN

Els1A.E 960820a It[60 mm plastics pipe with waterl 35 cm+ 12',)5gr. 4 64
Eks2A.E 1960823a jElectricity-high voltage cable 75crn? 122,5 gr. 1 16

EsA..F 960916b feephome cab le- n 4- 64_

Eks4X.E 9609M2 Electric ity-h igh v oltage cable 90o=? 2W, gr. 2 32
9608l3a IElectricity-low voltage cable 75 an '.n5 gr. 4 64

iNote: depth measured when digged up 
Note depth estimated 
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PATENT CLAIMS

1. Plant for generation of information indicative of the depth and the orientation

of an object positioned below the surface of the ground which plant is adapted to use elec-

tromagnetic radiation emitted from and received by an antenna system associated with the

plant and having a transmitter and a receiver for generation of the electromagnetic radiation

in cooperation with the antenna system and for reception of an electromagnetic radiation

reflected from the object in cooperation with the antenna system, respectively, characterized

in that the antenna system comprises a plurality of individual antenna elements having sub-

stantially linear polarization, especially dipole antennas, which are positioned in relation to

the geometrical center of the antenna system with each of the centers of the antenna ele-

ments displaced in relation to the geometrical center of the antenna system and that the plant

has means for rotation, either mechanically or electrically, of the antenna system and thus

polarization of the electromagnetic field around or in relation to the geometric center of the

antenna system.

2. Plant according to claim 1, characterized in that the individual antenna ele-

ments of the antenna system, especially dipole antennas, are positioned radially relative to

the geometric center of the antenna system.

3. Plant according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the individual antenna

elements of the antenna system form polygonal structures symmetrically or alternatively

asymmetrically around the geometric center of the antenna system.

4. Plant according to any of the claims 1-3, characterized in that the individual

antenna elements, especially dipole antennas, form orthogonally oriented, alternatively in

parallel oriented, sets of transmitter and receiver antennas.

Plant according to any of the claims 1-4, characterized in that the transmitter

and receiver antennas of the antenna system are co-polar or alternatively cross-polar.

6. Plant according to any of the claims 1-5, characterized in that the means for

providing rotation of the antenna system are arranged to provide the rotation of the antenna
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system mechanically or electrically and thus provide polarization of the electromagnetic

field around the geometric center in angular increments, typically in the order of 22.5', 300

36' or divisions of or multiples of such angles.

7. Plant according to any of the claims 1-6, characterized in that the transmitter

and the receiver of the plant are arranged to perform generation and reception, respectively,

of electromagnetic radiation at several individual frequencies, typically within the range

100 MHz to I GHz in steps of 

8. Plant according to any of the claims 1-7, characterized in that the plant conk-

prises signal processing means for measuring a transfer function, for example a voltage

transfer fuunction, a current transfer function or combinations thereof or a power transfer

function between signals between the emitted and the received radiation.

9. Plant according to any of the claims 1-8, characterized in that the signal pro-

cessing means are arranged for measuring the transfer function for associated values of an-

gular rotation and frequency.

Plant according to claim 9, characterized in that the signal processing means

are arranged to perform a transformation from frequency to time by Fourier transformation

or by using a mathematical exponential model with corresponding rational transfer function

on the transfer function associated with that angle, for generation of a time dependent

function continuous in time for each angle, calculated at a predetermined number of discrete

times using identical calculation times for all the angles.

11. Plant according to claim 10, characterized in that the signal processing means

are adapted to perform a signal analysis by Fourier transformation for each of the times in

the time dependent function continuous in time associated with each angle, with the time as

a constant and the angle as independent variable, for generation of a representation in the

angle domain.

12. Plant according to claim 9, characterized in that the signal processing means

are adapted to perform a signal analysis by Fourier transformation for each frequency ha-
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ving the frequency as a constant and the angle as an independent variable, for generation of

a set of numbers having the angle harmonic and the measuring frequency as independent

variables.

13. Plant according to claim 12, characterized in that the signal processing means

furthermore are adapted to perform a transformation from frequency to time by Fourier

transformation or by applying a mathematical exponential model with corresponding ratio-

nal transfer function deriving for each angle harmonic a time dependent, in time continuous

function at a predetermined number of discrete times, using identical calculation times for

every angle harmonic, generating a set of numbers corresponding to a mathematical functi-

on having the angle harmonic in discrete form and the time in discrete form as independent

variables.

14. Plant according to any of the claims 11-13, characterized in that the signal

processing means furthermore are adapted to perform a scanning for local and global maxi-

ma indicating angle periodical reflections from objects, in the representation in the angle

domain, and where the peak value indicates the time delays of associated reflections from an

object.

15. Plant according to any of the claims 10-14, characterized in that the signal

processing means furthermore are adapted to perform a calculation of angle position relative

to the antenna system for the angle periodical reflections.

16. Plant according to any of the claims 10-15, characterized in that the plant

comprises signal processing means for utilizing, during horizontal movement above the

ground, collocated measurements for the suppression of clutter.

17. Method for generation of information indicative of the depth and the orientati-

on of an object positioned below the surface of the ground which method comprises the use

of electromagnetic radiation emitted from and received by an antenna system by means of a

transmitter and a receiver for the generation of the electromagnetic rac.ation in cooperation

with the antenna system and for reception of an electromagnetic radiation reflected from the

object in cooperation with the antenna system, respectively, characterized in that for trans-
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mission and reception of the electromagnetic radiation a plurality of individual antenna ele-

ments is used having substantially linear polarization, especially dipole antennas, which are

positioned in relation to the geometrical center of the antenna system with each of the cen-

ters of the antenna .lements displaced in relation to the geometrical center of the antenna

system and that the antenna system is rotated, either mechanically or electrically, around or

in relation to the geometric center of the antenna system.

18. Method according to claim 17, characterized in that for transmission and re-

ception of the electromagnetic radiation said antenna system is used having the individual

antenna elements, especially the dipole antenna, positioned radially from the geometric

center of the antenna system.

19. Method according to claim 17 or 18, characterized in that for transmission and

reception of the electromagnetic radiation said antenna system is used having the individual

antenna elements, especially the dipole anltenna, forming polygonal structures positioned

symmetrically or alternatively asymmetrically around the geometric center of the antenna

system.

Method according to any of the claims 17-19, characterized in that for trans-

mission and reception of the electromagnetic radiation the individual antenna elements of

said antenna system mentioned are used, especially the dipole antennas, forming orthogo-

nally oriented, alternatively in parallel oriented sets of transmitter and receiver.

21. Method according to any of the claims 17-20, characterized in that for trans-

mission and reception of the electromagnetic radiation transmitter and receiver antennas are

used, which are co-polar or alternatively cross-polar.

22. Method according to any of the claims 17-21, characterized in that the rotation

of the antenna system is produced by rotating, mechanically or electrically, the antenna sy-

stem and thus achieving polarization of the electromagnetic field around the geometric cen-

ter in angular increments, typically in the order of 22.5°, 30°, 36° or divisions of or multi-

pies of such angles.
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23. Method according to any of the claims 17-22, characterized in that the genera-

tion and the reception of electromagnetic radiation are performed at several individual fre-

quencies, typically within the range 100MHz to 1GHz in steps of 

24. Method according to any of the claims 17-23, characterized in that, in said

method, signal processing is performed for measurement of a transfer function, for example

a voltage transfer function, a current transfer function or combinations thereof or a power

transfer function between signals between the emitted and the received radiation.

25. Method according to any of the claims 17-24, characterized in that, in said

signal processing, a measurement of the transfer function for associated values of angular

change and frequency is performed.

26. Method according to claim 25, characterized in that, in said signal processing,

a transformation from frequency to time is performed by Fourier transformation or by the

use of a mathematical exponential model with corresponding rational transfer function of

said transfer function associated with that angle, for generation of a time dependent functi-

on, continuous in time for each angle, calculated at a predetermined number of discrete ti-

mes using identical calculation times for all the angles.

27. Method according to claim 26, characterized in that, in said signal processing,

a signal analysis by Fourier transformation for each of said times is performed on said time

dependent function, continuous in time and associated with each angle, with the time as a

constant and the angle as independent variable, for the generation of a representation in the

angle domain.

28. Method according to claim 25, characterized in that, in said signal processing,

a signal analysis by Fourier transformation for each of the frequencies is performed with the

frequency as a constant and the angle as independent variable, for generation of a set of

numbers having the angle harmonic and the measuring frequency as independent variables.

29. Method according to claim 28, characterized in that, in said signal processing,

a transformation from frequency to time is furthermore performed by Fourier transformation
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or by the use of a mathematical exponential model with corresponding rational transfer

function deriving for each angle harmonic a time dependent, in time continuous function at

a predetennined number of discrete times, using identical calculation times for every angle

harmonic, generating a set of numbers corresponding to a mathematical function having the

angle harmonic in discrete form and the time in discrete form as independent variables.

Method according to claims 27-29, characterized in that, in said signal proces-

sing, a scanning for local and global maxima is performed indicating angle periodical re-

flections from objects, in representation in the angle domain, and where the peak value indi-

cates the time delays of associated reflections from an object.

31. Method according to any of the claims 26-30, characterized in that, in said

signal processing, a calculation of the angular position relative to the antenna system for the

angle periodical reflections is furthermore performed.

32. Method according to any of the claims 26-31, characterized in that the signal

processing utilizes, during horizontal movement above the ground, collocated measurements

for the suppression of clutter,
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